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Abstract
The sheer increase in the volume of data over the last decade has trig-
gered research in cluster computing frameworks that enable web enterprises
to extract big insights from big data. While Apache Spark defines the state
of the art in big data analytics platforms for (i) exploiting data-flow and
in-memory computing and (ii) for exhibiting superior scale-out performance
on the commodity machines, little effort has been devoted to understanding
the performance of in-memory data analytics with Spark on modern scale-up
servers. This thesis characterizes the performance of in-memory data analyt-
ics with Spark on scale-up servers.
Through empirical evaluation of representative benchmark workloads on
a dual socket server, we have found that in-memory data analytics with Spark
exhibit poor multi-core scalability beyond 12 cores due to thread level load
imbalance and work-time inflation (the additional CPU time spent by threads
in a multi-threaded computation beyond the CPU time required to perform
the same work in a sequential computation). We have also found that work-
loads are bound by the latency of frequent data accesses to the memory. By
enlarging input data size, application performance degrades significantly due
to the substantial increase in wait time during I/O operations and garbage
collection, despite 10% better instruction retirement rate (due to lower L1
cache misses and higher core utilization).
For data accesses, we have found that simultaneous multi-threading is
effective in hiding the data latencies. We have also observed that (i) data
locality on NUMA nodes can improve the performance by 10% on average,
(ii) disabling next-line L1-D prefetchers can reduce the execution time by up-
to 14%. For garbage collection impact, we match memory behavior with the
garbage collector to improve the performance of applications between 1.6x
to 3x. and recommend using multiple small Java virtual machines (JVMs)
that can provide up-to 36% reduction in execution time over single large
JVM. Based on the characteristics of workloads, the thesis envisions near-
memory and near storage hardware acceleration to improve the single-node
performance of scale-out frameworks like Apache Spark. Using modeling tech-
niques, it estimates the speed-up of 4x for Apache Spark on scale-up servers
augmented with near-data accelerators.
Sammanfattning
Det senaste årtiondets ökning av datavolym har uppmuntrat forskning
kring ”cluster computing” och hur man möjliggör extrahering av insikter från
stora datamängder. Trots att kända ramverk som till exempel Apache Spark
definerar hur man utnyttjar beräkningar på strömmande data och på data som
ligger resident i minnet, samt hur man uppnår skalbarhet med lätt tillängliga
komponenter, så förstår man ännu inte fullt ut prestanda eller de analytiska-
aspekterna av beräkning på data resident i minnet hos moderna flerkärniga
servrar.
Denna avhandling behandlar karakterisering av minnesresident data analys
i Apache Spark. Vi har genomfört empiriska undersökningar på välkända test-
program som pekar på att skalbarheten hos Apache Spark är begränsad till
12 processorkärnor. De testprogram lider huvudsakligen av begränsningar i
accesser till huvudminnet.
Vi fann att en ökning av problemets storlek (öningen av behandlad datamängd)
medförde en 10% snabbare instruktionsexekvering, men även tillförde en ökad
last på in- och utmatningsenheter och skräpsamling som gör att skalbarheten
försämras ytterligare vid ökning av data-mängd.
We fann att moderna, flertrådade processorer döljer minnes-latenser väldigt
bra. Vi har också observerat att det finns möjlighet för upp till 10% för-
bättrad prestanda om man tar hänsyn till var data är placerat i minnet.
Denna förbättrade kan uppnås i såkallade NUMA system. Vi föreslår även
förbättringar i hårdvaran som hämtar data på förhand, där vi har kvantifierat
förbättringarna till upp till 14% för första-nivå cachen.
Genom att anpassa skräpsamlingen till användningen av data i program-
met har vi har visat på upp till tre gångers förbättrad prestande. Vi föreslår
användningen av flera små exekveringsprocesser i Javamotorn som kör pro-
grammet, istället för en stor då vi visat att det kan ge upp till 36% uppsnabb-
ning.
Abstracto
El gran aumento del volumen de datos en la última década (conocido como
Big Data) ha desencadenado un gran esfuerzo de investigación en el marco
de la computación en clúster, permitiendo a las empresas de Internet extraer
conocimiento de dicho Big Data. Actualmente Apache Spark representa el
estado del arte en cuanto a plataformas de análisis de Big Data (i) por su
capacidad de explotar la computación data-flow con datos in-memory, y (ii)
por un rendimiento y escalado con el numero de procesadores adecuado en las
arquitecturas comerciales actuales. Sin embargo, poco esfuerzo se ha dedicado
a entender dicho rendimiento y justificar los principales factores que estarían
limitándolo en los servidores escalables de hoy en día. Esta tesis caracteriza
el rendimiento de estos entornos de análisis de datos en memoria basados en
Spark.
A través de una evaluación empírica, utilizando cargas de trabajo de ref-
erencia y representativas, en un servidor de doble socket, se ha concluido una
falta de escalabilidad más allá de los 12 núcleos, básicamente debida a de-
sequilibrios de la carga de trabajo a nivel de threads (flujos de ejecución),
al aumento del tiempo de ejecución de cada core respecto a la ejecución se-
cuencial, y la latencia de los accesos de los datos que residen en la memoria
DRAM. Al aumentar el tamaño de los datos de entrada, el rendimiento de
la aplicación se reduce significativamente debido al aumento en el tiempo de
espera durante las operaciones de E/S y el garbage collector (GC), a pesar
que la finalización de las instrucciones mejora en un 10% (debido a una menor
tasa de fallo de la memoria caché L1 y mayor utilización de los núcleos del
procesador).Para tolerar la latencia en los accesos a los datos, se ha concluido
que el multi-threading simultáneo resulta eficaz y que (i) la mejora de la lo-
calidad a nivel de nodos NUMA puede mejorar el rendimiento en un 10% en
promedio y (ii) deshabilitar la pre-búsqueda de datos a nivel de L1-D puede
reducir el tiempo de ejecución del orden del 14%. En cuanto al impacto del
GC, se observa que es posible mejorar el rendimiento de las aplicaciones en
un factor entre 1.6x y 3x a base de utilizar múltiples pequeños ejecutores en
vez de un único gran ejecutor.
En base a los resultados y análisis realizados en las cargas de trabajo
utilizadas, la tesis doctoral analiza las posibilidades de utilizar unidades de
cálculo cercanas a la memoria (near-memory) y a los dispositivos de alma-
cenamiento (near-storage), mejorando así el rendimiento de los nodos que se
utilicen para la ejecución de Apache Spark. Se presenta un modelo que es-
tima una mejora de 4x en el rendimiento de Apache Spark usando aceleradores
hardware cercanos a los datos.
To my grandfather, "Attah Muhammad" and my grandmother, "Azam
Attah" whom I lost during this PhD
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data collecting, web enterprises (such as
Yahoo, Facebook, and Google) run big data analytics applications using clusters of
commodity servers. However, it has been recently reported that using clusters is a
case of over-provisioning since a majority of analytics jobs do not process really big
data sets and those modern scale-up servers are adequate to run analytics jobs [21].
Additionally, commonly used predictive analytics such as machine learning algo-
rithms, work on filtered datasets that easily fit into the memory of modern scale-up
servers. Moreover, the today’s scale-up servers can have CPU, memory and persis-
tent storage resources in abundance at affordable prices. Thus we envision a small
cluster of scale-up servers to be the preferable choice of enterprises in near future.
While Phoenix [188], Ostrich [40] and Polymer [195] are specifically designed to
exploit the potential of a single scale-up server, they do not scale-out to multiple
scale-up servers. Apache Spark [190] is getting popular in the industry because it
enables in-memory processing, scales out to a large number of commodity machines
and provides a unified framework for batch and stream processing of big data work-
loads. However, its performance on modern scale-up servers is not fully understood.
Knowing the limitations of modern scale-up servers for in-memory data analytics
with Spark will help in achieving the future goal of improving the performance of
in-memory data analytics with Spark on small clusters of scale-up servers. The
scale-up server used for characterization studies in thesis is shown in Fig 1.1
Our contributions are:
• We perform an in-depth evaluation of Spark-based data analysis workloads on
a scale-up server. We discover that work time inflation (the additional CPU
time spent by threads in a multi-threaded computation beyond the CPU
time required to perform the same work in a sequential computation) and
load imbalance on the threads are the scalability bottlenecks. We quantify
the impact of micro-architecture on the performance and observe that DRAM
latency is the major bottleneck.
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Figure 1.1: Scale-up Server used for Characterization Studies in the thesis
• We evaluate the impact of data volume on the performance of Spark-based
data analytics running on a scale-up server. We find the limitations of using
Spark on a scale-up server with large volumes of data. We quantify the
variations in micro-architectural performance of applications across different
data volumes.
• We characterize the micro-architectural performance of Spark-core, Spark Ml-
lib, Spark SQL, GraphX and Spark Streaming. We quantify the impact of
data velocity on the micro-architectural performance of Spark Streaming. We
analyze the impact of data locality on NUMA nodes for Spark. We analyze
the effectiveness of Hyper-threading and existing prefetchers in Ivy Bridge
server to hide data access latencies for in-memory data analytics with Spark.
We quantify the potential for high bandwidth memories to improve the perfor-
mance of in-memory data analytics with Spark. We make recommendations
on the configuration of Ivy Bridge server and Spark to improve the perfor-
mance of in-memory data analytics with Spark.
• We study which aspect of Near-Data Processing (in-storage processing, pro-
cessing in memory) suits better the characteristics of Apache Spark workloads.
To answer this, we characterize Apache Spark workloads into compute bound,
memory bound and I/O bound. We use hardware performance counters to
identify the memory bound applications and OS level metrics like CPU utiliza-
tion, idle time and wait time on I/O to filter out the I/O bound applications
in Apache Spark.
The thesis is based on following publications. Chapter 2 discusses background
information and related work. Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are the reformatted versions
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of published papers. Chapter 8 covers the unpublished work. Conclusions and
future work are presented in Chapter 9.
1.1 List of Publications
• Chapter 3: [24] A. J. Awan, M. Brorsson, V. Vlassov, and E. Ayguade,
"Performance Characterization of In-Memory Data Analytics on a Modern
Cloud server", in 5th IEEE International Conference on Big Data and Cloud
Computing (BDCloud), Dalian, China, 2015. (Best Paper Award)
• Chapter 4: [25] A. J. Awan, M. Brorsson, V. Vlassov, and E. Ayguade, "How
Data Volume Affects Spark Based Data Analytics on a Scale-up Server" in 6th
International Workshop on Big data Benchmarks, Performance Optimization
and Emerging Hardware (BpoE) held in conjunction with 41st International
Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), Hawaii, USA, 2015.
• Chapter 5: [26] A. J. Awan, M. Brorsson, V. Vlassov, and E. Ayguade,
"Micro-architectural Characterization of Apache Spark on Batch and Stream
Processing Workloads", in 6th IEEE International Conference on Big Data
and Cloud Computing (BDCloud), Atlanta, USA, 2016.
• Chapter 6: [27] A. J. Awan, M. Brorsson, V. Vlassov, and E. Ayguade,
"Node Architecture Implications for In-Memory Data Analytics on Scale-in
Clusters" in 3rd IEEE/ACM International Conference on Big Data Comput-
ing, Applications and Technologies (BDCAT), Shanghai, China, 2016
• Chapter 7: [28] A. J. Awan, E. Ayguade, M. Brorsson, M. Ohara, K.
Ishizaki, V. Vlassov, "Identifying the Potential of Near Data Processing for
Apache Spark" in ACM International Symposium on Memory Systems, Wash-
ington, D.C., USA, 2017.
The individual contribution of authors is asunder,
• Ahsan Javed Awan: contributes to, literature review, problems identifi-
cation, hypothesis formulation, experiment design, data analysis and paper
writing.
• Eduard Ayguade: contributes to, problem selection and feedback on exper-
iment design, results, conclusions, and draft of the paper.
• Mats Brorsson: contributes to, problem selection and feedback on experi-
ment design, results, conclusions, and draft of the paper.
• Moriyoshi Ohara: contributes to, problem selection and feedback on the
draft of the paper.
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• Kazuaki Ishizaki: contributes to, problem selection and feedback on the
draft of the paper.
• Vladimir Vlassov: contributes to, problem selection and feedback on the
draft of the paper.
1.2 Chapter Highlights
Chapter 3:
In order to ensure effective utilization of scale-up servers, it is imperative to make
a workload-driven study on the requirements that big data analytics put on pro-
cessor and memory architectures. Existing studies lack in quantifying the impact
of processor inefficiencies on the performance of in-memory data analytics, which
is an impediment to propose novel hardware designs to increase the efficiency of
modern servers for in-memory data analytics. To fill in this, we characterize the
performance of in-memory data analytics using Apache Spark framework. We use a
single node NUMA machine and identify the bottlenecks hampering the multi-core
scalability of workloads. We also quantify the inefficiencies at micro-architecture
level for various data analysis workloads.
The key insights are:
• More than 12 threads in an executor pool does not yield significant perfor-
mance.
• Work time inflation and load imbalance on the threads are the scalability
bottlenecks.
• Removing the bottlenecks in the front-end of the processor would not remove
more than 20% of stalls.
• Effort should be focused on removing the memory bound stalls since they
account for up to 72% of stalls in the pipeline slots.
• Memory bandwidth of current processors is sufficient for in- memory data
analytics
Chapter 4:
This chapter augments chapter 3 by quantifying the impact of data volume on the
performance of in-memory data analytics with Spark on scale-up servers. In this
chapter, we answer the following questions concerning Spark-based data analytics
running on modern scale-up servers:
• Do Spark-based data analytics benefit from using larger scale-up servers?
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• How severe is the impact of garbage collection on the performance of Spark-
based data analytics?
• Removing the bottlenecks in the front-end of the processor would not remove
more than 20% of stalls.
• Is file I/O detrimental to Spark-based data analytics performance?
• How does data size affect the micro-architecture performance of Spark-based
data analytics?
The key insights are:
• Spark workloads do not benefit significantly from executors with more than
12 cores.
• The performance of Spark workloads degrades with large volumes of data due
to the substantial increase in garbage collection and file I/O time.
• Without any tuning, Parallel Scavenge garbage collection scheme outperforms
Concurrent Mark Sweep and G1 garbage collectors for Spark workloads.
• Spark workloads exhibit improved instruction retirement due to lower L1
cache misses and better utilization of functional units inside cores at large
volumes of data.
• Memory bandwidth utilization of Spark benchmarks decreases with large vol-
umes of data and is 3x lower than the available off-chip bandwidth on our
test machine.
Chapter 5
The scope of previous two chapters is limited to batch processing workloads only,
assuming that Spark streaming would have same micro-architectural bottlenecks.
We revisit this assumption in chapter 5.
• Does micro-architectural performance remain consistent across batch and
stream processing data analytics?
• How does data velocity affect the micro-architectural performance of in-memory
data analytics with Spark?
The key insights are:
• Batch processing and stream processing has same micro-architectural behav-
ior in Spark if the difference between two implementations is of micro-batching
only.
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• Spark workloads using DataFrames have improved instruction retirement over
workloads using RDDs.
• If the input data rates are small, stream processing workloads are front-end
bound. However, the front end bound stalls are reduced at larger input data
rates and instruction retirement is improved.
Chapter 6
Simultaneous multi-threading and hardware prefetching are effective ways to hide
data access latencies and additional latency over-head due to accesses to remote
memory can be removed by co-locating the computations with data they access on
the same socket. One reason for severe impact of garbage collection is that full
generation garbage collections are triggered frequently at large volumes of input
data and the size of JVM is directly related to Full GC time. Multiple smaller JVMs
could be better than a single large JVM. In this paper, we answer the following
questions concerning in-memory data analytics running on modern scale-up servers
using the Apache Spark as a case study. Apache Spark defines the state of the art
in big data analytics platforms exploiting data-flow and in-memory computing.
• How much performance gain is achievable by co-locating the data and com-
putations on NUMA nodes for in-memory data analytics with Spark?
• Is simultaneous multi-threading effective for in-memory data analytics with
Spark?
• Are existing hardware prefetchers in modern scale-up servers effective for in-
memory data analytics with Spark?
• Does in-memory data analytics with Spark experience loaded latencies (hap-
pens if bandwidth consumption is more than 80% of sustained bandwidth)
• Are multiple small executors (which are java processes in Spark that run
computations and store data for the application) better than single large
executor?
The key insights are:
• Exploiting data locality on NUMA nodes can only reduce the job completion
time by 10% on average as it reduces the back-end bound stalls by 19%, which
improves the instruction retirement only by 9%.
• Hyper-Threading is effective to reduce DRAM bound stalls by 50%, HT ef-
fectiveness is 1.
• Disabling next-line L1-D and Adjacent Cache line L2 prefetchers can improve
the performance by up to 14% and 4% respectively.
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• Spark workloads do not experience loaded latencies and it is better to lower
down the DDR3 speed from 1866 MT/s to 1333 MT/s
• Multiple small executors can provide up-to 36% speedup over single large
executor.
Chapter 7:
The concept of near-data processing (NDP) is regaining the attention of researchers
partially because of technological advancement and partially because moving the
compute closer to the data where it resides, can remove the performance bottlenecks
due to data movement. The umbrella of NDP covers 2D-integrated Processing-
In-Memory, 3D-stacked Processing-In-Memory (PIM) and In-Storage Processing
(ISP). Existing studies show efficacy of processing-in-memory (PIM) approach for
simple map-reduce applications [83, 137], graph analytics [15, 127], machine learn-
ing applications [?, 31] and SQL queries [125, 177]. Researchers also show the
potential of processing in non-volatile memories for I/O bound big data appli-
cations [36, 143, 173]. However, it is not clear which aspect of NDP (high band-
width, improved latency, reduction in data movement, etc..) will benefit state-of-
art big data frameworks like Apache Spark. Before quantifying the performance
gain achievable by NDP for Spark, it is pertinent to answer which form of NDP
(PIM, ISP) would better suit Spark workloads?
To answer this, we characterize Apache Spark workloads into compute bound,
memory bound and I/O bound. We use hardware performance counters to identify
the memory bound applications and OS level metrics like CPU utilization, idle time
and wait time on I/O to filter out the I/O bound applications in Apache Spark and
position ourselves as under
• ISP matches well with the characteristics of noniterative batch processing
workloads in Apache Spark.
• PIM suits stream processing and iterative batch processing workloads in
Apache Spark.
• Machine Learning workloads in Apache Spark are phasic and require hybrid
ISP and PIM.
• 3D-Stacked PIM is an overkill for Apache Spark and programmable logic
based hybrid ISP and 2D integrated PIM can satisfy the varying compute
demands of Apache Spark based workloads.
Chapter 8:
Traditionally, cluster computing frameworks like Apache Flink [35], Apache Spark [190],
Apache Storm [164] etc, are being increasingly used to run real-time streaming an-
alytics. These frameworks have been designed to use the cluster of commodity
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machines. Keeping in view the poor multi-core scalability of such frameworks [27],
we hypothesize that coherently attached processor interface (CAPI) [161] based
scale-up machines can deliver enhanced performance for in-memory big data ana-
lytics.
Our contributions are
• We propose system design for FPGA acceleration of big data processing
frameworks on CAPI based scale-up servers.
• We estimate 4x speedup in the scale-up performance of Apache Spark on
CAPI based scale-up machines using roof-line model.
1.3 Thesis Statement
Scale-out big data processing frameworks fail to fully exploit the poten-
tial of modern off-the-shelf commodity machines (scale-up servers) and
require modern servers to be augmented with programmable accelerators
near-memory and near-storage.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related
Work
Scaling is the ability of the system to adapt to increased demands in
terms of data processing. To support big data processing, different plat-
forms incorporate scaling in different forms. From a broader perspective,
the big data platforms can be categorized into the two types of scaling: 1)
Horizontal scaling or Scale-out means distributing the data and workload
across many commodity machines in order to improve the processing ca-
pability and 2) Vertical scaling or Scale-up includes assembling machines
with more processors, more memory and specialized hardware like GPUs
as co-processors [146].
2.1 Horizontally Scaled Systems
MapReduce [51] has become a popular programming framework for big
data analytics. It was originally proposed by Google for simplified paral-
lel programming on a large number of machines. A plethora of research
exists on improving the performance of big data analytics using MapRe-
duce [57, 110, 147]. Sakr et al. [147] provide a comprehensive survey
of a family of approaches and mechanisms of large-scale data processing
mechanisms that have been implemented based on the original idea of the
MapReduce framework and are currently gaining a lot of momentum in
both research and industrial communities. Doulkeridis et al. [57] review
a set of the most significant weaknesses and limitations of MapReduce at
a high level, along with solving techniques. A taxonomy is presented for
categorizing existing research on MapReduce improvements according to
the specific problem they target. Based on the proposed taxonomy, a
classification of existing research is provided focusing on the optimiza-
tion objective. The state-of-art on stream and large-scale graph process-
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ing can be found in [75] and [29] respectively. Spark [190] provides a
unified framework for batch and stream processing [191]. Graph process-
ing [183], predictive analytics using machine learning approaches [122]
and SQL query analysis [184] is also supported in Spark.
Spark
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) [190], which are immutable collections of objects spread
across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: “Transformations” and “Actions”. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs, whereas Actions
launch a computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user
runs an action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the
RDD lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain
pipelined transformations with narrow dependencies. Further, it divides
each stage into tasks, where a task is a combination of data and compu-
tation. Tasks are assigned to executor pool of threads. Spark executes
all tasks within a stage before moving on to the next stage. Finally, once
all jobs are completed, the results are saved to file systems.
Spark Streaming
Spark Streaming [191] is an extension of the core Spark API for the
processing of data streams. It provides a high-level abstraction called
discretized stream or DStream, which represents a continuous stream of
data. Internally, a DStream is represented as a sequence of RDDs. Spark
streaming can receive input data streams from sources such as Kafka,
Twitter, or TCP sockets. It then divides the data into batches, which
are further processed by the Spark engine to generate the final stream of
results in batches. Finally, the results can be pushed out to file systems,
databases or live dashboards.
Garbage Collection
Spark runs as a Java process on a Java Virtual Machine(JVM). The JVM
has a heap space which is divided into young and old generations. The
young generation keeps short-lived objects while the old generation holds
objects with longer lifetimes. The young generation is further divided
into eden, survivor1 and survivor2 spaces. When the eden space is full, a
minor garbage collection (GC) is run on the eden space and objects that
are alive from eden and survivor1 are copied to survivor2. The survivor
regions are then swapped. If an object is old enough or survivor2 is full,
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it is moved to the old space. Finally, when the old space is close to full,
a full GC operation is invoked.
2.2 Vertically Scaled Systems
MapReduce has been extended to different architectures to facilitate par-
allel programming, such as multi-core CPUs [21,40,104,105,130,144,145,
155,158,162,188,195], GPUs [60,63,77,86,140], the coupled CPU-GPU
architecture [38,101], FPGA [54,95,152], Xeon Phi co-processor [117,118]
and Cell processors [50].
2.3 GPU based Heterogeneous Clusters
Shirahata et al. [154] propose a hybrid scheduling technique for GPU-
based computer clusters, which minimizes the execution time of a sub-
mitted job using dynamic profiles of Map tasks running on CPU cores
and GPU devices. They extend Hadoop to invoke CUDA codes in order
to run map tasks on GPU devices. Herrero [74] addresses the prob-
lem of integrating GPUs into existing MapReduce framework (Hadoop).
OpenCL with Hadoop has been proposed in [131,182] for the same prob-
lem. Zhai et al. [192] provide an annotation based approach to automat-
ically generate CUDA codes from Hadoop codes to hide the complexity
of programming on CPU/GPU cluster. To achieve Hadoop and GPU
integration, four approaches including Jcuda, JNI, Hadoop Streaming,
and Hadoop Pipes, have been accomplished in [197].
El-Helw et al. [59] present Glasswing, a MapReduce framework that
uses OpenCL to exploit multi-core CPUs and accelerators. The core of
Glasswing is a 5-stage pipeline that overlaps computation, communica-
tion between cluster nodes, memory transfers to compute devices, and
disk access in a coarse-grained manner. Glasswing uses fine-grained par-
allelism within each node to target modern multi-core and many-core
processors. It exploits OpenCL to execute tasks on different types of
compute devices without sacrificing the MapReduce abstraction. Ad-
ditionally, it is capable of controlling task granularity to adapt to the
diverse needs of each distinct compute device.
Stuart et al. [160] propose standalone MapReduce library written in
C++ and CUDA for GPU clusters. Xie et al. propose Moim [178]
which 1) effectively utilizes both CPUs and GPUs, 2) overlaps CPU and
GPU computations, 3) enhances load balancing in the map and reduce
phases, and 4) efficiently handles not only fixed but also variable size
data. Guo et al. [72] present a new approach to design the MapReduce
framework on GPU clusters for handling large-scale data processing.
They use CUDA and MPI parallel programming models to implement
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this framework. To derive an efficient mapping onto GPU clusters, they
introduce a two-level parallelization approach: the inter-node level and
intra-node level parallelization. Furthermore, in order to improve the
overall MapReduce efficiency, a multi-threading scheme is used to over-
lap the communication and computation on a multi-GPU node. An
optimized MapReduce framework has been presented for CPU-MIC het-
erogeneous cluster [171,172].
Shirahata et al. [153] argue that the capacity of device memory on GPUs
limits the size of the graph to process and they propose a MapReduce-
based out-of-core GPU memory management technique for processing
large-scale graph applications on heterogeneous GPU-based supercom-
puters. The proposed technique automatically handles memory over-
flows from GPUs by dynamically dividing graph data into multiple chunks
and overlaps CPU-GPU data transfer and computation on GPUs as
much as possible.
Choi et al. [46] presents Vispark, an extension of Spark for GPU-accelerated
MapReduce processing on array-based scientific computing and image
processing tasks. Vispark provides an easy-to-use, Python-like high-
level language syntax and a novel data abstraction for MapReduce pro-
gramming on a GPU cluster system. Vispark introduces a programming
abstraction for accessing neighbor data in the mapper function, which
greatly simplifies many image processing tasks using MapReduce by re-
ducing memory footprints and bypassing the reduce stage.
2.4 FPGA based Heterogeneous Clusters
A detailed survey on re-configurable accelerators for cloud computing [96]
outlines that in most of the cases, the speedup is low and emphasis has
been given to the energy efficiency of the system. The speedup also
depends on whether the proposed accelerator is used as a co-processor
or it is used as a complete replacement for the processor. In the latter
case, the speedup is usually higher since the whole application is run-
ning on the FPGA. Usually, FPGAs are used for the batch processing
applications, where a large amount of data are oﬄoaded to the FPGA
for acceleration. In the co-processor case, then the overall energy effi-
ciency is lower. In such cases, the interface is either PCIe offering a total
throughput of 16 GB/s or the AXI4 bus that provides an aggregated
throughput of 25.6 GB/s when clocked at 200 MHz. The latter case is
when the accelerator is part of multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC).
In the former case, multiple FPGA cards can be added in the PCIe
allowing easier scalability. In the cases that solution is proposed as a
complete replacement for the typical processor, Ethernet is used for the
reception and transmission of data packets and a TCP/IP-oﬄoad-engine
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is used to speed up the processing requirements at the network level.
Acceleration on a CPU-FPGA Heterogeneous Platform
Acceleration using CAPI
Giefers et al. [68] study a fast fourier transform (FFT) accelerator on
FPGA, attached via CAPI to a Power 8 processor and show that a coher-
ently attached accelerator outperforms device driver based approaches
in terms of latency. Experimental results show that bypassing the device
driver significantly reduces the communication and control overhead for
a PCIe attached co-processor. When using a zero copy mapping of de-
vice buffers, the FFT data is instantly passed from the host to the FFT
kernel implementation of the FPGA via PCIe link. The streaming of
data from host hampers performance so that the zero-copy version of
the OpenCL [159] program only achieves 4Gflops. When the kernel can
read and write the data from local SDRAM, the performance is much
higher. As the accelerator function unit (AFU) sends and receives data
through the PCIe link, the performance is not as high as for the DDR
OpenCL kernel, but still more than 5x better than the zero-copy version
of the OpenCL.
They also compare the latency of software and hardware accelerated FFT
kernels. In all cases, the input data is initialized on the host and resides in
the cache memory. On the CPU, 4k FFT kernel takes 47.5us on average.
The zero copy version of the OpenCL kernel has poor performance and
takes 539us. Copying the data to the accelerator memory improves run-
time and reduces latency to 344us. Raw kernel operation without the
data copy consumes 124us. The CAPI version of the 4k FFT accelerator
takes 69us on average and with that, is 5x faster than the OpenCL run-
time.
Lee et-al [106] propose ExtraV, a framework for near storage graph pro-
cessing. It efficiently utilizes a cache-coherent hardware accelerator at
the storage side to achieve performance and flexibility at the same time.
ExtraV consists of four main components: 1) host processor, 2) main
memory, 3) AFU (Accelerator Function Unit) and 4) storage. The AFU,
a hardware accelerator, sits between the host processor and storage. Us-
ing a coherent interface that allows main memory accesses, it performs
graph traversal functions that are common to various algorithms while
the program running on the host processor (called the host program)
manages the overall execution along with more application-specific tasks.
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Acceleration using Intel Heterogeneous Architecture Research
Platform (HARP) [82]
Zhang et al. [194] have implemented CNNs on CPU-FPGA platform
with coherent shared memory. They exploit FFT and overlap-and-add
to reduce the computational requirements of the convolution layer. They
map the 2D convolver design on the FPGA using floating point numbers,
propose a data layout in shared memory for efficient communication
between the CPU and the FPGA. Their design employs double buffering
to reduce the memory access latency and sustain the peak performance
of the FPGA. They also exploit concurrent processing on the CPU and
FPGA. They implement a fully connected layer on CPU using 16 threads
as it can be viewed as matrix-vector multiplication, which is bounded by
memory bandwidth. In other words, they exploit data parallelism of 2D-
convolver and task parallelism to scale the overall system performance.
Abdelrahman et al. [14] present a case study of the design of an FPGA
accelerator for a tightly-coupled shared-memory processor-FPGA sys-
tem, They use K-means as an example of computationally-intensive ap-
plication and design a pipe-lined accelerator for calculating minimum
distances between points and centroids. The presence of a shared mem-
ory and the ability of the accelerator to directly read from and write to
memory allowed a design in which data is only logically partitioned be-
tween concurrent CPU threads and the FPGA accelerator. This provides
an improvement in performance over using only CPU threads or only the
FPGA accelerator. Experimental evaluation shows that the combined
use of accelerator and a single CPU thread results in 2.9x performance
improvement over the CPU thread alone and 1.1x over the accelerator
alone. With 4 CPU threads, the improvements are 1.6x and 1.9x re-
spectively. Moreover, increased memory traffic has minimal impact on
performance.
Zhang et al. [193] propose to speed up large-scale sorting using a CPU-
FPGA heterogeneous platform. They optimize a fully pipe-lined merge
sort based accelerator and employ several such designs working in paral-
lel on FPGA. The partial results from the FPGA are then merged on the
CPU. They target Intel HARP as the experimental platform and show
improvement in the throughput by 2.9x and 1.9x compared to CPU-
only and FPGA-only baselines. They employ divide and conquer based
strategy to exploit task parallelism on FPGA and the thread parallelism
through overlapping an FPGA computation. The divide and conquer
strategy is based on the shared memory scheme on HARP such that it
allows CPU and FPGA to manipulate data concurrently by continuous
data transfer through quick point interconnect (QPI) [198]. The detailed
strategy is as under, i) Divide: Break the whole sequence into K blocks.
Each block contains M cache lines. ii) Acceleration: CPU continuously
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sends blocks of data to FPGA while FPGA keeps sorting unit block data
and send back to shared memory through QPI, iii) Conquer: As soon as
CPU detects sorted data blocks in shared memory, it will start merging
data blocks.
Chen et al. [39] alleviate the memory burden of sorting on FPGA by
developing a hybrid CPU-FPGA based sorting design. Parallel bitonic
sorting network based accelerators with flexible data parallelism are de-
veloped to exploit the massive parallelism on FPGA. Merge-sort tree-
based design with less computation load is employed on the CPU. A
decomposition-based task partition approach is proposed to partition
the input data set into several sub data sets sorted by FPGA acceler-
ators in parallel, and then the partial results are merged on the CPU.
Based on this hybrid sorting design, they propose streaming join algo-
rithms, which are tailored to the target hybrid platform by optimizing
the classic CPU-based nested loop join and sort-merge join algorithms.
They show that hybrid CPU-FPGA based design outperforms both CPU
only and accelerator only approaches.
Weisz et al. [175] argue that FPGA acceleration platforms with direct
coherent access to processor memory create an opportunity for accelerat-
ing applications with irregular parallelism governed by large in-memory
pointer-based data structures. They use the simple reference behavior of
a linked list traversal as a proxy to study the performance potentials of
accelerating these applications on the shared-memory processor-FPGA
system. The linked list is parameterized by node layout in memory, per-
node data payload size, payload independence and travel concurrency to
capture the main performance effects of the different pointer-based data
structures and algorithms. The key results show: i) the FPGA fabric is
least efficient when traversing a single list with non-sequential node lay-
out and a small payload size; (ii) processor assistance can help alleviate
this shortcoming and (iii) when appropriate, a fabric only approach that
interleaves multiple linked list traversals is an effective way to maximize
traversal performance. Irregular parallel applications operate on very
large memory resident, pointer-based data structures (i.e. lists, trees,
and graphs), Databases use tree-like structures to store indices for fast
searches and combine information from different tables, Similarly ma-
chine learning algorithms in big data applications rely on graphs, which
use pointers to represent the relationships between data items. The par-
allelism and memory access patterns are dictated by point-to relation-
ships which can be irregular and sometimes time-varying. This reliance
on pointer chasing imposes stringent requirements on memory latency
(in addition to bandwidth) over a large main-memory footprint. As such
these applications are poorly matched for traditional add-on FPGA ac-
celerator cards attached to the I/O bus, which can only operate on a
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limited window of locally buffered data at a time. In pointer chasing,
the computation is required to de-reference a pointer to retrieve each
node from memory, which contains both a data payload to be processed
and a pointer to subsequent nodes. The exact computation on the pay-
load and the determination of the next pointer to follow depend on the
specific data structure and algorithm in use. In this paper, the authors
ignore these differences and focus on only the basic effects of memory
access latency and bandwidth on pointer chasing.
Ojika et al [132] propose SWiF for integrating FPGA-based accelerators
into heterogeneous datacenters. To implement an oﬄoad infrastructure,
SWiF is prototyped on the Intel Xeon+FPGA hardware platform us-
ing the software development kit (SDK): Accelerator Abstraction Layer
(AAL). By using SWiF’s API, CPU-intensive workloads are transpar-
ently oﬄoaded to the FPGA. The authors demonstrate as a case study
the feasibility of accelerating data compression in Apache Spark. Us-
ing the AAL SDK and Quartus Prime software, the authors implement
the DEFLATE compression algorithm (at the highest compression level)
in hardware and program the AFU with the resulting FPGA bitstream.
They create a Java-based library that uses Java Native Interface (JNI) to
indirectly invoke the FPGA accelerator through AAL and subsequently
schedules a CPU thread for oﬄoading to the FPGA. Scheduling a sin-
gle thread can potentially leave the FPGA underutilized, another chal-
lenge therefore is, efficient sharing of the FPGA accelerator among mul-
tiple threads. By overlapping computation and memory accesses among
threads, and minimizing the number of buffer instantiations, the pro-
posed solution hides many of the data communication overheads between
the JVM’s heap memory and the FPGA’s kernel space.
Acceleration using Xilinx Zynq SoC [181]
Umuroglu et al. [166] studied a breadth-first graph traversal using a
Xilinx Zynq SoC FPGA that share memory between the ARM cores
and programmable logic. Their work assigned different phases of the
breadth-first traversal processing on the ARM cores and programmable
fabric. Hurkat et al. [80] studied FPGA acceleration of a machine learn-
ing algorithm that took advantage of Convey’s special high-throughput
interface to a large pool of memory. It is an irregular parallel applica-
tion, which requires irregular access over a large memory footprint and
creates the opportunity for a tightly coupled processor-FPGA computer
system.
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Integration of Accelerators into Big Data Frameworks
Apache Spark [190] acceleration
Segal et al. [149] present SparkCL, which uses Aparapi [18] to automat-
ically generate OpenCL kernel for Altera FPGAs [81] from Java byte-
code and supports FPGAs acceleration on Spark by providing new kernel
function types and modified Spark transformations and actions. Their
prior work on accelerating Hadoop framework [150] identifies that due to
architectural limitations, data transfer overhead and inefficient integra-
tion of accelerators into compute fabric, only highly compute intensive
tasks should be oﬄoaded. A combination of high computation complex-
ity and a large amount of data is required for efficient acceleration and
big data frameworks lack in architecture-aware memory allocation and
device friendly data types.
Ghasemi et al. [67] create a custom RTL MapReduce framework that
is capable of combining map-reduce HLS (high-level synthesis) kernels
with a template interface. They provide a mechanism to efficiently share
applications data between Spark and the custom accelerator inside the
FPGA. Each worker incorporates a processor connected to an FPGA de-
vice through a physical medium, providing a two-way data-transfer and
a communication link between the CPU and the hardware accelerator.
In this approach, Spark master controls the workers at the highest level
of granularity, with each worker monitoring the status of the hardware
accelerators inside the FPGA. Computation on each unit is assumed to
be independent of the rest of the workers. The executor process responds
to read and write data blocks from a distributed file system. The ex-
ecutor is able to access the device driver through the software interface
layer to transfer the input data to the FPGA. The driver also controls
the Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine, instantiated inside the FPGA,
for fast data transfer between the host memory and custom hardware.
They implement a distributed memory architecture where the CPU and
the FPGA are using two separate physical memories. Therefore trans-
ferring data between CPU and FPGA invokes memory copies between
the physical memories. The custom accelerator uses the DMA to access
data from the FPGA’s memory. They use JNI to build data transfer link
between JVM and FPGA. The memory buffer represents a contiguous
block of physical memory that is accessible by the DMA engine inside
the FPGA. The driver builds the mmap() system call through which
physical memory can be mapped to the virtual address of the calling
user process. It outperforms sequential I/O access when transferring
high volumes of data.
Huang et.al [78] present Blaze framework, which provides programming
API and run-time support for easy and efficient deployment of FPGA
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accelerators in data-center. It abstracts FPGA accelerators as a service
(FAAS) to efficiently share FPGA accelerators among multiple hetero-
geneous threads on a single node and extend YARN with accelerator
center scheduling to efficiently share them among multiple computing
tasks. Even though the work improves the utilization of the accelera-
tor by sharing it between jobs, it does not show how many applications
would be required to co-run to fully utilized the FPGA resources. It of-
floads the compute-intensive kernels e.g. Hamming distance calculation
to the FPGA. A map phase can have different compute intensive ker-
nels. When map tasks are scheduled to the executor pool threads, they
all process the same compute-intensive kernels but on different data set.
In Blaze, the input data from different executor-pool threads performing
one compute-intensive kernel is batched, and a task is created that of-
floads the data to the accelerator corresponding to the compute kernel.
So such tasks are created corresponding to their specific kernel. Those
tasks are added to the task queue and it adopts a synchronous commu-
nication scheme that overlaps JVM to FPGA data communication with
FPGA accelerator communication. Moreover, they persist the RDDs
on the device memory. Thus, the capacity of FPGA device external
memory limits the amount of data to be processed by the accelerators.
Furthermore, the data processed by one of the accelerators have to be
feedback to the host memory before the next task can start processing.
Nakamura et al. [128] propose to oﬄoad various one-at-a-time methodol-
ogy operations onto FPGA based 10 GbE network interface card (NIC)
and combine it with Spark streaming to complement its negative aspect,
i.e. micro-batch processing methodology incurs high latency for detect-
ing anomaly conditions and change points. This is because incoming data
is accumulated into a micro-batch and then data analysis is performed for
that micro-batch. Their rationale is that most stream processing frame-
works are executed as a software program on microprocessors. When
high bandwidth stream data is processed by an application program,
all the received data are transferred from NIC to an application layer
via TCP/IP network protocol stack. That is in a conventional software-
based stream data processing, all the data, which may not be necessary
for the applications are transferred to the application layer and then
data processing tasks, such as filtering and detection, are performed. If
data processing can be done at the NIC, the amount of data copied from
NIC to the application layer can be reduced drastically and thus in-NIC
processing can improve the performance of stream processing.
Kohei et al. [76] explore the management of data partition size to avoid
excessive CPU-FPGA communication that can quickly diminish bene-
fits of FPGA acceleration of Apache Spark. Using SVM training as a
case study, they show that managing the partition size and restricting
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data access to facilitate onboard data reuse play a crucial role in the
resulting overall application performance. To accelerate only mappers,
i.e. computations that are scheduled in parallel over the cluster in the
map-reduce frameworks. In order to store one input image in the FPGA,
they allow the input training vectors to stay as 8-bit integers for each
element since the input images are 256-level grayscale images. Their
system consists of CPU cluster where each node has a PCIe-attached
FPGA. When the design is kick-started, it sends a command to Xilinx
data mover core, and the initial weight vector is streamed in from on-
board DDR3-RAM through the 512-bit stream interface, followed by all
the training vectors in the RAM. Since the amount of data in the RDD
partition might not fit into the DDR3 RAM, it is possible that the core
is started multiple times within a single iteration of the algorithm. After
processing all the training vectors in the DDR3, the core outputs the
loss and the cumulative (sub) gradient back to the DDR3. They provide
FPGA driver function to the mapPartitions call of the Spark. The driver
function iterates over the RDD partition, stores each input entries into
the Java "Byte Buffer", starts a RIFFA Direct Memory Access (DMA)
(which avoids copying between kernel and userspace memory) to transfer
it from host memory to the FPGA onboard DDR3 memory, and at last
transfer and return the completed results when FPGA finishes.
Morcel et al. [126] present a system that consists of FPGA-augmented
computing nodes. Each computing node is equipped with system-on-
chip, which contains ARM processing system coupled with an FPGA,
and uses external DDR3-RAM for external storage, non-volatile mem-
ory storage device for storing files, and the Ethernet controller to provide
network connectivity. The cluster is managed by HDFS and Spark. They
implement custom-designed FPGA-based accelerator for the 2D multi-
layer convolution. The middleware layer is responsible for distributing
the convolution horizontally while vertically oﬄoading the convolution
on each node to the FPGA. They augment Spark middle-ware with cus-
tom transformations to oﬄoad the execution of convolution tasks sent
from the master to FPGA accelerators.
Apache Hadoop [156] Acceleration
Neshatpour [129] shows that oﬄoading the compute-intensive kernels in
machine learning algorithms results in more than 100x kernel speedup,
which only translates into less than 3x performance improvement in an
end-end Hadoop MapReduce environment. This is due to high com-
munication cost of moving hotspot functions to the FPGA. Their sys-
tem architecture consists of high-performance CPU as the master node,
which is connected to several Zynq devices as slave nodes. The master
node runs the HDFS and is responsible for job scheduling between all
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the slave nodes. Each worker/slave node has a fixed number of map
and reduces slots which are statically configured. The Zed board [181]
used has ARM Cortex-A9 processor-based system (PS) and the FPGA
being the programmable logic (PL). The connections between the PL
and PS are established through AXI interconnect. The master and slave
nodes communicate with each other through all to all switching network.
which is implemented with the PCIe. In this architecture, the overheads
include data transfer time between the nodes in the network through the
PCI-express, the overhead of the switching network, and the data trans-
fer time between the ARM core (PS) and the FPGA (PL). PCIe is used
for the communication between the nodes in the system. Based on the
number of nodes, the data is transferred among the various nodes in the
system. They also assume that the entire input data is passed from the
master and slave nodes. Their experiments show that overhead included
in speed-up is considerably lower than the zero-overhead speed-up, if
the data being transferred is large in size or the acceleration function is
called multiple times.
MapReduce Acceleration
Shan et. al [152] presents FPMR, which implements an entire MapRe-
duce framework on FPGAs so that data communication overhead can be
eliminated. However, FPMR still requires the users to write customized
map/reduce functions in RTL. It first generates key, value pairs on the
host and writes the configuration parameters to register on FPGA. It
then initializes DMA data transferring, copy the key, value pairs from
the CPU to FPGA board. The processor scheduler then assigns the tasks
to each mapper. Mappers process the assigned key, value and store the
generated intermediate key, value in the local memory under the control
of data controller. When a mapper finishes its job and there are jobs
left, the processor scheduler will assign another job to it. When all the
tasks are finished, the results are returned to the host main memory by
the data controller.
Axel [165] and [187] are C-based MapReduce frameworks for not only
FPGAs but also for GPUs. Both frameworks have straightforward schedul-
ing mechanisms to allocate tasks to either FPGAs or GPUs. Melia [174]
presents a C++ based MapReduce framework on OpenCL-based Al-
tera FPGAs. It generates Altera FPGA accelerators from user-written
C/C++ map/reduce functions and executes them on FPGA, but they
do not exploit concurrent processing and CPUs are running roughly idle
during the OpenCL kernel execution on FPGA.
In [95], an HW-SW co-design is presented where the map tasks are exe-
cuted in the processors and a specialized hardware accelerator is imple-
mented for the efficient processing of reduce tasks. The reduce function
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in most of the applications is the same (e.g. accumulation or calcula-
tion of the average value). Therefore an efficient hardware accelerator
is implemented that performs fast indexing of the key, value pairs using
cuckoo hashing scheme. In the second architecture [94], an integrated
framework is proposed where the whole application is mapped to the
FPGA. The map computational kernels, that are application specific,
are created using high-level synthesis tools and the reduce tasks that are
common to most of the applications, are executed using the common
reduce hardware accelerator.
Li et al. [112] present map-reduce architecture to implement the k-means
algorithm on an FPGA. The optimization they considered includes al-
gorithmic segmentation (assignment + accumulation in the map and
cluster generation in the reduce phase), data path elaboration, and au-
tomatic control (host program is also implemented on FPGA). Moreover,
high level synthesis technique is utilized to reduce the development cycle
and complexity. Each iteration in k-means is a map-reduce job. This job
is segmented into the map phase and reduce phase. Map phase is respon-
sible for the sample clustering and accumulation, which are executed by
m mappers. The reduce phase mainly takes charge of generating new
cluster centroids by division and is executed by the single reducer. Each
mapper clusters the input samples by distance calculation and compar-
ison then accumulates the samples in each cluster. Each mapper gener-
ates two outputs: one consists of labels indicating the cluster that each
sample is assigned to, while the other comprises of intermediate results,
including the number and the partial sums of samples in each cluster.
The intermediate results from mappers are grouped and then sent into
the reducer. The reducer accumulates the numbers and the partial sums
of samples for each cluster, then generates new cluster centroids by calcu-
lating the mean of the samples in each cluster. The new cluster centroids
will override the old ones and be used in the next iteration.
Approaches to integrate native code in java virtual machine
based frameworks
Anderson et al. [20] show that oﬄoading computation to a message
processing interface(MPI) [6] environment from within Spark provides
more than 10x speed-up including the overheads. Their approach is
to serialize data from Spark RDDs and transfer the data from Spark
to inter-process shared memory for MPI processing, Using information
from the Spark driver, they execute plain MPI binaries on Spark work-
ers with input and output paths in shared memory. The results of the
MPI process are copied back to HDFS [32] and then into Spark for
further processing. Their work contrast with another approach of in-
tegrating native code with Spark, which is to accelerate user-defined
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functions (UDFs) in Spark by calling native C++ code through the Java
native interface (JNI), while retaining the use of Spark for distributed
communication and scheduling, e.g many operations in Spark machine-
learning and graph analysis libraries oﬄoad computation to the Breeze
library [33], which contains optimized numerical routines implemented
either in Java or JNI-wrapped C. They implemented Spark+MPI us-
ing the Linux shared memory file system /dev/shm for exchanging data
between Spark and MPI. They compare me) Spark based libraries, ii)
oﬄoading key computations into optimized C++ routines and calling
these routines using JNI while retaining the use of Spark for distributed
communication and scheduling and iii) oﬄoading entire computations
from Spark into the MPI environment using Spark + MPI approach.
They show that Spark + MPI has run-time overheads, which depends
on the size of input and output of the operation. In their experiments, it
takes 3-5 seconds to transfer inputs to MPI through shared memory, and
between 9-19 seconds to transfer outputs back into Spark using HDFS.
Thus their work is not applicable for algorithms for fewer iterations or
less work per iteration.
Dünner et al. [58] oﬄoad the computationally intense local solvers of
Spark based learning algorithms into compiled C++ modules and show
an order of magnitude performance improvement by reducing the com-
putational cost and communication related overheads and argue that
carefully tuning a distributed algorithm to trade-off communication and
computation can improve the performance by orders of magnitude. They
replace the local solver of CoCoA algorithm [167] with a JNI call to a
compiled and optimized C++ module. The RDD data structure is mod-
ified so that each partition consists of a flattened representation of the
local data. This modification allows one to execute the local solver us-
ing a map operation in Spark instead of a mapPartitions operation. In
that manner, one can pass the local data into the native function call as
pointers to contiguous memory regions rather having to pass an iterator
over a more complex data structure. The C++ code is able to directly
operate on the RDD (with no copy) by making use of the GetPrimi-
tiveArrayCritical functions provided by the JNI.
2.5 Processing in DRAM Memory
PIM approach can reduce the latency and energy consumption associ-
ated with moving data back-and-forth through the cache and memory
hierarchy, as well as greatly increase memory bandwidth by sidestep-
ping the conventional memory-package pin-count limitations. Gabriel
et al. [115] in their position paper presented an initial taxonomy for in-
memory computing. There exists a continuum of compute capabilities
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that can be embedded “in memory”. This includes:
∗ Software transparent applications of logic in memory.
∗ Pre-defined or fixed functions accelerators.
∗ Bounded-operand PIM operations (BPO), which can be specified in
a manner that is consistent with existing instruction-level memory
operand formats. Simple extensions to this format could encode the
PIM operation directly in the opcode, or perhaps as a special prefix
in the case of the x86-64 ISA, but no additional fields are required
to specify the memory operands
∗ Compound PIM operations (CPOs), which may access an arbitrary
number of memory locations (not-specifically pre-defined) and per-
form a number of different operations. Some examples include data
movement operations such as scatter/gather, list reversal, matrix
transpose, and in-memory sorting.
∗ Fully-programmable logic in memory, which provides the expressive-
ness and flexibility of a conventional processor (or configurable logic
device), along with all of the associated overheads except off-chip
data migration.
Kersy et al. [100] present FPGA-based prototype in order to evaluate
the impact of SIMT (single instruction multiple threads) based logic
layers in 3D stacked DRAM architecture, due to their ability to take
advantage of high memory bandwidth and memory level parallelism. In
SIMT, multiple threads are in flight simultaneously, threads in the same
wrap execute at the same program counter. Since there are many warps
and many threads per warp, the demand for memory bandwidth is quite
large, they have a high tolerance to memory system latency, reducing
their dependence on caches and allowing them in case of stacked DRAM
systems to be connected directly to DRAM interface. These processors
are well suited to intrinsically parallel tasks like traversing data struc-
tures, e.g. in data analytics applications in which large irregular data
structures must be traversed many times, with little reuse during each
traversal, limiting the effectiveness of caches.
PIM for Simple MapReduce Applications
Pugsley et al. [137] propose near data computing (NDC) architecture in
which a central host processor with many energy efficient cores is con-
nected to many daisy-chained 3D-stacked memory devices with simple
cores in their logic layer; these cores can perform Map operations with
efficient data access and without hitting the memory bandwidth wall.
Reduce operations, however, are executed on the central host processor
because it requires random access to data. For random access, the aver-
age hop count is minimized if requests originate in the central location
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i.e. host processor. They also show that their proposed design can reduce
power by disabling expensive SerDes circuits on the memory device and
by powering down the cores that are inactive in each phase. Compared
to a baseline that is heavily optimized for MapReduce execution, the
NDC yields up to 15x reduction in execution time and 18x reduction in
system energy. Islam et al. [83] propose a similar PIM architecture with
a difference that they do not assume the entire input for computation
to reside in memory and consider conventional storage systems as the
source of input. Their calculations show logic layer can accommodate
26 ARM like cores without crossing the power budget of 10W [148].
PIM for Graph Analytics
Ahn et al. [15] find that high memory bandwidth is the key to the scal-
ability of graph processing and conventional systems do not fully utilize
high memory bandwidth. They propose PIM architecture based on 3D-
stacked DRAM, where specialized in-order cores with graph processing
specific prefetchers are used. Moreover, the programming model em-
ployed is also latency tolerant. Nai et al. [127] show that graph traver-
sals, bounded by irregular memory access patterns of graph property,
can be accelerated by oﬄoading the graph property to hybrid mem-
ory cube (HMC) by utilizing the atomic requests described in HMC 2.0
specification (that is limited to only integer operations and one-memory
operand). Atomic requests (arithmetic, bitwise, boolean, comparison)
include three steps, reading 16 bytes of data from DRAM, performing
one operation on the data, and then writing back the result to the same
DRAM location. Their calculations based on analytical model for off-
chip bandwidth show instruction oﬄoading method can save the memory
bandwidth by 67% and can also remove the latency of redundant cache
lookups
PIM for Machine Learning Workloads
Lee et al. [107] use State Synchronous Parallel (SSP) model to evalu-
ate asynchronous parallel machine learning workloads and observe that
atomic operations occupy a large portion of overall execution time. Their
proposal called BSSync is based on two ideas regarding the iterative con-
vergent algorithms, 1) atomic update stage is separate from the main
computation and it can be overlapped with the main computation 2)
atomic operations are a limited, predefined set of operations that do not
require the flexibility of general purpose core. They propose to oﬄoad
atomic operations onto logic layers in 3D stacked memories. Atomic op-
erations are overlapped with main computation that increases the execu-
tion efficiency. Through cycle accurate simulations on Zsim of iterative
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convergent ML workloads, their proposal outperforms the asynchronous
parallel implementation by 1.33x.
Bender et al. [31] use a variant of the k-means algorithm in which tra-
ditional DRAM is analogous to disk and near-memory is analogous to
traditional DRAM. Near-memory is physically bonded to a package con-
taining processing elements rather remotely available via bus. The ben-
efit is much higher bandwidth compared to traditional DRAM, with
similar latency. Such architecture is available in Knight’s Landing pro-
cessor from Intel. Using theoretical analysis, they predict 30% speedup.
Mudo et al. [52] propose content addressable memories (address the data
based on the query vector content) with hamming distance computing
units (XOR operators) in the logic layer to minimize the impact of sig-
nificant data movement in k-nearest neighbours and estimate an order of
magnitude performance improvement over the best off-the-shelf software
libraries, however the study lacks experimentation results and presents
only the architecture.
PIM for SQL Query Analysis Workloads
Mirzadeh et al. [125] study Join workload, which is characterized by
irregular access pattern, on multiple HMC like 3D stacked DRAM de-
vices connected together via SerDes links. The architecture is chosen
because CPU-HMC interface consumes twice as much energy as access-
ing the DRAM itself and also due to capacity to each HMC constrained
to 8GB. They argue that the design of near memory processing (NMP)
algorithms should consider data placement and communication cost and
should exploit locality within one stack as much as possible, because a
memory access may require traversing multiple SerDes links to reach the
appropriate HMC target and further SerDEs link traversal is more ex-
pensive than the actual DRAM access. Moreover, they suggest that the
design should minimize the number of fine-grain(single word) accesses to
stacked DRAM since the DRAM access has a wide interface in compar-
ison to a cache access. Furthermore, this access is destructive i.e. even
when the single word of a DRAM row is accessed, the whole row must be
pre-charged in row buffer and then written back to DRAM. In NMP ar-
chitecture, join algorithms execute on the logic layer of HMC. The logic
layer of HMC is modeled as a simple microcontroller that supports 256B
SIMD, bitonic merge sort and 2D mesh NoC to support data movement
within a chip. Evaluation is based on first-order analytical model. Xi
et al. [177] present JAFAR, a Near-Data Processing (NDP) accelerator
for pushing selects down to memory in modern column-stores.Thus only
relevant data will still be pushed up the memory hierarchy, causing a
significant reduction in data movement.
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PIM for Data Reorganization Operations
Akin et al. [17] focus on common data reorganization operations such
as shuﬄe, pack/unpack, swap, transpose, and layout transformations.
Although these operations simply relocate the data in the memory, they
are costly on conventional systems mainly due to inefficient access pat-
terns, limited data reuse and round-trip data traversal throughout the
memory hierarchy. They have proposed DRAM-aware reshape accelera-
tor integrated within 3D-stacked DRAM and a mathematical framework
that is used to represent and optimize the reorganization operations.
Gokhale et al. [69] argue that applications that manipulate complex,
linked data structures benefit much less from the deep cache hierarchy
and experience high latency due to random access and cache pollution
when only a small portion of a cache line is used. They design a system to
benefit data-intensive applications with access patterns that have little
spatial or temporal locality. Examples include switching between row-
wise and column-wise access to arrays, sparse matrix operations, and
pointer traversal. Using stridden DMA units, gather/scatter hardware
and in-memory scratchpad buffers, the programmable near memory data
rearrangement engines perform fill and drain operations to gather the
blocks of application data structures. The goal is to accelerate data ac-
cess, making it possible for many CPU cores to compute on complex data
structures efficiently packed into the cache. Using custom FPGA emula-
tor, they evaluate the performance of near-memory hardware structures
that dynamically restructure in-memory data to cache friendly layout.
2.6 Processing in Nonvolatile Memory
Ranganathan et al. [143] propose nano-stores that co-locate processors
and NVM on the same chip and connect to one another to form a large
cluster for data-centric workloads that operate on more diverse data with
I/O intensive, often random data access patterns and limited locality.
Chang et al. [36] examine the potential and limitations of designs that
move compute in close proximity of NVM based data stores. They also
develop and validate a new methodology to evaluate such system archi-
tectures for large-scale data-centric workloads. The limit study demon-
strates significant potential of this approach (3-162x improvement in
energy-delay product), particularly for I/O intensive workloads.
Wang et al. [173] observe that NVM is often naturally incorporated with
basic logic like data comparison write or flip-n-write module and exploit
the existing resources inside memory chips to accelerate the key non-
compute intensive functions of emerging big data applications.
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Choi et al. [44] propose scale-in clusters with in-storage processing de-
vices to reduce data movements towards CPUs. Scale-in clusters with
ISP can improve the overall energy efficiency of similarly performing
scale-out clusters up to 5.5x according to model-based evaluation. They
show that memory and storage bandwidths are the main bottlenecks in
clusters with commodity servers. By replacing SATA-HD with PCIe-
SSD, 23x performance improvement can be achieved. Scale-out clusters
introduce high data-movement energy consumption as cluster size in-
creases. Further energy ratio (data movement energy/consumption en-
ergy per byte) increases in scale-out clusters comprising thousands of
nodes with process technology scaling. At 7nm, data movement energy
consumption takes around 85% of total energy consumption while com-
putation energy accounts for only 15%. They also present a short survey
on In-Storage processing. Moreover, they evaluate performance improve-
ments of different configurations of storing persisted RDDs and shuﬄing
data between memory and high-performance SSDs and find that perfor-
mance can be improved 23% on average by utilizing high-performance
SSDs to store persisted RDDs along with shuﬄe data compared to mem-
ory only approach [45].
Jun et al. [92] presents flash-based platform, called BlueDBM, built of
flash storage devices augmented with application specific FPGA based
in-storage processor. The data-sets are stored in the flash array and are
read by the FPGA accelerators. Each accelerator implements an array of
application-specific distance comparators, used in the high-dimensional
nearest-neighbor search algorithms. The authors present results of com-
parative evaluation of the flash-based platform with FPGA-based accel-
erators against a disk-based system and a DRAM-based multi-core sys-
tem. The evaluation shows that the flash-based system with in-storage
embedded FPGA accelerators 10 times faster than the disk-based system
and sometimes outperforms the DRAM-based system. Having compar-
ative performance, the flash-based platform consumes half of power per
node compared to a DRAM-based system [92]. Another study by the
same authors [93] focus on spare pattern processing.In the presented
system architecture, A FPGA-based application-specific accelerator of
the BlueDBM node resides between the host server and the flash mem-
ory, and hence enables in-storage processing. The accelerator imple-
ments the sparse pattern matching kernel, that operates on the target
dataset stored in the flash storage. Evaluation of the prototype accelera-
tor against a software solution on a multicore system indicates its higher
or matching performance and the gain in power and cost [93].
Hyeokjun et al. [43] evaluate the potential of NDP for ML using a full-
fledged simulator of multi-channel SSD that can execute various ML
algorithms on data stored on the SSD. They implement three stochastic
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gradient descent (SGD) variants (synchronous, downpour, and elastic
averaging) in the simulator, exploiting the multiple NAND channels to
parallelize SGD. In addition, the authors compare the performance of
ISP and that of conventional in-host processing, revealing the advantages
of ISP.
Jo et al. [91] develop the iSSD simulator based on the gem5 simulator.
iSDD equips a general processing core with a flash memory controller in
each channel and also more powerful SSD cores in SSD. It also has SRAM
and DRAM to read/write the data from/to cells. Data are transferred
between DRAM in iSSD and the main memory in the host through
a host interface, which is controlled by the host interface controller.
They implement apriori, k-means, PageRank, and decision tree on top
of the iSSD simulator. The results reveal that data mining with iSSD
outperforms that with host CPUs up to 3x.
Quero et al [141] present an active SSD architecture called SelfSorting
SSD that targets to oﬄoad sorting operations which are characterized
by heavy data transfer. Self Sorting SSD exploits the internal hard-
ware infrastructure of SSDs. SSDs employ the flash translation layer
abstraction, which separates the logical block device seen by the host
from the physical flash media by translating logical block address (LBA)
requests into physical block page requests that are serviced internally by
the SSD controller. This address translation information is stored inside
the DRAM in the form of translation tables. The logical-physical sepa-
ration not only helps to hide the complexities of flash memory but also
enables a wide range of options to optimize SSD performance without
having to modify anything in the host. The authors modify the FTL
abstraction and implement indexing algorithm based on the B++tree
data structure to support sorting directly in the SSD. Experiments on
a real SSD platform reveal that the proposed architecture outperforms
traditional external merge sort by up to 60.75%, reduces energy con-
sumption by up to 58.86%, and eliminates all the data transfer overhead
to compute sorted results. By performance merge operations on-the-fly
in active SSDs results in 39% performance improvement compared to
traditional external sorting [108]
Zsolt et al. [84] explore oﬄoading part of the computation in database
engines directly to the storage. They implement a cuckoo hash table with
a slab-based memory allocator to improve the handling of collisions and
various values sizes in hardware-based key-value stores. Lookups and
scans are performed on the same data to minimize data transferred over
the network. They implement runtime parametrizable selection operator
both for structured and unstructured data in an effort to reduce data
movement further.
Vermi et al. [168] focus on sorting big data using mergesort algorithm
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on a heterogeneous system composed of a CPU and near-data processors
(NDPs) located on the system memory channels. NDPs are implemented
as workload-optimized processors on FPGA. For configurations with an
equal number of active CPU cores and near-data processors, they exper-
iments show performance speedup of up to 2.5.
Koo et al. [102] design APIs that can be used by the host application
to oﬄoad a data-intensive task to the SSD processor. These APIs can
be implemented by simple modifications to the existing Non-Volatile
Memory Express (NVMe) command interface between the host and the
SSD processor. They quantify the computation versus communication
tradeoffs for near storage computing with TPC-H queries. Using a fully
functional SSD evaluation platform they authors perform design space
exploration of the proposed approach by varying the bandwidth and
computation capabilities of the SSD processor. They evaluate static and
dynamic approaches for dividing the work between the host and SSD
processor and show that their design improves the performance by up
to 20% when compared to processing at the host processor only, and 6%
when compared to processing at the SSD processor only.
Do et al. [135] focus on exploring the opportunities and challenges asso-
ciated with exploiting the compute capabilities of Smart SSDs for rela-
tional analytic query processing. They extend Microsoft SQL Server to
oﬄoad database operations onto a Samsung Smart SSD. The selection
and aggregation operators are compiled into the firmware of the SSD.
The results show 2.7x improvement in end-to-end performance compared
to using the same SSDs without compute functionality and 3.0x reduc-
tion in energy consumption.
Kang et al. [98] propose a model that demonstrates the use of an SSD
as data processing node that can achieve higher performance and lower
energy consumption by enabling efficient data flow and consuming small
amounts of host system resources. They evaluate in-storage processing
(ISP) on a real multi-level cell SSD device and perform an end-to-end
evaluation of performance and energy consumption covering the entire
system. The proposed smart SSD harnesses the processing power of
the device using an object-based communication protocol. Smart SSDs
rely upon tasks: independent I/O tasks of an application running on
the device. To allow applications to better use SSDs, they develop a
programming interface to execute tasks based on MapReduce. They
implement the Smart SSD features in the firmware of a Samsung SSD and
modified the Hadoop core and MapReduce framework to use tasklets as a
map or a reduce function. To evaluate the prototype, they use a micro-
benchmark and log analysis application on both a device and a host.
They find that under the current SSD architecture, excessive memory
accesses will make the task execution slower than in the host due to
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the high memory latency and low processing power. The experiments
show that total energy consumption is reduced by 50% due to the low-
power processing inside a Smart SSD. Moreover, a system with a Smart
SSD can outperform host-side processing by a factor of two or three
by efficiently utilizing internal parallelism when applications have light
traffic to the device DRAM under the current architecture
Cho et al. [42] propose SSD architecture that integrates a graphics pro-
cessing unit (GPU). They provide API sets based on the MapReduce
framework that allows users to express parallelism in their application,
and that exploit the parallelism provided by the embedded GPU. They
develop a performance model to tune the SSD design. The experimental
results show that the proposed XSD is approximately 25 times faster
compared to an SSD model incorporating a high-performance embedded
CPU and up to 4 times faster than a model incorporating a discrete
GPU.
Seshadri et al. [151] propose programmability a central feature of the
SSD interface. The resulting prototype system called Willow, contains
storage processor units, each of which includes a microprocessor, an in-
terface to the inter-SPU interconnect, and access to the array of non-
volatile memory. Each SPU runs a small operating system that manages
and enforces security. On the host-side, the Willow driver creates and
manages a set of objects that allow the OS and applications to commu-
nicate with SPUs. The programmable functionality is provided in the
form of SSD Apps. Each SSD App consists of handlers that the Willow
kernel driver installs at each SPU on behalf of the application, a library
that an application uses to access the SSD App, and a kernel module.
Willow allows programmers to augment and extend the semantics of an
SSD with application-specific features without compromising file system
protections. The SSD Apps running on Willow give applications low
latency, high-bandwidth access to the SSD’s contents while reducing the
load that IO processing places on the host processor. The programming
model for SSD Apps provides great flexibility, supports the concurrent
execution of multiple SSD Apps in Willow, and supports the execution
of trusted code in Willow. The authors implement six SSD Apps to
demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of Willow. Their findings
show that defining SSD semantics in software is easy and beneficial and
that Willow makes it feasible for a wide range of IO-intensive applica-
tions to benefit from a customized SSD interface.
Gu et al. [71] present Biscuit, a near-data processing framework designed
for SSDs. It allows programmers to write a data-intensive application to
run on the host system and the storage system in a distributed manner.
Biscuit offers a high-level programming model, built on the concept of
data flow. Data processing tasks communicate through typed and data
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ordered ports. Biscuit does not distinguish tasks that run on the host
system and the storage system. As a result, biscuit has desirable traits
like generality and expressiveness, while promoting code reuse and nat-
urally exposing concurrency. They implement Biscuit on a host-system
that runs Linux OS and a high-performance solid-state drive. When
data filtering is done is by hardware in the solid-state drive, the average
speed-up obtained for top five queries of TPC-H is over 15x.
Biscuit is inspired by flow-based programming model. The application
is constructed of tasks and data pipes connecting tasks. Tasks may run
on a host computer or an SSD. Biscuit allows the user to dynamically
load user tasks to run on the SSD. Resources needed to run user tasks
are allocated at runtime. Biscuit supports full C++11 features and
standard libraries. Biscuit implements light-weight multi-threading and
comes natively with multi-core support. The authors report through
measurement performance of key operations of NDP on a real, high-
performance SSD. For example, it sustains sequential read bandwidth in
excess of 3GB/s using PCIe Gen.3 x4 links. The SSD internal bandwidth
is shown to be higher than this bandwidth by more than 30%. On top
of Biscuit, the authors ported a version of MySQL. They modified its
query planner to automatically identify and oﬄoad certain data scan
operations to the SSD. Portions of its storage engine are rewritten so
that an oﬄoad operation is passed to the SSD at runtime and data are
exchanged with the SSD using Biscuit APIs. The SSD hardware also
incorporates a pattern matcher IP designed for NDP. They write NDP
codes that take advantage of this IP. When this hardware IP is applied,
modified MySQL significantly improves TPC-H performance. The total
execution time of all TPC-H queries is reduced by 3.6x.
2.7 Processing in Hybrid 3D-Stacked DRAM and
NVRAM
Huang et al. [139] propose a 3D hybrid storage structure that tightly
integrates CPU, DRAM, and Flash-based NVRAM to meet the memory
needs of big data applications with larger capacity, smaller delay and
wider bandwidth. Similar to scale-out processors’ pod [116], DRAM
and NVM layers are divided into multiple zones, corresponding to their
core sets. Through multiple high-speed TSV’s connecting compute and
storage resources, the localization of computing and storage resources
are achieved, which results in performance improvement.
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2.8 Interoperability of PIM with Cache and Virtual
Memory
Challenges of PIM architecture design are the cost-effective integration
of logic and memory, unconventional programming models and lack of
interoperability with caches and virtual memory. Ahn et al. [16] propose
PIM-enabled instruction, a low-cost PIM abstraction & HW. It interfaces
PIM operations as ISA extension which simplifies cache coherence and
virtual memory support for PIM. Another advantage is the locality-
aware execution of PIM operations. Evaluations show good adaptivity
across randomly generated workloads
2.9 Profiling Bigdata Platforms
Oliver et al. [133] have shown that task parallel applications can exhibit
poor performance due to work time inflation. We see similar phenom-
ena in Spark based workloads. Ousterhout et al. [134] have developed
blocked time analysis to quantify performance bottlenecks in the Spark
framework and found out that CPU (and not I/O) is often the bottle-
neck. Our thread level analysis of executor pool threads also reveals that
CPU time (and not wait time) is the dominant performance bottleneck
in Spark based workloads.
Several studies characterize the behaviour of big data workloads and
identify the mismatch between the processor and the big data applica-
tions [64, 88–90, 99, 170, 186, 189]. However, these studies lack in iden-
tifying the limitations of modern scale-up servers for Spark-based data
analytics. Ferdman et al. [64] show that scale-out workloads suffer from
high instruction-cache miss rates. Large LLC does not improve perfor-
mance and off-chip bandwidth requirements of scale-out workloads are
low. Zheng et al. [196] infer that stalls due to kernel instruction exe-
cution greatly influence the front end efficiency. However, data analysis
workloads have higher IPC than scale-out workloads [88]. They also
suffer from notable from end stalls but L2 and L3 caches are effective
for them. Wang et al. [170] conclude the same about L3 caches and
L1 I-Cache miss rates despite using larger datasets. Deep dive anal-
ysis [186] reveal that big data analysis workload is bound on memory
latency, but the conclusion cannot be generalized. None of the above-
mentioned works consider frameworks that enable in-memory computing
of data analysis workloads.
Jiang et al. [90] observe those memory access characteristics of the Spark
and Hadoop workloads differ. At the micro-architecture level, they have
roughly same behavior and point current micro-architecture works for
Spark workloads. Contrary to that, Jia et al. [89] conclude that Software
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stacks have a significant impact on the micro-architecture behavior of
big data workloads. Our findings of hyper-threaded cores for big data
applications is also corroborated by [87] even though they have adopted
a different methodology for the workload characterization.
Tang et al. [163] have shown that NUMA has a significant impact on
Gmail backend and web.search frontend. Beamer et al. [30] have shown
NUMA has moderate performance penalty and SMT has limited poten-
tial for graph analytics running on Ivy bridge server. Kanev et al. [97]
have argued in favor of SMT after profiling live data center jobs on
20,000 google machines. Our work extends the literature by profiling
Spark jobs. Researchers at IBM’s Spark technology center [41] have also
shown moderate performance gain from NUMA process affinity. Our
work gives micro-architectural reasons for this moderate performance
gain.
Ruirui et al. [119] have compared throughput, latency, data reception ca-
pability and performance penalty under a node failure of Apache Spark
with Apache Storm. Miyuru et al. [49] have compared the performance of
five streaming applications on System S and S4. Jagmon et al. [37] have
analyzed the performance of S4 in terms of scalability, lost events, re-
source usage and fault tolerance. Our work analyzes the micro-architectural
performance of Spark Streaming.
2.10 Project Tungsten
The inventors of Spark have a roadmap for optimizing the single node
performance of Spark under the project name Tungsten [9]. Its goal is
to improve the memory and CPU efficiency of the Spark applications
by a) memory management and binary processing; leverage application
semantics to manage memory explicitly and eliminate the overhead of
JVM object model garbage collection, b) Cache-aware computation: al-
gorithms and data structures to exploit memory hierarchy, c) exploit
modern compilers and CPUs; allow efficient operation directly on bi-
nary data.
Java object-based row representation has high space overhead. Tungsten
gives new Unsafe Row format where rows are always 8-byte word aligned
(size is multiple of 8 bytes). Equality comparison and hashing can be per-
formed on raw bytes without additional interpretation. Sun.misc.Unsafe
exposes C style memory access e.g. explicit allocation, deallocation and
pointer arithmetic. Furthermore Unsafe methods are intrinsic, meaning
each method call is compiled by JIT into a single machine instruction.
Most distributed data processing can be boiled down to a small list of
operations, such as aggregations, sorting, and join. By improving the
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efficiency of these operations, the efficiency of Spark applications can be
improved as a whole.
2.11 Hardware Prefetching
With the emergence of big data analytics, which are placing ever-growing
demands on the need for effective data prefetching, it is obligatory to
address the inefficiencies of the current state of the art history based
prefetchers that are lower in accuracy and higher meta-data storage re-
quirements [62]. The aim is to understand the spatiotemporal memory
access patterns of MapReduce based analytics applications and incorpo-
rate this information to improve the accuracy of data prefetchers while
reducing the on-chip meta-data storage. Wang et al. [169] study how
prefetching schemes affect cloud workloads. They conduct detailed anal-
ysis on address patterns to explore the correlation between prefetching
performance and intrinsic cloud workload characteristics. They focus
particularly on the behavior of memory accesses at the last-level cache
and beyond. They find that cloud workloads, in general, do not have
dominant strides. State-of-the-art prefetching schemes are only able to
improve performance for some cloud applications such as Web search and
cloud workloads with long temporal reuse patterns often get negatively
impacted by prefetching, especially if their working set is larger than the
cache size.
2.12 New Server Architectures
Recent research shows that the architectures of current servers do not
comply well the computational requirements of big data processing appli-
cations. Therefore, it is required to look for a new architecture for servers
as a replacement for currently used machines for both performance and
energy enhancement. Using low-power processors (microservers), more
system- level integration and a new architecture for server processors are
some of the solutions that have been discussed recently as performance/energy-
an efficient replacement for current machines.
Microservers for Big Data Analytics
Prior research shows that the processors based on simple in-order cores
are well suited for certain scale-out workloads [113]. A 3000-node clus-
ter simulation driven by a real-world trace from Facebook shows that
on average a cluster comprising ARM-based micro-servers, which sup-
port the Hadoop platform, reaches the same performance of standard
servers while saving energy up to 31% at only 60% of the acquisition
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cost. Recently, ARM big.LITTLE boards (as small nodes) have been in-
troduced as a platform for big data processing [114]. In comparison with
Intel Xeon server systems (as traditional big nodes), the I/O-intensive
MapReduce workloads are more energy-efficient to run on Xeon nodes.
In contrast, database query processing is always more energy-efficient
on ARM servers, at the cost of slightly lower throughput. With minor
software modifications, CPU-intensive MapReduce workloads are almost
four times cheaper to execute on ARM servers. Unfortunately, small
memory size, low memory, and I/O bandwidths, and software immatu-
rity ruin the lower power advantages obtained by ARM servers.
Novel Server Processors
Due to the large mismatch between the demands of the scale-out work-
loads and today’s processor micro-architecture, scale-out processors have
been recently introduced that can result in more area- and energy-
efficient servers in future [64, 73, 116]. The building block of a scale-out
processor is the pod. A pod is a complete server that runs its copy
of the OS. A pod acts as the tiling unit in a scale-out processor, and
multiple pods can be placed on a die. A scale-out chip is a simple com-
position of one or more pods and a set of memory and I/O interfaces.
Each pod couples a small last-level cache to a number of cores using
a low-latency interconnect. Having a higher per-core performance and
lower energy per operation leads to better energy efficiency in scale-out
processors. Due to smaller caches and smaller communication distances,
scale-out processors dissipate less energy in the memory hierarchy [116].
FAWN architecture [19] is another solution for building cluster systems
for energy-efficient serving massive-scale I/O and data-intensive work-
loads. FAWN couples low-power and efficient embedded processors with
flash storage to provide fast and energy-efficient processing of random
read-intensive workloads.
System-Level Integration (Server-on-Chip)
System-level integration is an alternative approach that has been pro-
posed for improving the efficiency of the warehouse-scale data-center
server market. System-level integration discusses placing CPUs and
components on the same die for servers, as done for embedded systems.
Integration reduces the (1) latency: by placing cores and components
closer to one another, (2) cost: by reducing parts in the bill of material,
and (3) power: by decreasing the number of chip-to-chip pin-crossings.
Initial results show a reduction of more than 23% of the capital cost and
35% of power costs at 16 nm [111].
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Chapter 3
Identifying the Performance
bottlenecks for In-Memory
Data Analytics
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3.1 Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data being collected at enor-
mous rates, various enterprises, like Yahoo, Facebook and Google, are
deploying clusters to run data analytics that extract valuable informa-
tion from petabytes of data. For this reason various frameworks have
been developed to target applications in the domain of batch process-
ing [156], graph processing [121] and stream processing [164]. Clearly
large clusters of commodity servers are the most cost-effective way to
process exabytes but first, majority of analytic jobs do not process huge
data sets [21]. Second, machine learning algorithms are becoming in-
creasingly common, which work on filtered datasets that can easily fit
into memory of modern scale-up servers. Third, today’s servers can
have substantial CPU, memory, and storage I/O resources. Therefore it
is worthwhile to consider data analytics on modern scale-up servers.
In order to ensure effective utilization of scale-up servers, it is imper-
ative to make a workload-driven study on the requirements that big
data analytics put on processor and memory architectures. There have
been several studies focusing on characterizing the behaviour of big data
workloads and identifying the mismatch between the processor and the
big data applications [64, 88–90, 99, 170, 186]. However, these studies
lack in quantifying the impact of processor inefficiencies on the perfor-
mance of in memory data analytics, which is impediment to propose
novel hardware designs to increase the efficiency of modern servers for
in-memory data analytics. To fill in this gap, we perform an extensive
performance characterization of these workloads on a scale-up server us-
ing Spark framework.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
∗ We perform an in-depth evaluation of Spark based data analysis
workloads on a scale-up server.
∗ We discover that work time inflation (the additional CPU time spent
by threads in a multi-threaded computation beyond the CPU time
required to perform the same work in a sequential computation) and
load imbalance on the threads are the scalability bottlenecks.
∗ We quantify the impact of micro-architecture on the performance,
and observe that DRAM latency is the major bottleneck.
3.2 Background
Spark
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) [190], which are immutable collections of objects spread
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across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: Transformations and Actions. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs. Actions launch a
computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user runs an
action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the RDD
lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain pipelined
transformations with narrow dependencies. Further, it divides each stage
into tasks. A task is a combination of data and computation. Tasks are
assigned to executor pool threads. Spark executes all tasks within a
stage before moving on to the next stage. Table 3.1 describe the param-
eters necessary to configure Spark properly in local mode on a scale-up
server.
Table 3.1: Spark Configuration Parameters
Parameter Description
spark.storage.memoryFraction fraction of Java heap to use forSpark’s memory cache
spark.shuﬄe.compress whether to compress map outputfiles
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles whether to consolidates interme-diate files created during a shuﬄe
spark.broadcast.compress whether to compress broadcastvariables before sending them
spark.rdd.compress whether to compress serializedRDD partitions
spark.default.parallelism
default number of tasks to use
for shuﬄe operations (reduce-
ByKey,groupByKey, etc) when
not set by user
Top-Down Method for Hardware Performance Counters
Super-scalar processors can be conceptually divided into the "front-end"
where instructions are fetched and decoded into constituent operations,
and the "back-end" where the required computation is performed. A
pipeline slot represents the hardware resources needed to process one
micro-operation. The top-down method assumes that for each CPU
core, there are four pipeline slots available per clock cycle. At issue point
each pipeline slot is classified into one of four base categories: Front-end
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Bound, Back-end Bound, Bad Speculation and Retiring. If a micro-
operation is issued in a given cycle, it would eventually either get retired
or cancelled. Thus it can be attributed to either Retiring or Bad Spec-
ulation respectively. Pipeline slots that could not be filled with micro-
operations due to problems in the front-end are attributed to Front-end
Bound category whereas pipeline slot where no micro-operations are de-
livered due to a lack of required resources for accepting more micro-
operations in the back-end of the pipeline are identified as Back-end
Bound [185].
3.3 Methodology
Benchmarks
We select the benchmarks based on following criteria; (a) Workloads
should cover a diverse set of Spark lazy transformations and actions,
(b) Same transformations with different compute complexity functions
should be included, (c) Workloads should be common among different
Big Data Benchmark suites available in the literature.(d) Workloads have
been used in the experimental evaluation of Map-Reduce frameworks for
Shared-Memory Systems.
Table 4.1 shows the list of benchmarks along with transformations and
actions involved. Most of the workloads have been used in popular data
analysis workload suites such as BigDataBench [170], DCBench [88], Hi-
Bench [79] and Cloudsuite [64]. Phoenix++ [162], Phoenix rebirth [188]
and Java MapReduce [158] tests the performance of devised shared-
memory frameworks based on Word Count, Grep and K-Means. We
use Spark version of the selected benchmarks from BigDataBench and
employ Big Data Generator Suite (BDGS), an open source tool, to gener-
ate synthetic datasets for every benchmark based on raw data sets [124].
We work with smaller datasets deliberately to fully exploit the potential
of in-memory data processing.
∗ Word Count (Wc) counts the number of occurrences of each word
in a text file. The input is unstructured Wikipedia Entries.
∗ Grep (Gp) searches for the keyword "The" in a text file and filters
out the lines with matching strings to the output file. It works on
unstructured Wikipedia Entries.
∗ Sort (So) ranks records by their key. Its input is a set of samples.
Each sample is represented as a numerical d-dimensional vector.
∗ Naive Bayes (Nb) uses semi-structured Amazon Movie Reviews
data-sets for sentiment classification. We use only the classification
part of the benchmark in our experiments.
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∗ K-Means (Km) clusters data points into a predefined number of
clusters. We run the benchmark for 4 iterations with 8 desired clus-
ters. Its input is structured records, each represented as a numerical
d-dimensional vector.
Table 3.2: Benchmarks
Benchmarks Transformations Actions
Micro-benchmarks Word count map saveAsTextFile
reduceByKey
Grep filter saveAsTextFile
Sort map saveAsTextFile
sortByKey
Classification Naive Bayes map collect
saveAsTextFile
Clustering K-Means map takeSample
mapPartitions collectAsMap
reduceByKey collect
filter
System Configuration
Table 7.3 shows details about our test machine. Hyper-Threading and
Turbo-boost are disabled through BIOS because it is difficult to inter-
pret the micro-architectural data with these features enabled [56]. With
Hyper-Threading and Turbo-boost disabled, there are 24 cores in the
system operating at the frequency of 2.7 GHz.
Table 7.4 also lists the parameters of JVM and Spark. For our experi-
ments, we use HotSpot JDK version 7u71 configured in server mode (64
bit). The heap size is chosen to avoid getting "Out of memory" errors
while running the benchmarks. The open file limit in Linux is increased
to avoid getting "Too many files open in the system" error. The young
generation space is tuned for every benchmark to minimize the time
spent both on young generation and old generation garbage collection,
which in turn reduces the execution time of the workload. The size of
young generation space and the values of Spark internal parameters after
tuning are available in Table 7.4.
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Table 3.3: Machine Details.
Component Details
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697 V2, Ivy Bridge micro-architecture
Cores 12 @ 2.7GHz (Turbo up 3.5GHz)
Threads
2 per Core (when Hyper-Threading
is enabled)
Sockets 2
L1 Cache
32 KB for Instruction and
32 KB for Data per Core
L2 Cache 256 KB per core
L3 Cache (LLC) 30MB per Socket
Memory
2 x 32GB, 4 DDR3 channels, Max BW 60GB/s
per Socket
OS Linux Kernel Version 2.6.32
JVM Oracle Hotspot JDK 7u71
Spark Version 0.8.0
Table 3.4: JVM and Spark Parameters for Different Workloads.
Parameters Wc Gp So Km Nb
JVM
Heap Size (GB) 50
Young Generation Space (GB) 45 25 45 15 45
MaxPermSize (MB) 512
Old Generation Garbage Collector ConcMarkSweepGC
Young Generation Garbage Collector ParNewGC
Spark
spark.storage.memoryFraction 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles true
spark.shuﬄe.compress true
spark.shuﬄe.spill true
spark.shuﬄe.spill.compress true
spark.rdd.compress true
spark.broadcast.compress true
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Measurement Tools and Techniques
We use jconsole to measure time spent in garbage collection. We rely
on the log files generated by Spark to calculate the execution time of
the benchmarks. We use Intel Vtune [4] to perform concurrency anal-
ysis and general micro-architecture exploration. For scalability study,
each benchmark is run 10 times within a single JVM invocation and the
median values of last 5 iterations are reported. For concurrency analy-
sis, each benchmark is run 3 times within a single JVM invocation and
Vtune measurements are recorded for the last iteration. This experi-
ment is repeated 3 times and the best case in terms of execution time
of the application is chosen. The same measurement technique is also
applied in general architectural exploration, however the difference is
best case is chosen on basis of IPC. Additionally, executor pool threads
are bound to the cores before collecting hardware performance counter
values. Although this measurement method is not the most optimal for
Java experiments as suggested by Georges et al [66], we believe, it is
enough for Big Data applications. We use a top-down analysis method
proposed by Yasin [185] to identify the micro-architectural inefficiencies.
Metrics
The definition of metrics used in this chapter, are taken from Intel Vtune
online help [4].
∗ CPU Time: is time during which the CPU is actively executing
your application on all cores.
∗ Wait Time: occurs when software threads are waiting on I/O or
due to synchronization.
∗ Spin Time: is wait time during which the CPU is busy. This often
occurs when a synchronization API causes the CPU to poll while
the software thread is waiting.
∗ Core Bound: shows how core non-memory issues limit the perfor-
mance when you run out of out-of-order execution resources or are
saturating certain execution units.
∗ Memory Bound: measures a fraction of cycles where pipeline
could be stalled due to demand load or store instructions.
∗ DRAM Bound: shows how often CPU was stalled on the main
memory.
∗ L1 Bound: shows how often machine was stalled without missing
the L1 data cache.
∗ L2 Bound: shows how often machine was stalled on L2 cache.
∗ L3 Bound: shows how often CPU was stalled on L3 cache, or
contended with a sibling Core.
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∗ Store Bound: This metric shows how often CPU was stalled on
store operations.
∗ Front-End Bandwidth: represents a fraction of slots during which
CPU was stalled due to front-end bandwidth issues.
∗ Front-End Latency: represents a fraction of slots during which
CPU was stalled due to front-end latency issues.
3.4 Scalability Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the scalability of benchmarks. Speed-up
is calculated as T1/Tn, where T1 is the execution time with a single
executor pool thread, and Tn is the execution time using n threads in
the executor pool.
Application Level
Figure 3.1 shows the speed-up of workloads for increasing number of
executor pool threads. All workloads scale perfectly up to 4 threads.
From 4 to 12 threads, they show linear speed-up. Beyond 12 threads,
Word Count and Grep scale linearly but the speed-up for Sort, K-Means
and Naive Bayes tend to saturate.
Figure 3.1: Scalability of Spark Workloads in Scale up Configuration
Stage Level
Next we drill down to stage level and observe how different stages scale
with the number of executor pool threads. We only study those stages
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whose execution time contributes to 5% of total execution time of work-
load, e.g Naive Bayes has 2 stages but only the stage Nb_1 contributes
significantly to the total execution time. Grep has only a filter stage,
Word Count has a map stage (Wc_1) and a reduce stage (Wc_2). In
Sort, So_0 and So_3 are map stages, So_1 is SortByKey stage and
sorted data is written to local file in So_2 stage. In K-Means, map stages
are Km_0, Km_18, Km_20, Km_22, Km_22, Km_24 and Km_26.
Km_1 and Km_27 are takeSample and sum stages. Stages Km_3,
Km_4, Km_6, Km_7, Km_9, Km_10, Km_12, Km_13, Km_15 and
Km_16 perform mapPartitionswithIndex transformation. Stages up to
Km_18 belong to initialization phase whereas the remaining ones belong
to the iteration phase of K-Means.
At 4-threads case (see Figure 3.2a), all stages of a workload exhibit
ideal scalability but in 12 and 24-threads, the scalability characteristics
vary among the stages, e.g. Wc_0 shows better speed-up than Wc_1 in
24-threads case. The scalability of Sort is worst among all applications
in 24-threads case because of So_2 stage that does not scale beyond
4 threads. In K-Means (see Figure 3.2b), stages where mapPartition-
swithIndex transformations are performed show better scalability than
map stages both in the initialization and iteration phases. The scala-
bility of map transformations vary, e.g in 24-threads case, map stage in
Word Count has better scalability than that in Sort, Naive Bayes and K-
Means.This can be attributed to the complexity of user defined functions
in map transformations.
Tasks Level
Figure 3.3a and 3.3b show the execution time of tasks in Wc_1 and
Km_0 stage respectively. Note that the size of task set does not change
with increase in threads in the executor pool because it depends on the
size of input data set. The data set is split into chunks of 32 MB by
default. The figures show that execution time of tasks increases with
increase in threads in the executor pool. To quantify the increase, we
calculate area under the curves (AUC) using trapezoidal approximation.
Table 3.5 presents percentage increase in AUC for various workloads in
multi-threaded cases over 1-thread case. For Wc_1, there is 17% and
61% increase in AUC 12-threads and 24-threads case over 1-thread case.
For So_3, there is 24% and 68% increase where as for Km_0, the increase
is 38% and 83%
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(a) Word Count, Naive Bayes, Grep and Sort
(b) K-Means
Figure 3.2: Performance at Stage Level
Table 3.5: Percentage increase in AUC compared to 1-thread
Stage 12-
threads
24-
threads
Wc_1 17.03 61.50
So_3 24.58 68.50
Km_0 38.02 83.20
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(a) Word Count (Wc_1)
(b) Kmeans (Km_0)
Figure 3.3: Performance at Task Level
3.5 Scalability Limiters
CPU Utilization
Figure 3.4 shows the average number of CPU’s used during the execution
time of benchmarks for different number of threads in the executor pool.
By comparing this data with speed-up numbers in Figure 3.1, we see
a strong correlation between the two for 4-threads case and 12-threads
case. At 4-threads case, 4 cores are fully utilized in all benchmarks,
At 12-threads case, Word Count, K-Means and Naive Bayes utilize 12
cores, whereas Grep and Sort utilize 10 and 8 cores respectively. At 24-
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threads case, none of the benchmarks utilize more than 20 cores. This
utilization further drop to 16 for Grep and 6 for Sort. The performance
numbers scale accordingly for these two benchmarks but for Word Count,
K-Means and Naive Bayes, the performance is not scaling along with
CPU utilization. We try to answer why such behaviour exists on these
programs in subsequent sections
Figure 3.4: CPU Utilization of Benchmarks
Load Imbalance on Threads
Load imbalance means that one or a few executor pools threads need
(substantially) more CPU time than other threads, which limits the
achievable speed-up, as the threads with less CPU time will have more
wait time and if the CPU time across the threads is balanced, over-all
execution time will decrease. Figure 3.5a breaks down elapsed time of
each executor pool thread in K-Means in to CPU time and wait time for
24-threads case. The worker threads are shown in descending order of
CPU time. The figure shows load imbalance. To quantify load imbal-
ance, we compute the standard deviation of CPU time and show for 4,
12 and 24-threads case for all benchmarks in Figure 3.5b. The problem
of load imbalance gets severe at higher number of threads. The major
causes of load imbalance are; a non uniform division of the work among
the threads,resource sharing, cache coherency or synchronization effects
through barriers [61].
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(a) K-Means
(b) Variation from Mean CPU Time for Different No of Executor Pool
Threads
Figure 3.5: Load Imbalance in Spark Benchmarks
Work Time Inflation
In this section, we drill down at threads level and analyse the behaviour
of only executor pool threads because they contribute to 95% of total
CPU time during the entire run of benchmarks. By filtering out executor
pool threads in the concurrency analysis of Intel Vtune, we compute
the total CPU time, spin time and wait time of worker threads and the
numbers are shown in Figure 3.6a for K-Means at 1, 4, 12 and 24-threads
case. The CPU time in 1-thread case is termed as sequential time, the
additional CPU time spent by threads in a multi-threaded computation
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beyond the CPU time required to perform the same work in a sequential
computation is termed as work time inflation as suggested by Oliver
et-al [133].
Figure 3.6b shows the percentage contribution of sequential time, work
time inflation, spin time and wait time towards the elapsed time of appli-
cations. The spinning overhead is not significant since it contribution is
less than around 5% across all workloads in both sequential and multi-
threaded cases. The contribution of wait time tends to increase with
increase in threads in the executor pool. The percentage fractions are
increased by, 20% in Word Count and K-Means, 15% in Naive Bayes,
25% in Grep and 70% in Sort. Word Count, K-Means and Naive Bayes
see increase in fraction of work time inflation with increase in threads in
the executor pool. At 24-threads, the contribution of work time inflation
is 20%, 36% and 51% in Word count, K-Means and Naive Bayes respec-
tively. For Grep and Sort, this overhead is between 5-6% at 24-threads
case.
By comparing the data in Figure 6.7 with performance data in Figure 3.1,
we see that Grep does not scale because of wait time overhead. Sort has
the worst scalability because of significant contribution of wait time. In
Word Count, there is equal contribution of work time inflation and wait
time overhead where as K-Means and Naive Bayes are mostly dominant
by work time inflation. Moreover the work time inflation overhead also
correlates with speed-up numbers, i.e. Word Count having less work
time inflation scales better than K-Means and Naive Bayes having largest
contribution of work time inflation scales poorer than K-Means. In the
next section, we try to find out the micro-architectural reasons that
result in work time inflation.
Micro-architecture
Top Level Figure 4.4a shows the breakdown of pipeline slots for the
benchmarks running with different number of executor pool threads. On
average across the workloads; Retiring category increases from 33.4% in
1-thread case to 35.7% in 12-threads case (Note how well it correlates to
IPC) and decreases to 31% in 24-threads case, Bad Speculation decreases
from 4.7% 1-threads case to 3.1% in 24-threads case, Front-end bound
decreases from 20.4% in 1-thread case to 12.6% in 24-threads case and
Back-end bound increases from 42.9% in 1-thread case to 54.3% 12-
threads case. This implies that workloads do not scale because of issues
at the Back-end. The contribution of Back-end bound increases with
increase in number of worker threads in workloads suffering with work
time inflation and in 24-threads case, it correlates with speed-up, i.e. the
higher the Back-end bound is, the lower the speed-up is.
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(a) K-Means
(b) Elapsed Time Breakdown
Figure 3.6: Work Time Inflation in Spark Benchmarks
Backend Level Figure 3.7c shows the contribution of memory bound
stalls and core bound stalls. On average across the workloads; the frac-
tion of memory bound stalls increases from 55.6% in 1-thread case to
72.2% in 24-threads. It also shows that workloads exhibiting larger mem-
ory bound stalls results in higher work time inflation.
Memory Level Next we drill down into Memory level in Figure 4.4b.
The Memory level breakdown suggests that on average across the work-
loads, fraction of L1 bound stalls decrease from 34% to 23%, fraction
of L3 bound stalls decrease from 16% to 10%, fraction of Store bound
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stalls increase from 9% to 11% and the fraction of DRAM bound stalls
increase 42% to 56%, when comparing the 1-thread and 24-threads cases.
The increase in fraction of DRAM bound stalls correlate to work time
inflation, 30% increase in DRAM bound stalls yields higher work time
inflation Naive Bayes that K-Means for 24-threads case where increase
in contribution of DRAM bound stalls is 20%. Word Count with only
10% increase in DRAM bound stalls shows exhibit lower amount of work
time inflation than K-Means.
Execution Core Level Figure 4.4c shows the utilization of execution
resources for benchmarks at multiple no of executor pool threads. On
average across the workloads, the fraction of clock cycles during which
no port is utilized (execution resources were idle) increases from 42.3%
to 50.7%, fraction of cycles during which 1, 2 and 3 + ports are used
decrease from 13.2% to 8.9%, 15.7% to 12.8% and 29.3% to 27.1% re-
spectively, while comparing 1 and 24-threads case.
Frontend Level Figure 3.7f shows the fraction of pipeline slots during
which CPU was stalled due to front-end latency and front-end bandwidth
issues. At higher number of threads, front- end stalls are equally divided
among latency and bandwidth issues. On average across the workloads;
front-end latency bound stalls decrease from 11.8% in 1-thread case to
5.7% in 24-threads case where as front-end bandwidth bound stalls de-
crease from 8.6% to 6.9%.
Memory Bandwidth Saturation
Figure 4.4d shows the amount of data read and written to each of the
two DRAM packages via the processor’s integrated memory controller.
The bandwidth (Gigabytes/sec) to package_1 shows an increasing trend
with increase in threads in the executor pool. The same trend can be
seen for total memory bandwidth in most of the workloads. We also
see an imbalance between memory traffic to two DRAM packages. Off-
chip bandwidth requirements of Naive Bayes are higher than rest of the
workloads but the peak memory bandwidth of all the workloads are with
in the platform capability of 60 GB/s, hence we conclude that memory
bandwidth is not hampering the scalability of in-memory data analysis
workloads.
3.6 Related Work
Oliver et al. [133] have shown that task parallel applications can exhibit
poor performance due to work time inflation. We see similar phenom-
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(a) IPC
(b) Top Level
(c) Backend Level
Figure 3.7: Top-Down Analysis Breakdown for Benchmarks with Different No of Executor Pool
Threads
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(d) Memory Level
(e) Core Level
(f) Frontend Level
Figure 3.7: Top-Down Analysis Breakdown for Benchmarks with Different No of Executor Pool
Threads
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Figure 3.8: Memory Bandwidth Consumption of Benchmarks
ena in Spark based workloads. Ousterhout et al. [134] have developed
blocked time analysis to quantify performance bottlenecks in the Spark
framework and found out that CPU (and not I/O) is often the bottle-
neck. Our thread level analysis of executor pool threads also reveal that
CPU time (and not wait time) is the dominant performance bottleneck
in Spark based workloads.
Ferdman et al. [64] show that scale-out workloads suffer from high instruction-
cache miss rates. Large LLC does not improve performance and off-
chip bandwidth requirements of scale-out workloads are low. Zheng et
al. [196] infer that stalls due to kernel instruction execution greatly in-
fluence the front end efficiency. However, data analysis workloads have
higher IPC than scale-out workloads [88]. They also suffer from notable
from end stalls but L2 and L3 caches are effective for them. Wang et
al. [170] conclude the same about L3 caches and L1 I Cache miss rates
despite using larger data sets. Deep dive analysis [186] reveal that big
data analysis workload is bound on memory latency but the conclusion
can not be generalised. None of the above mentioned works consider
frameworks that enable in-memory computing of data analysis work-
loads.
Jiang et al. [90] observe that memory access characteristics of the Spark
and Hadoop workloads differ. At the micro-architecture level, they have
roughly same behaviour and point current micro-architecture works for
Spark workloads. Contrary to that, Jia et al. [89] conclude that Software
stacks have significant impact on the micro-architecture behaviour of big
data workloads. However both studies lack in quantifying the impact of
micro-architectural inefficiencies on the performance. We extend the
literature by identifying the bottlenecks in the memory subsystem.
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3.7 Conclusion
We evaluated the performance of Spark based data analytic workloads
on a modern scale-up server at application, stage, task and thread level.
While performing experiments on a 24 core machine, we found that
that most of the applications exhibit sub-linear speed-up, stages with
map transformations do not scale, and execution time of tasks in these
stages increases significantly. The CPU utilization for several workloads
is around 80% but the performance does not scale along with CPU uti-
lization. Work time inflation and load imbalance on the threads are
the scalability bottlenecks. We also quantified the impact of micro-
architecture on the performance. Results show that issues in front end of
the processor account for up to 20% of stalls in the pipeline slots, where
as issues in the back end account for up to 72% of stalls in the pipeline
slots. The applications do not saturate the available memory bandwidth
and memory bound latency is the cause of work time inflation. We will
explore pre-fetching mechanisms to hide the DRAM access latency in
data analysis workloads, since Dimitrov et al. [55] show potential for
aggressively pre-fetching large sections of the dataset onto a faster tier
of memory subsystem.
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Chapter 4
Understanding the Impact of
Data Volume on In-Memory
Data Analytics
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4.1 Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data collected, large-scale web
enterprises (such as Yahoo, Facebook, and Google) run big data analytics
applications using clusters of commodity servers. However, it has been
recently reported that using clusters is a case of over-provisioning since a
majority of analytics jobs do not process huge data sets and that modern
scale-up servers are adequate to run analytics jobs [21]. Additionally,
commonly used predictive analytics such as machine learning algorithms
work on filtered datasets that easily fit into memory of modern scale-up
servers. Moreover the today’s scale-up servers can have CPU, memory
and persistent storage resources in abundance at affordable prices. Thus
we envision small cluster of scale-up servers to be the preferable choice
of enterprises in near future.
While Phoenix [188], Ostrich [40] and Polymer [195] are specifically de-
signed to exploit the potential of a single scale-up server, they don’t
scale-out to multiple scale-up servers. Apache Spark [190] is getting
popular in industry because it enables in-memory processing, scales out
to large number of commodity machines and provides a unified frame-
work for batch and stream processing of big data workloads. However
it’s performance on modern scale-up servers is not fully understood. A
recent study [24] characterizes the performance of Spark based data an-
alytics on a scale-up server but it does not quantify the impact of data
volume. Knowing the limitations of modern scale-up servers for Spark
based data analytics will help in achieving the future goal of improving
the performance of Spark based data analytics on small clusters of scale-
up servers. In this chapter, we answer the following questions concerning
Spark based data analytics running on modern scale-up servers:
∗ Do Spark based data analytics benefit from using larger scale-up
servers?
∗ How severe is the impact of garbage collection on performance of
Spark based data analytics?
∗ Is file I/O detrimental to Spark based data analytics performance?
∗ How does data size affect the micro-architecture performance of
Spark based data analytics?
To answer the above questions, we use empirical evaluation of Apache
Spark based benchmark applications on a modern scale-up server. Our
contributions are:
∗ We evaluate the impact of data volume on the performance of Spark
based data analytics running on a scale-up server.
∗ We find the limitations of using Spark on a scale-up server with large
volumes of data.
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∗ We quantify the variations in micro-architectural performance of
applications across different data volumes.
4.2 Background
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) [190] which are immutable collections of objects spread
across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: Transformations and Actions. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs. Actions launch a
computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user runs an
action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the RDD
lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain pipelined
transformations with narrow dependencies. Further, it divides each stage
into tasks. A task is a combination of data and computation. Tasks are
assigned to executor pool threads. Spark executes all tasks within a
stage before moving on to the next stage.
Spark runs as a Java process on a Java Virtual Machine(JVM). The JVM
has a heap space which is divided into young and old generations. The
young generation keeps short-lived objects while the old generation holds
objects with longer lifetimes. The young generation is further divided
into eden, survivor1 and survivor2 spaces. When the eden space is full, a
minor garbage collection (GC) is run on the eden space and objects that
are alive from eden and survivor1 are copied to survivor2. The survivor
regions are then swapped. If an object is old enough or survivor2 is full,
it is moved to the old space. Finally when the old space is close to full,
a full GC operation is invoked.
4.3 Methodology
Benchmarks
Table 4.1 shows the list of benchmarks along with transformations and
actions involved. We used Spark versions of the following benchmarks
from BigDataBench [170]. Big Data Generator Suite (BDGS), an open
source tool was used to generate synthetic datasets based on raw data
sets [124].
∗ Word Count (Wc) counts the number of occurrences of each word
in a text file. The input is unstructured Wikipedia Entries.
∗ Grep (Gp) searches for the keyword “The” in a text file and filters
out the lines with matching strings to the output file. It works on
unstructured Wikipedia Entries.
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∗ Sort (So) ranks records by their key. Its input is a set of samples.
Each sample is represented as a numerical d-dimensional vector.
∗ Naive Bayes (Nb) uses semi-structured Amazon Movie Reviews
data-sets for sentiment classification. We use only the classification
part of the benchmark in our experiments.
K-Means (Km) clusters data points into a predefined number of
clusters. We run the benchmark for 4 iterations with 8 desired clus-
ters. Its input is structured records, each represented as a numerical
d-dimensional vector.
Table 4.1: Benchmarks.
Benchmarks Transformations Actions
Micro-benchmarks Word count map, reduceByKey saveAsTextFile
Grep filter saveAsTextFile
Sort map, sortByKey saveAsTextFile
Classification Naive Bayes map collect
saveAsTextFile
Clustering K-Means map, filter takeSample
mapPartitions collectAsMap
reduceByKey collect
System Configuration
Table 7.3 shows details about our test machine. Hyper-Threading and
Turbo-boost are disabled through BIOS because it is difficult to inter-
pret the micro-architectural data with these features enabled [56]. With
Hyper-Threading and Turbo-boost disabled, there are 24 cores in the
system operating at the frequency of 2.7 GHz.
Table 7.4 also lists the parameters of JVM and Spark. For our experi-
ments, we use HotSpot JDK version 7u71 configured in server mode (64
bit). The Hotspot JDK provides several parallel/concurrent GCs out of
which we use three combinations: (1) Parallel Scavenge (PS) and Paral-
lel Mark Sweep; (2) Parallel New and Concurrent Mark Sweep; and (3)
G1 young and G1 mixed for young and old generations respectively. The
details on each algorithm are available [5, 53]. The heap size is chosen
to avoid getting “Out of memory” errors while running the benchmarks.
The open file limit in Linux is increased to avoid getting “Too many
files open in the system” error. The values of Spark internal parameters
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Table 4.2: Machine Details.
Component Details
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697 V2, Ivy Bridge micro-architecture
Cores 12 @ 2.7 GHz (Turbo upto 3.5 GHz)
Threads 2 per core
Sockets 2
L1 Cache 32 KB for instructions and 32 KB for data
per core
L2 Cache 256 KB per core
L3 Cache (LLC) 30 MB per socket
Memory 2 x 32 GB, 4 DDR3 channels, Max BW 60 GB/s
OS Linux kernel version 2.6.32
JVM Oracle Hotspot JDK version 7u71
Spark Version 1.3.0
after tuning are given in Table 7.4. Further details on the parameters
are available [10].
Table 4.3: JVM and Spark Parameters for Different Workloads.
Wc Gp So Km Nb
JVM Heap Size (GB) 50
Old Generation Garbage Collector PS MarkSweep
Young Generation Garbage Collector PS Scavange
Spark spark.storage.memoryFraction 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1
spark.shuﬄe.memoryFraction 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.7
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles true
spark.shuﬄe.compress true
spark.shuﬄe.spill true
spark.shuﬄe.spill.compress true
spark.rdd.compress true
spark.broadcast.compress true
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Measurement Tools and Techniques
We configure Spark to collect GC logs which are then parsed to measure
time (called real time in GC logs) spent in garbage collection. We rely
on the log files generated by Spark to calculate the execution time of
the benchmarks. We use Intel Vtune [4] to perform concurrency anal-
ysis and general micro-architecture exploration. For scalability study,
each benchmark is run 5 times within a single JVM invocation and the
mean values are reported. For concurrency analysis, each benchmark is
run 3 times within a single JVM invocation and Vtune measurements
are recorded for the last iteration. This experiment is repeated 3 times
and the best case in terms of execution time of the application is chosen.
The same measurement technique is also applied in general architectural
exploration, however the difference is that mean values are reported. Ad-
ditionally, executor pool threads are bound to the cores before collecting
hardware performance counter values.
We use the top-down analysis method proposed by Yasin [185] to study
the micro-architectural performance of the workloads. Super-scalar pro-
cessors can be conceptually divided into the "front-end" where instruc-
tions are fetched and decoded into constituent operations, and the "back-
end" where the required computation is performed. A pipeline slot rep-
resents the hardware resources needed to process one micro-operation.
The top-down method assumes that for each CPU core, there are four
pipeline slots available per clock cycle. At issue point each pipeline slot
is classified into one of four base categories: Front-end Bound, Back-
end Bound, Bad Speculation and Retiring. If a micro-operation is is-
sued in a given cycle, it would eventually either get retired or cancelled.
Thus it can be attributed to either Retiring or Bad Speculation respec-
tively. Pipeline slots that could not be filled with micro-operations due
to problems in the front-end are attributed to Front-end Bound cate-
gory whereas pipeline slot where no micro-operations are delivered due
to a lack of required resources for accepting more micro-operations in
the back-end of the pipeline are identified as Back-end Bound.
4.4 Scalability Analysis
Do Spark based data analytics benefit from using
scale-up servers?
We configure spark to run in local-mode and used system configuration
parameters of Table 7.4. Each benchmark is run with 1, 6, 12, 18 and 24
executor pool threads. The size of input data-set is 6 GB. For each run,
we set the CPU affinity of the Spark process to emulate hardware with
same number of cores as the worker threads. The cores are allocated from
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one socket first before switching to the second socket. Figure 4.1a plots
speed-up as a function of the number of cores. It shows that benchmarks
scale linearly up to 4 cores within a socket. Beyond 4 cores, the workloads
exhibit sub-linear speed-up, e.g., at 12 cores within a socket, average
speed-up across workloads is 7.45. This average speed-up increases up
to 8.74, when the Spark process is configured to use all 24 cores in the
system. The performance gain of mere 17.3% over the 12 cores case
suggest that Spark applications do not benefit significantly by using
more than 12-core executors.
Does performance remain consistent as we enlarge the
data size?
The benchmarks are configured to use 24 executor pool threads in the
experiment. Each workload is run with 6 GB, 12 GB and 24 GB of input
data and the amount of data processed per second (DPS) is calculated
by dividing the input data size by the total execution time. The data
sizes are chosen to stress the whole system and evaluate the system’s
data processing capability. In this regard, DPS is a relevant metric as
suggested in by Luo et al. [120]. We also evaluate the sensitivity of DPS
to garbage collection schemes but explain it in the next section. Here
we only analyse the numbers for Parallel Scavenge garbage collection
scheme. By comparing 6 GB and 24 GB cases in Figure 4.1b, we see
that K-Means performs the worst as its DPS decreases by 92.94% and
Grep performs the best with a DPS decrease of 11.66%. Furthermore, we
observe that DPS decreases by 49.12% on average across the workloads,
when the data size is increased from 6 GB to 12 GB. However DPS
decreases further by only 8.51% as the data size is increased to 24GB.
In the next section, we will explain the reason for poor data scaling
behaviour.
4.5 Limitations to Scale-up
How severe is the impact of garbage collection?
Because of the in-memory nature of most Spark computations, garbage
collection can become a bottleneck for Spark programs. To test this hy-
pothesis, we analysed garbage collection time of scalability experiments
from the previous section. Figure 4.2a plots total execution time and
GC time across the number of cores. The proportion of GC time in
the execution time increases with the number of cores. At 24 cores, it
can be as high as 48% in K-Means. Word Count and Naive Bayes also
show a similar trend. This shows that if the GC time had at least not
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(a) Benchmarks do not benefit by adding more than 12 cores.
(b) Data processed per second decreases with increase in data size.
Figure 4.1: Scale-up performance of applications: (a) when the number of cores increases and
(b) when input data size increases.
been increasing, the applications would have scaled better. Therefore we
conclude that GC acts as a bottleneck.
To answer the question, “How does GC affect data processing capability
of the system?”, we examine the GC time of benchmarks running at
24 cores. The input data size is increased from 6 GB to 12 GB and
then to 24 GB. By comparing 6 GB and 24 GB cases in Figure 4.2b,
we see that GC time does not increase linearly, e.g., when input data
is increased by 4x, GC time in K-Means increases by 39.8x. A similar
trend is also seen for Word Count and Naive Bayes. This also shows
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that if GC time had been increasing at most linearly, DPS would not
have decreased significantly. For K-Means, DPS decreases by 14x when
data size increases by 4x. For similar scenario in Naive Bayes, DPS
decreases by 3x and GC time increases by 3x. Hence we can conclude
that performance of Spark applications degrades significantly because
GC time does not scale linearly with data size.
Finally we answer the question, “Does the choice of Garbage Collector
impact the data processing capability of the system?”. We look at impact
of three garbage collectors on DPS of benchmarks at 6 GB, 12 GB and 24
GB of input data size. We study out-of-box (without tuning) behaviour
of Concurrent Mark Sweep, G1 and Parallel Scavenge garbage collectors.
Figure 4.2b shows that across all the applications, GC time of Concurrent
Mark Sweep is the highest and GC time of Parallel Scavenge is the lowest
among the three choices. By comparing the DPS of benchmarks across
different garbage collectors, we see that Parallel Scavenge results in 3.69x
better performance than Concurrent Mark Sweep and 2.65x better than
G1 on average across the workloads at 6 GB. At 24 GB, Parallel Scavenge
performs 1.36x better compared to Concurrent Mark Sweep and 1.69x
better compared to G1 on average across the workloads.
Does file I/O become a bottleneck under large data
volumes?
In order to find the reasons for poor performance of Spark applications
under larger data volumes, we studied the thread-level view of bench-
marks by performing concurrency analysis in Intel Vtune. We analyse
only executor pool threads as they contribute to 95% of total CPU time
during the entire run of the workloads. Figure 6.7b shows that CPU
time and wait time of all executor pool threads. CPU time is the time
during which the CPU is actively executing the application on all cores.
Wait time occurs when software threads are waiting on I/O operations
or due to synchronization. The wait time is further divided into idle time
and wait on file I/O operations. Both idle time and file I/O time are
approximated from the top 5 waiting functions of executor pool threads.
The remaining wait time comes under the category of “other wait time”.
It can be seen that the fraction of wait time increases with increase
in input data size, except in Grep where it decreases. By comparing
6 GB and 24 GB case, the data shows that the fraction of CPU time
decreases by 54.15%, 74.98% and 82.45% in Word Count, Naive Bayes
and Sort respectively; however it increases by 21.73% in Grep. The
breakdown of wait time reveals that contribution of file I/O increases by
5.8x, 17.5x and 25.4x for Word Count, Naive Bayes and Sort respectively
but for Grep, it increases only 1.2x. The CPU time in Figure 6.7b also
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(a) GC overhead is a scalability bottleneck.
(b) GC time increases at a higher rate with data size.
Figure 4.2: Impact of garbage collection on application performance: (a) when the number of
cores increases and (b) when input data size increases.
correlates with CPU utilization numbers in Figure 4.3a. On average
across the workloads, CPU utilization decreases from 72.34% to 39.59%
as the data size is increased from 6 GB to 12 GB which decreases further
by 5% in 24 GB case.
Is micro-architecture performance invariant to input
data size?
We study the top-down breakdown of pipeline slots in the micro-architecture
using the general exploration analysis in Vtune. The benchmarks are
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(a) CPU utilization decreases with data size.
(b) Wait time becomes dominant at larger datasets due to significant
increase in file I/O operations.
Figure 4.3: Time breakdown under executor pool threads.
configured to use 24 executor pool threads. Each workload is run with
6 GB, 12 GB and 24 GB of input data. Figure 4.4a shows that bench-
marks are back-end bound. On average across the workloads, retiring
category accounts for 28.9% of pipeline slots in 6 GB case and it in-
creases to 31.64% in the 24 GB case. Back-end bound fraction decreases
from 54.2% to 50.4% on average across the workloads. K-Means sees the
highest increase of 10% in retiring fraction in 24 GB case in comparison
to 6 GB case.
Next, we show the breakdown of memory bound stalls in Figure 4.4b.
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The term DRAM Bound refers to how often the CPU was stalled wait-
ing for data from main memory. L1 Bound shows how often the CPU
was stalled without missing in the L1 data cache. L3 Bound shows how
often the CPU was stalled waiting for the L3 cache, or contended with a
sibling core. Store Bound shows how often the CPU was stalled on store
operations. We see that DRAM bound stalls are the primary bottleneck
which account for 55.7% of memory bound stalls on average across the
workloads in the 6 GB case. This fraction however decreases to 49.7% in
the 24 GB case. In contrast, the L1 bound fraction increase from 22.5%
in 6 GB case to 30.71% in 24 GB case on average across the workloads.
It means that due to better utilization of L1 cache, the number of si-
multaneous data read requests to the main memory controller decreases
at larger volume of data. Figure 4.4d shows that average memory band-
width consumption decreases from 20.7 GB/s in the 6 GB case to 13.7
GB/s in the 24 GB case on average across the workloads.
Figure 4.4c shows the fraction of cycles during execution ports are used.
Ports provide the interface between instruction issue stage and the var-
ious functional units. By comparing 6 GB and 24 GB cases, we observe
that cycles during which no port is used decrease from 51.9% to 45.8% on
average across the benchmarks and cycles during which 1 or 2 ports are
utilized increase from 22.2% to 28.7% on average across the workloads.
4.6 Related Work
Several studies characterize the behaviour of big data workloads and
identify the mismatch between the processor and the big data applica-
tions [64, 88–90, 99, 170, 186]. However these studies lack in identifying
the limitations of modern scale-up servers for Spark based data analytics.
Ousterhout et al. [134] have developed blocked time analysis to quantify
performance bottlenecks in the Spark framework and have found out
that CPU and not I/O operations are often the bottleneck. Our thread
level analysis of executor pool threads shows that the conclusion made
by Ousterhout et al. is only valid when the the input data-set fits in
each node’s memory in a scale-out setup. When the size of data set on
each node is scaled-up, file I/O becomes the bottleneck again. Wang
et al. [170] have shown that the volume of input data has considerable
affect on the micro-architecture behaviour of Hadoop based workloads.
We make similar observation about Spark based data analysis workloads.
4.7 Conclusions
We have reported a deep dive analysis of Spark based data analytics on
a large scale-up server. The key insights we have found are as follows:
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(a) Retiring rate increases at larger datasets.
(b) L1 Bound stalls increase with data size.
(c) Port utilization increases at larger datasets.
Figure 4.4: Micro-architecture performance is inconsistent across different data sizes.
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(d) Memory traffic decreases with data size.
Figure 4.4: Micro-architecture performance is inconsistent across different data sizes.
∗ Spark workloads do not benefit significantly from executors with
more than 12 cores.
∗ The performance of Spark workloads degrades with large volumes
of data due to substantial increase in garbage collection and file I/O
time.
∗ With out any tuning, Parallel Scavenge garbage collection scheme
outperforms Concurrent Mark Sweep and G1 garbage collectors for
Spark workloads.
∗ Spark workloads exhibit improved instruction retirement due to
lower L1 cache misses and better utilization of functional units inside
cores at large volumes of data.
∗ Memory bandwidth utilization of Spark benchmarks decreases with
large volumes of data and is 3x lower than the available off-chip
bandwidth on our test machine.
We conclude that Spark run-time needs node-level optimizations to max-
imize its potential on modern servers. Garbage collection is detrimental
to performance of in-memory big data systems and its impact could be
reduced by careful matching of garbage collection scheme to workload.
Inconsistencies in micro-architecture performance across the data sizes
pose additional challenges for computer architects. Off-chip memory
buses should be optimized for in-memory data analytics workloads by
scaling back unnecessary bandwidth.
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Chapter 5
Understanding the Impact of
Data Velocity on In-Memory
Data Analytics
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5.1 Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data collecting, web en-
terprises (such as Yahoo, Facebook, and Google) run big data analyt-
ics applications using clusters of commodity servers. However, it has
been recently reported that using clusters is a case of over-provisioning
since most analytics jobs do not process really huge data sets and those
modern scale-up servers are adequate to run analytics jobs [21]. Addi-
tionally, commonly used predictive analytics such as machine learning
algorithms, work on filtered datasets that easily fit into the memory of
modern scale-up servers. Moreover, the today’s scale-up servers can have
CPU, memory, and persistent storage resources in abundance at afford-
able prices. Thus we envision the small cluster of scale-up servers will
be the preferable choice of enterprises in near future.
While Phoenix [188], Ostrich [40] and Polymer [195] are specifically de-
signed to exploit the potential of a single scale-up server, they do not
scale-out to multiple scale-up servers. Apache Spark [190] is getting
popular in the industry because it enables in-memory processing, scales
out to many of commodity machines and provides a unified framework
for batch and stream processing of big data workloads. However, its
performance on modern scale-up servers is not fully understood. Re-
cent studies [24, 25] characterize the micro-architectural performance
of in-memory data analytics with Spark on a scale-up server but they
cover only batch processing workloads and they also do not quantify
the impact of data velocity on the micro-architectural performance of
Spark workloads. Knowing the limitations of modern scale-up servers
for real-time streaming data analytics with Spark will help in achieving
the future goal of improving the performance of real-time streaming data
analytics with Spark on small clusters of scale-up servers.
Our contributions are:
∗ We characterize the micro-architectural performance of Spark-core,
Spark MLlib, Spark SQL, GraphX and Spark Streaming.
∗ We quantify the impact of data velocity on the micro-architectural
performance of Spark Streaming.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, we provide
background and formulate the hypothesis in section 2. Secondly, we
discuss the experimental setup in section 3, examine the results in section
4 and discuss the related work in section 5. Finally, we summarize the
findings and give recommendations in section 6.
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5.2 Background
Spark
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) [190] which are immutable collections of objects spread
across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: “Transformations” and “Actions”. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs, whereas Actions
launch a computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user
runs an action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the
RDD lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain
pipelined transformations with narrow dependencies. Further, it divides
each stage into tasks, where a task is a combination of data and compu-
tation. Tasks are assigned to executor pool of threads. Spark executes
all tasks within a stage before moving on to the next stage. Finally, once
all jobs are completed, the results are saved to file systems.
Spark MLlib
Spark MLlib [122] is a machine learning library on top of Spark-core.
It contains commonly used algorithms related to collaborative filtering,
clustering, regression, classification and dimensionality reduction.
Graph X
GraphX [70] enables graph-parallel computation in Spark. It includes a
collection of graph algorithms. It introduces a new Graph abstraction: a
directed multi-graph with properties attached to each vertex and edge.
It also exposes a set of fundamental operators (e.g., aggregateMessages,
joinVertices, and subgraph) and optimized variant of the Pregel API to
support graph computation.
Spark SQL
Spark SQL [22] is a Spark module for structured data processing. It
provides Spark with additional information about the structure of both
the data and the computation being performed. This extra information
is used to perform extra optimizations. It also provides SQL API, the
DataFrames API, and the Datasets API. When computing a result the
same execution engine is used, independent of which API/language is
used to express the computation.
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Spark Streaming
Spark Streaming [191] is an extension of the core Spark API for the
processing of data streams. It provides a high-level abstraction called
discretized stream or DStream, which represents a continuous stream of
data. Internally, a DStream is represented as a sequence of RDDs. Spark
streaming can receive input data streams from sources such as Kafka,
Twitter, or TCP sockets. It then divides the data into batches, which
are then processed by the Spark engine to generate the final stream of
results in batches. Finally, the results can be pushed out to file systems,
databases or live dashboards.
Garbage Collection
Spark runs as a Java process on a Java Virtual Machine(JVM). The JVM
has a heap space which is divided into young and old generations. The
young generation keeps short-lived objects while the old generation holds
objects with longer lifetimes. The young generation is further divided
into eden, survivor1 and survivor2 spaces. When the eden space is full, a
minor garbage collection (GC) is run on the eden space and objects that
are alive from eden and survivor1 are copied to survivor2. The survivor
regions are then swapped. If an object is old enough or survivor2 is full,
it is moved to the old space. Finally when the old space is close to full,
a full GC operation is invoked.
Spark on Modern Scale-up Servers
Our recent efforts on identifying the bottlenecks in Spark [24,25] on Ivy
Bridge machine shows that (i) Spark workloads exhibit poor multi-core
scalability due to thread level load imbalance and work-time inflation,
which is caused by frequent data access to DRAM and (ii) the perfor-
mance of Spark workloads deteriorates severely as we enlarge the input
data size due to significant garbage collection overhead. However, the
scope of work is limited to batch processing workloads only, assuming
that Spark streaming would have same micro-architectural bottlenecks.
We revisit this assumption in this chapter.
In this chapter, we answer the following questions concerning real-time
streaming data analytics running on modern scale-up servers using Apache
Spark as a case study. Apache Spark defines the state of the art in big
data analytics platforms exploiting data-flow and in-memory computing.
∗ Does micro-architectural performance remain consistent across batch
and stream processing data analytics?
∗ How does data velocity affect the micro-architectural behaviour of
stream processing data analytics?
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5.3 Methodology
Our study of micro-architectural characterization of real-time streaming
data analytics is based on an empirical study of performance of batch and
stream processing with Spark using representative benchmark workloads.
Workloads
This study uses batch processing and stream processing workloads, de-
scribed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively. Benchmarking big data
analytics is an open research area, we, however, choose the workloads
carefully. Batch processing workloads are the subset of BigdataBench [170]
and HiBench [79], which are highly referenced benchmark suites in the
big data domain. Stream processing workloads used in the chapter are
the superset of StreamBench [119] and also cover the solution patterns
for real-time streaming analytics [136].
The source codes for Word Count, Grep, Sort, and NaiveBayes are taken
from BigDataBench [170], whereas the source codes for K-Means, Gaus-
sian, and Sparse NaiveBayes are taken from Spark MLlib examples avail-
able along with Spark distribution. Likewise, the source codes for stream
processing workloads are also available from Spark Streaming examples.
Big Data Generator Suite (BDGS), an open source tool is used to gen-
erate synthetic data sets based on raw data sets [124].
System Configuration
Table 7.3 shows details about our test machine. Hyper-Threading and
Turbo-boost are disabled through BIOS as per Intel Vtune guidelines to
tune software on the Intel Xeon processor E5/E7 v2 family [13]. With
Hyper-Threading and Turbo-boost disabled, there are 24 cores in the
system operating at the frequency of 2.7 GHz.
Table 7.4 lists the parameters of JVM and Spark after tuning. For
our experiments, we configure Spark in local mode in which driver and
executor run inside a single JVM. We use HotSpot JDK version 7u71
configured in server mode (64 bit). The Hotspot JDK provides several
parallel/concurrent GCs out of which we use Parallel Scavenge (PS)
and Parallel Mark Sweep for young and old generations respectively as
recommended in [25]. The heap size is chosen such that the memory
consumed is within the system. The details on Spark internal parameters
are available [10].
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Table 5.1: Batch Processing Workloads
Spark
Library
Workload Description
Input
data-sets
Spark Core
Word Count
(Wc)
counts the number of occurrence of each word in a text file Wikipedia
Entries
Grep (Gp)
searches for the keyword “The” in a text file and filters out the
lines with matching strings to the output file
Sort (So) ranks records by their key
Numerical
Records
NaiveBayes
(Nb)
runs sentiment classification
Amazon Movie
Reviews
Spark MLlib
K-Means
(Km)
uses K-Means clustering algorithm from Spark MLlib.
The benchmark is run for 4 iterations with 8 desired clusters
Numerical
Records
Sparse
NaiveBayes
(Snb)
uses NaiveBayes classification algorithm from Spark MLlib
Support Vector
Machines (Svm)
uses SVM classification algorithm from Spark MLlib
Logistic
Regression (Logr)
uses Logistic Regression algorithm from Spark MLlib
Graph X
Page Rank (Pr)
measures the importance of each vertex in a graph.
The benchmark is run for 20 iterations
Live
Journal
Graph
Connected
Components (Cc)
labels each connected component of the graph with the
ID of its lowest-numbered vertex
Triangles (Tr)
determines the number of triangles passing through
each vertex
Spark
SQL
Aggregation
(SqlAg)
implements aggregation query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API Tables
Join (SqlJo)
implements join query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
Measurement Tools and Techniques
We use Intel Vtune Amplifier [4] to perform general micro-architecture
exploration and to collect hardware performance counters. All measure-
ment data are the average of three measure runs; Before each run, the
buffer cache is cleared to avoid variation in the execution time of bench-
marks. Through concurrency analysis in Intel Vtune, we find that execu-
tor pool threads in Spark start taking CPU time after 10 seconds. Hence,
hardware performance counter values are collected after the ramp-up pe-
riod of 10 seconds. For batch processing workloads, the measurements
are taken for the entire run of the applications and for stream processing
workloads, the measurements are taken for 180 seconds as the sliding
interval and duration of windows in streaming workloads considered are
much less than 180 seconds.
We use top-down analysis method proposed by Yasin [185] to study the
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Table 5.2: Stream Processing Workloads
Workload Description
Input
data
stream
Streaming
Kmeans (Skm)
uses streaming version of K-Means clustering algorithm
from Spark MLlib. Numerical
RecordsStreaming
Linear
Regression
(Slir)
uses streaming version of Linear Regression algorithm
from Spark MLlib.
Streaming
Logistic
Regression
(Slogr)
uses streaming version of Logistic Regression algorithm
from Spark MLlib.
Network
Word Count
(NWc)
counts the number of words in text received from a
data server listening on a TCP socket every 2 sec and
print the counts on the screen. A data server is created
by running Netcat (a networking utility in Unix systems
for creating TCP/UDP connections)
Wikipe-
dia data
Network
Grep (Gp)
counts how many lines have the word “the” in them every
sec and prints the counts on the screen.
Windowed
Word Count
(WWc)
generates every 10 seconds, word counts over the last
30 sec of data received on a TCP socket every 2 sec.
Stateful Word
Count (StWc)
counts words cumulatively in text received from the net-
work every sec starting with initial value of word count.
Sql Word
Count (SqWc)
uses DataFrames and SQL to count words in text recei-
ved from the network every 2 sec.
Click stream
Error Rate
Per Zip Code
(CErpz)
returns the rate of error pages (a non 200 status) in each
zipcode over the last 30 sec. A page view generator gen-
erates streaming events over the network to simulate
page views per second on a website. Click
streamsClick stream
Page Counts
(CPc)
counts views per URL seen in each batch.
Click stream
Active User
Count (CAuc)
returns number of unique users in last 15 sec
Click stream
Popular User
Seen (CPus)
look for users in the existing dataset and print it
out if there is a match
Click stream
Sliding Page
Counts (CSpc)
counts page views per URL in the last 10 sec
Twitter
Popular Tags
(TPt)
calculates popular hashtags (topics) over sliding 10 and
60 sec windows from a Twitter stream. Twitter
Stream
Twitter
Count Min
Sketch (TCms)
uses the Count-Min Sketch, from Twitter’s Algebird
library, to compute windowed and global Top-K
estimates of user IDs occurring in a Twitter stream
Twitter
Hyper
Log Log (THll)
uses HyperLogLog algorithm, from Twitter’s Algebird
library, to compute a windowed and global estimate
of the unique user IDs occurring in a Twitter stream.
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Table 5.3: Converted Spark Operations in Workloads
Workload Converted Spark Operation
Wc Map, ReduceByKey, SaveAsTextFile
Gp Filter, SaveAsTextFile
So Map, SortByKey, SaveAsTextFile
Nb Map, Collect, SaveAsTextFile
Snb Map, RandomSplit, Filter, CombineByKey
Km Map, MapPartitions, MapPartitionsWithIndex, FlatMap,Zip, Sample, ReduceByKey,
Svm Map, MapPartitions, MapPartionswithIndex, Zip, Sample,
RandomSplit,Filter,MakeRDD,Union, TreeAggregate, CombineByKey, SortByKeyLogr
Pr
Coalesce, MapPartitionswithIndex, MapPartitions, Map, PartitionBy, ZipPartitionsCc
Tr
SqlAgg
Map, MapPartitions, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange, TungstenAggregate,
ConvertToSafe
SqlJo
Map, MapPartitions, SortMergeJoin, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange,
TungstenSort, ConverToSafe
SqWc FlatMap, ForeachRDD, TungstenExchange, TungstenAggregate, ConvertToSafe
NWc FlatMap, Map, ReduceByKey
NGp Filter, Count
WWc FlatMap, Map, ReduceByKeyAndWindow
StWc FlatMap, Map, UpdateStateByKey
CErPz FlatMap, Map, Window, GroupByKey
CAuc FlatMap, Map, Window, GroupByKey, Count
CPus FlatMap, Map, Parallelize, ForeachRDD
CPc FlatMap, Map, CountByValue
CSPc FlatMap, Map, CountByValueAndWindow
Tpt FlatMap, Map, ReduceByKeyAndWindow, Transform
Tcms Map, MapPartitions, Reduce, ForeachRDD, ReduceByKey,
Thll Map, MapPartitions, Reduce
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Table 5.4: Machine Details.
Component Details
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697 V2, Ivy Bridge micro-architecture
Cores 12 @ 2.7GHz (Turbo up 3.5GHz)
Threads
2 per Core (when Hyper-Threading
is enabled)
Sockets 2
L1 Cache
32 KB for Instruction and
32 KB for Data per Core
L2 Cache 256 KB per core
L3 Cache (LLC) 30MB per Socket
Memory
2 x 32GB, 4 DDR3 channels, Max BW 60GB/s
per Socket
OS Linux Kernel Version 2.6.32
JVM Oracle Hotspot JDK 7u71
Spark Version 1.5.0
Table 5.5: Spark and JVM Parameters for Different Workloads.
Parameters
Batch
Processing
Workloads
Stream
Processing
WorkloadsSpark-Core,
Spark-SQL
Spark MLlib,
Graph X
spark.storage.memoryFraction 0.1 0.6 0.4
spark.shuﬄe.memoryFraction 0.7 0.4 0.6
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles true
spark.shuﬄe.compress true
spark.shuﬄe.spill true
spark.shuﬄe.spill.compress true
spark.rdd.compress true
spark.broadcast.compress true
Heap Size (GB) 50
Old Generation Garbage Collector PS Mark Sweep
Young Generation Garbage Collector PS Scavenge
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micro-architectural performance of the workloads. Earlier studies on pro-
filing of big data workloads show the efficacy of this method in identifying
the micro-architectural bottlenecks [24,97,186]. Super-scalar processors
can be conceptually divided into the “front-end” where instructions are
fetched and decoded into constituent operations, and the “back-end”
where the required computation is performed. A pipeline slot represents
the hardware resources needed to process one micro-operation. The top-
down method assumes that for each CPU core, there are four pipeline
slots available per clock cycle. At issue point, each pipeline slot is classi-
fied into one of four base categories: Front-end Bound, Back-end Bound,
Bad Speculation and Retiring. If a micro-operation is issued in a given
cycle, it would eventually either get retired or cancelled. Thus it can be
attributed to either Retiring or Bad Speculation respectively. Pipeline
slots that could not be filled with micro-operations due to problems
in the front-end are attributed to Front-end Bound category whereas
pipeline slot where no micro-operations are delivered due to a lack of
required resources for accepting more micro-operations in the back-end
of the pipeline are identified as Back-end Bound.
The top-down method requires the metrics described in Table 7.5, whose
definition are taken from Intel Vtune on-line help [4].
5.4 Evaluation
Does micro-architectural performance remain consistent
across batch and stream processing data analytics?
As stream processing is micro-batch processing in Spark, we hypoth-
esize batch processing and stream processing to exhibit same micro-
architectural behavior. Figure 5.1a shows the IPC values of batch pro-
cessing workloads range between 1.78 to 0.76, whereas IPC values of
stream processing workloads also range between 1.85 to 0.71. The IPC
values of word count (Wc) and grep (Gp) are very close to their stream
processing equivalents, i.e. network word count (NWc) and network
grep (NGp). Likewise, the pipeline slots breakdown in Figure 5.1b for
the same workloads are quite similar. This implies that batch process-
ing and stream processing will have same micro-architectural behaviour
if the difference between two implementations is of micro-batching only.
Sql Word Count(SqWc), which uses the Dataframes has better IPC than
both word count (Wc) and network word count (NWc), which use RDDs.
Aggregation (SqlAg) and Join (SqlAg) queries which also use DataFrame
API have IPC values higher than most of the workloads using RDDs.
One can see the similar pattern for retiring slots fraction in Figure 5.1b.
Sql Word Count (SqWc) exhibits 25.56% less back-end bound slots than
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Table 5.6: Metrics for Top-Down Analysis of Workloads
Metrics Description
IPC
average number of retired instructions
per clock cycle
DRAM Bound
how often CPU was stalled on the main
memory
L1 Bound
how often machine was stalled without
missing the L1 data cache
L2 Bound
how often machine was stalled on L2
cache
L3 Bound
how often CPU was stalled on L3 cache,
or contended with a sibling Core
Store Bound
how often CPU was stalled on store
operations
Front-End Bandwidth
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end bandwidth issues
Front-End Latency
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end latency issues
ICache Miss Impact
fraction of cycles spent on handling
instruction cache misses
Cycles of 0 ports Utilized
the number of cycles during which
no port was utilized.
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streaming network word count (NWc) because sql word count (SqWc)
shows 64% less DRAM bound stalled cycles than network word count
(NWc) and hence consumes 25.65% less memory bandwidth than net-
work word count (NWc). Moreover, the execution units inside the core
are less starved in sql word count as the fraction of clock cycles during
which no ports are utilized, is 5.23% less than in network wordcount.
The difference in performance is because RDDs use Java objects based
row representation, which have high space overhead whereas DataFrames
use new Unsafe Row format where rows are always 8-byte word aligned
(size is multiple of 8 bytes) and equality comparison and hashing are
performed on raw bytes without additional interpretation. This implies
that Dataframes have the potential to improve the micro-architectural
performance of Spark workloads.
The DAG of both windowed word count (Wwc) and twitter popular
tags (Tpt) consists of “map” and “reduceByKeyAndWindow” transfor-
mations (see Table 7.2) but the breakdown of pipeline slots in both work-
loads differ a lot. The back-end bound fraction in windowed word count
(Wwc) is 2.44x larger and front-end bound fraction is 3.65x smaller than
those in twitter popular tags (Tpt). The DRAM bound stalled cycles
in windowed word count (Wwc) are 4.38x larger and L3 bound stalled
cycles are 3.26x smaller than those in twitter popular tags (Tpt). The
fraction of cycles during which 0 port is utilized, however, differ only by
2.94%. Icache miss impact is 13.2x larger in twitter popular tags (Tpt)
than in windowed word count (Wwc). The input data rate in windowed
word count (Wwc) is 10,000 events/s whereas in twitter popular tags
(Tpt), it is 10 events/s. Since the sampling interval is 2s, the working
set of a windowing operation in windowed word count (Wwc) with 30s
window length is 15 x 10,000 events where the working set of a win-
dowing operation in twitter popular tags (Tpt) with 60s window length
is 30 x 10 events. The working set in windowed word count (Wwc) is
500x larger than that in twitter popular tags (Tpt), The 30 MB last
level cache is sufficient enough for the working set of Tpt but not for
windowed word count (Wwc). That’s why windowed word count (Wwc)
also consumes 24x more bandwidth than twitter popular tags (Tpt).
Click stream sliding page count (CSpc) also uses similar “map” and
“countByValueAndWindow” transformations (see Table 7.2) and the in-
put data rate is also the same as in windowed word count (Wwc) but the
back-end bound fraction and DRAM bound stalls are smaller in click
stream sliding page count (CSpc) than in windowed word count (Wwc).
Again the working set in Click stream sliding page count (CSpc) with
10s window length is 5 x 10,000 events which three times less than the
working set in windowed word count (Wwc).
CErpz and CAuc both use “window”, “map” and “groupbyKey” trans-
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formations (see Table 7.2) but the front-end bound fraction and icache
miss impact in CAuc is larger than in CErpz. However, back-end bound
fraction, DRAM bound stalled cycles, memory bandwidth consumption
are larger in CErpz than in CAuC. The retiring fraction is almost same
in both workloads. The difference is again the working set. The working
set in CErpz with the window length of 30 seconds is 15 x 10,000 events
which are 3x larger than in CAuc with the window length of 10 seconds.
This implies that with larger working sets, Icache miss impact can be
reduced.
How does data velocity affect micro-architectural
performance of in-memory data analytics with Spark?
In order to answer the question, we compare the micro-architectural
characteristics of stream processing workloads at input data rates of 10,
100, 1000 and 10,000 events per second. Figure 5.2a shows that CPU
utilization increases only modestly up to 1000 events/s after which it
increases up to 20%. Likewise IPC in figure 5.2b increases by 42% in
CSpc and 83% in CAuc when input rate is increased from 10 to 10,000
events per second.
The pipeline slots breakdown in Figure 5.2c shows that when the input
data rates are increased from 10 to 10,000 events/s, fraction of pipeline
slots being retired increases by 14.9% in CAuc and 8.1% in CSpc be-
cause in CAuc, the fraction of front-end bound slots and bad speculation
slots decrease by 9.3% and 8.1% respectively and the back-end bound
slots increase by only 2.5%, whereas in CSpc, the fraction of front-end
bound slots and bad speculation slots decrease by 0.4% and 7.4% respec-
tively and the back-end bound slots increase by only 0.4%. The memory
subsystem stalls break down in Figure 5.2d show that L1 bound stalls
increase, L3 bound stalls decrease and DRAM bound stalls increase at
high data input rate, e.g in CErpz, L3 bound stalls and DRAM bound
stalls remain roughly constant at 10, 100 and 1000 events/s because the
working sets are still not large enough to create an impact but at 10,000
events/s, the working sets does not fit into the last level cache and thus
DRAM bound stalls increase by approximately 20% while the L3 bound
stalls decrease by the same amount. This is also evident from Figure 5.2f,
where the memory bandwidth consumption is constant at 10, 100 and
1000 events/s and then increases significantly at 10,000 events/s. Larger
working sets translate into better utilization of functional units as the
number of clock cycles during which no ports are utilized decrease at
higher input data rates. Hence input data rates should be high enough
to provide working sets large enough to keep the execution units busy.
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(a) IPC values of stream processing workloads lie in the same range as of
batch processing workloads
(b) Majority of stream processing workloads are back-end bound as that of
batch processing workloads
(c) Stream processing workloads are also DRAM bound but their fraction of
DRAM bound stalled cycles is lower than that of batch processing workloads
Figure 5.1: Comparison of micro-architectural characteristics of batch and stream processing
workloads
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(d) Memory bandwidth consumption of machine learning based batch
processing workloads is higher than other Spark workloads
(e) Execution units starve both in batch in stream processing workloads
(f) ICache miss impact in majority of stream processing workloads is similar
to batch processing workloads
Figure 5.1: Comparison of micro-architectural characteristics of batch and stream processing
workloads
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(a) CPU utilization increases with data velocity
(b) Better IPC at higher data velocity
(c) Front-end bound stalls decrease and fraction of retiring slots increases
with data velocity
Figure 5.2: Impact of Data Velocity on Micro-architectural Performance of Spark Streaming
Workloads
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(d) Fraction of L1 Bound stalls increases, L3 Bound stalls decreases and
DRAM bound stalls increases with data velocity
(e) Functional units inside exhibit better utilization at higher data velocity
(f) Memory bandwidth consumption increases with data velocity
Figure 5.2: Impact of Data Velocity on Micro-architectural Performance of Spark Streaming
Workloads
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5.5 Related Work
Several studies characterize the behaviour of big data workloads and
identify the mismatch between the processor and the big data applica-
tions [64, 88–90, 99, 170, 186]. Ferdman et al. [64] show that scale-out
workloads suffer from high instruction cache miss rates. Large LLC does
not improve performance and off-chip bandwidth requirements of scale-
out workloads are low. Zheng et al. [196] infer that stalls due to kernel
instruction execution greatly influence the front end efficiency. However,
data analysis workloads have higher IPC than scale-out workloads [88].
They also suffer from notable front-end stalls but L2 and L3 caches
are effective for them. Wang et al. [170] conclude the same about L3
caches and L1 I-Cache miss rates despite using larger data sets. Deep
dive analysis [186] reveal that big data analysis workload is bound on
memory latency but the conclusion can not be generalized. None of
the above-mentioned works consider frameworks that enable in-memory
computing of data analysis workloads.
Ruirui et-al [119] have compared throughput, latency, data reception ca-
pability and performance penalty under a node failure of Apache Spark
with Apache Storm. Miyuru et-al [49] have compared the performance of
five streaming applications on System S and S4. Jagmon et-al [37] have
analyzed the performance of S4 in terms of scalability, lost events, re-
source usage, and fault tolerance. Our work analyzes the micro-architectural
performance of Spark Streaming.
5.6 Conclusion
We have reported a deep dive analysis of in-memory data analytics with
Spark on a large scale-up server.
The key insights we have found are as follows:
∗ Batch processing and stream processing has same micro-architectural
behavior in Spark if the difference between two implementations is
of micro-batching only.
∗ Spark workloads using DataFrames have improved instruction re-
tirement over workloads using RDDs.
∗ If the input data rates are small, stream processing workloads are
front-end bound. However, the front end bound stalls are reduced
at larger input data rates and instruction retirement is improved.
We recommend Spark users to prefer DataFrames over RDDs while de-
veloping Spark applications. Computer architects rely heavily on cycle
accurate simulators to evaluate novel designs for processor and mem-
ory. Since simulators are quite slow, computer architects tend to pre-
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fer smaller input data sets. Due to large inconsistencies in the micro-
architectural behaviour with data velocity, computer architects need to
simulate their proposals for stream processing workloads at large input
data rates.
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Chapter 6
Understanding the efficacy of
architectural features in
scale-up servers for
In-Memory Data Analytics
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6.1 Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data collecting, web en-
terprises (such as Yahoo, Facebook, and Google) run big data analyt-
ics applications using clusters of commodity servers. However, it has
been recently reported that using clusters is a case of over-provisioning
since a majority of analytics jobs do not process really big data sets and
modern scale-up servers are adequate to run analytics jobs [21]. Addi-
tionally, commonly used predictive analytics such as machine learning
algorithms, work on filtered data sets that easily fit into the memory
of modern scale-up servers. Moreover, the today’s scale-up servers can
have CPU, memory, and persistent storage resources in abundance at
affordable prices. Thus, we envision a small cluster of scale-up servers to
be the preferable choice for processing data analytics. Choi et al. [44,45]
define such clusters as scale-in clusters. They propose scale-in clusters
with in-storage processing devices to reduce data movements towards
CPUs. However, their proposal is based solely on the memory band-
width characterization of in-memory data analytics with Spark and does
not shed light on the specification of host CPU and memory.
While Phoenix [188], Ostrich [40] and Polymer [195] are specifically de-
signed to exploit the potential of a single scale-up server, they do not
scale-out to multiple scale-up servers. Apache Spark [190], is getting
popular in the industry because it enables in-memory processing, scales
out to a large number of commodity machines and provides a unified
framework for batch and stream processing of big data workloads. Like
Choi et al. [44], we also favour Apache Spark to be the big data pro-
cessing platform for scale-in clusters. By quantifying the architectural
impact on the performance of in-memory data analytics with Spark on
an Ivy Bridge server, we define the specifications of host CPU and mem-
ory and argue that a node with fixed function hardware accelerators near
DRAM and NVRAM suits better for the processing of in-memory data
analytics with Spark on scale-in clusters. Our contributions are:
∗ We evaluate the impact of NUMA locality on the performance of
in-memory data analytics with Spark.
∗ We analyze the effectiveness of Hyper-threading and existing prefetch-
ers in scale-up server to hide data access latencies for in-memory
data analytics with Spark.
∗ We quantify the potential of high bandwidth memories to boost the
performance of in-memory data analytics with Spark.
∗ We recommend how to configure scale-up server and Spark to accel-
erate in-memory data analytics with Spark
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6.2 Background
Spark
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs) [190] which are immutable collections of objects spread
across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: “Transformations” and “Actions”. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs, whereas Actions
launch a computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user
runs an action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the
RDD lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain
pipelined transformations with narrow dependencies. Further, it divides
each stage into tasks, where a task is a combination of data and compu-
tation. Spark assigns tasks to the executor pool of threads and executes
all tasks within a stage before moving on to the next stage. Finally, once
all jobs are completed, it saves the results to file system.
Spark on Modern Scale-up Servers
Our recent efforts on identifying the bottlenecks in Spark [24,25] on scale-
up server shows (i) Spark workloads exhibit poor multi-core scalability
due to thread level load imbalance and work-time inflation, which is
caused by frequent data accesses to DRAM and (ii) the performance of
Spark workloads deteriorates severely as we enlarge the input data size
due to significant garbage collection overhead and file I/O
We reproduce the multi-core scalability experiments from our previous
work [24,25] to highlight the performance issues incurred by Spark work-
loads on scale-up servers. Each benchmark is run with 1, 6, 12, 18 and
24 executor pool threads. The size of input dataset is 6 GB. For each
run, we set the CPU affinity of the Spark process to emulate hardware
with the same number of cores as the worker threads. The cores are
allocated from one socket first before switching to the second socket.
Figure 6.1a plots speed-up as a function of the number of cores. It
shows benchmarks scale linearly up to 4 cores within a socket. Beyond 4
cores, the workloads exhibit sub-linear speed-up, e.g., at 12 cores within
a socket, average speed-up across workloads is 7.45. This average speed-
up increases up to 8.74 when the Spark process is configured to use all
24 cores in the system. The performance gain of mere 17.3% over the
12 cores case suggest Spark applications gain less by using more than
12-core executors. Figure 6.1b shows pipeline-slots breakdown of Spark
workloads.They are configured to run at 24 cores. The data show that
most of the benchmarks are back-end bound because DRAM bound stalls
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are the primary bottleneck (see Figure 6.1c) and remote DRAM accesses
incur additional latency (see Figure 6.1d).
Simultaneous multi-threading and hardware prefetching are effective ways
to hide data access latencies and additional latency overhead due to ac-
cesses to remote memory can be removed by co-locating the computa-
tions with data they access on the same socket. One reason for severe
impact of garbage collection is that full generation garbage collections
are triggered frequently at large volumes of input data and the size of
JVM is directly related to Full GC time. Multiple smaller JVMs could
be better than a single large JVM. In this chapter, we test the afore-
mentioned techniques and study their implications on the architecture
of node in scale-in cluster for in-memory data analytics with Spark.
6.3 Methodology
Our study of the architectural impact on in-memory data analytics is
based on an empirical study of the performance of batch and stream
processing with Spark using representative benchmark workloads. We
have performed several series of experiments, in which we have evaluated
impact of each of the architectural features, such as data locality in
non uniform memory access (NUMA) nodes, hardware prefetchers, and
hyper-threading, on in-memory data analytics with Spark
Workloads
We select the benchmarks based on following criteria;(a) workloads should
cover a diverse set of Spark lazy transformations and actions, (b) work-
loads should be common among different big data benchmark suites
available in the literature and (c) workloads have been used in the ex-
perimental evaluation of Map-Reduce frameworks. Table 7.1 shows the
description of benchmarks. Batch processing workloads from Spark-core,
Spark MLlib, Graph-X and Spark SQL are subset of BigdataBench [170]
and HiBench [79] which are highly referenced benchmark suites in the big
data domain. Stream processing workloads used in the chapter also par-
tially cover the solution patterns for real-time streaming analytics [136].
The source codes for Word Count, Grep, Sort, and NaiveBayes are
taken from BigDataBench [170], whereas the source codes for K-Means,
Gaussian, and Sparse NaiveBayes are taken from Spark MLlib (which
is Spark’s scalable machine learning library [122]) examples available
along with Spark distribution. Likewise, the source codes for stream
processing workloads and graph analytics are also available from Spark
Streaming and GraphX examples respectively. Spark SQL queries from
BigDataBench have been reprogrammed to use DataFrame API. Big
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(a) Spark workloads don’t benefit by adding more than 12 cores
(b) Spark workloads are back-end bound
(c) Spark workloads are DRAM bound
Figure 6.1: Top Down Analysis of Spark Workloads
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(d) Spark workloads have significant remote memory stalls
Figure 6.1: Top Down Analysis of Spark Workloads
Data Generator Suite (BDGS), an open source tool is used to generate
synthetic data sets based on raw data sets [124].
System Configuration
To perform our measurements, we use a current dual-socket Intel Ivy
Bridge server (IVB) with E5-2697 v2 processors, similar to what one
would find in a datacenter. Table 7.3 shows details about our test
machine. Hyper-threading is only enabled during the evaluation of si-
multaneous multi-threading for Spark workloads. Otherwise, Hyper-
Threading and Turbo-boost are disabled through BIOS as per Intel
Vtune guidelines to tune software on the Intel Xeon processor E5/E7
v2 family [13]. With Hyper-Threading and Turbo-boost disabled, there
are 24 cores in the system operating at the frequency of 2.7 GHz.
Table 7.4 also lists the parameters of JVM and Spark after tuning. For
our experiments, we configure Spark in local mode in which driver and
executor run inside a single JVM. We use HotSpot JDK version 7u71
configured in server mode (64 bit). The Hotspot JDK provides several
parallel/concurrent GCs out of which we use Parallel Scavenge (PS)
and Parallel Mark Sweep for young and old generations respectively as
recommended in [25]. The heap size is chosen such that the memory
consumed is within the system. The details on Spark internal parameters
are available [10].
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Table 6.1: Spark Workloads
Spark
Library
Workload Description
Input
data-sets
Spark Core
Word Count
(Wc)
counts the number of occurrence of each word in a text file Wikipedia
Entries
(Structured)Grep (Gp)
searches for the keyword The in a text file and filters out the
lines with matching strings to the output file
Sort (So) ranks records by their key
Numerical
Records
NaiveBayes
(Nb)
runs sentiment classification
Amazon Movie
Reviews
Spark Mllib
K-Means
(Km)
uses K-Means clustering algorithm from Spark Mllib.
The benchmark is run for 4 iterations with 8 desired clusters
Numerical
Records
(Structured)
Gaussian
(Gu)
uses Gaussian clustering algorithm from Spark Mllib.
The benchmark is run for 10 iterations with 2 desired clusters
Sparse
NaiveBayes
(SNb)
uses NaiveBayes classification alogrithm from Spark Mllib
Support Vector
Machines (Svm)
uses SVM classification alogrithm from Spark Mllib
Logistic
Regression(Logr)
uses Logistic Regression alogrithm from Spark Mllib
Graph X
Page Rank (Pr)
measures the importance of each vertex in a graph.
The benchmark is run for 20 iterations
Live
Journal
Graph
Connected
Components (Cc)
labels each connected component of the graph with the
ID of its lowest-numbered vertex
Triangles (Tr)
determines the number of triangles passing through
each vertex
Spark
Streaming
Windowed
Word Count
(WWc)
generates every 10 seconds, word counts over the last 30
sec of,data received on a TCP socket every 2 sec.
Wikipedia
Entries
Streaming
Kmeans (Skm)
uses streaming version of K-Means clustering algorithm
from Spark Mllib. The benchmark is run for 4 iterations
with 8 desired clusters
Numerical
Records
Streaming
Logistic
Regression (Slogr)
uses streaming version of Logistic Regression algorithm from
Spark Mllib. The benchmark is run for 4 iterations with 8
desired clusters
Streaming
Linear
Regression (Slir)
uses streaming version of Logistic Regression algorithm from
Spark Mllib. The benchmark is run for 4 iterations with 8
desired clusters
Spark
SQL
Aggregation
(SqlAg)
implements aggregation query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API Tables
Join (SqlJo)
implements join query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
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Table 6.2: Machine Details
Component Details
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697 V2, Ivy Bridge micro-architecture
Cores 12 @ 2.7GHz (Turbo up 3.5GHz)
Threads
2 per Core (when Hyper-Threading
is enabled)
Sockets 2
L1 Cache
32 KB for Instruction and
32 KB for Data per Core
L2 Cache 256 KB per core
L3 Cache (LLC) 30MB per Socket
Memory
2 x 32GB, 4 DDR3 channels, Max BW 60GB/s
per Socket
OS Linux Kernel Version 2.6.32
JVM Oracle Hotspot JDK 7u71
Spark Version 1.5.0
Table 6.3: Spark and JVM Parameters for Different Workloads
Parameters
Batch
Processing
Workloads
Stream
Processing
WorkloadsSpark-Core,
Spark-SQL
Spark Mllib,
Graph X
spark.storage.memoryFraction 0.1 0.6 0.4
spark.shuﬄe.memoryFraction 0.7 0.4 0.6
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles true
spark.shuﬄe.compress true
spark.shuﬄe.spill true
spark.shuﬄe.spill.compress true
spark.rdd.compress true
spark.broadcast.compress true
Heap Size (GB) 50
Old Generation Garbage Collector PS Mark Sweep
Young Generation Garbage Collector PS Scavenge
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Measurement Tools and Techniques
We configure Spark to collect GC logs which are then parsed to measure
time (called real time in GC logs) spent in garbage collection. We rely
on the log files generated by Spark to calculate the execution time of the
benchmarks. We use Intel Vtune Amplifier [4] to perform general micro-
architecture exploration and to collect hardware performance counters.
We use numactl [8] to control the process and memory allocation affinity
to a particular socket. We use hwloc [34] to get the CPU ID of hardware
threads. We use msr-tools [7] to read and write model specific registers
(MSRs). All measurement data are the average of three measure runs;
Before each run, the buffer cache is cleared to avoid variation in the
execution time of benchmarks. We find variance in measurements to
be negligible and hence do not use box plots. Through concurrency
analysis in Intel Vtune, we find executor pool threads in Spark start
taking CPU time after 10 seconds. Hence, hardware performance counter
values are collected after the ramp-up period of 10 seconds. For batch
processing workloads, the measurements are taken for the entire run of
the applications and for stream processing workloads, the measurements
are taken for 180 seconds as the sliding interval and duration of windows
in streaming workloads considered are much less than 180 seconds.
Top-Down Analysis Approach
We use top-down analysis method proposed by Yasin [185] to study the
micro-architectural performance of the workloads because earlier studies
on profiling on big data workloads shows the efficacy of this method in
identifying the micro-architectural bottlenecks [24,97,186]. Super-scalar
processors can be conceptually divided into the "front-end" where in-
structions are fetched and decoded into constituent operations, and the
"back-end" where the required computation is performed. A pipeline slot
represents the hardware resources needed to process one micro-operation.
The top-down method assumes for each CPU core, there are four pipeline
slots available per clock cycle. At issue point, each pipeline slot is classi-
fied into one of four base categories: Front-end Bound, Back-end Bound,
Bad Speculation and Retiring. If a micro-operation is issued in a given
cycle, it would eventually either get retired or cancelled. Thus, it can be
attributed to either Retiring or Bad Speculation respectively. Pipeline
slots that could not be filled with micro-operations due to problems
in the front-end are attributed to Front-end Bound category whereas
pipeline slot where no micro-operations are delivered due to a lack of
required resources for accepting more micro-operations in the back-end
of the pipeline are identified as Back-end Bound. The top-down method
requires following the metrics described in Table 7.5, whose definition
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Table 6.4: Metrics for Top-Down Analysis of Workloads
Metrics Description
IPC
average number of retired instructions
per clock cycle
DRAM Bound
how often CPU was stalled on the main
memory
L1 Bound
how often machine was stalled without
missing the L1 data cache
L2 Bound
how often machine was stalled on L2
cache
L3 Bound
how often CPU was stalled on L3 cache,
or contended with a sibling Core
Store Bound
how often CPU was stalled on store
operations
Front-End Bandwidth
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end bandwidth issues
Front-End Latency
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end latency issues
ICache Miss Impact
fraction of cycles spent on handling
instruction cache misses
DTLB Overhead
fraction of cycles spent on handling
first-level data TLB load misses
Cycles of 0 ports Utilized
the number of cycles during which
no port was utilized.
are taken from Intel Vtune on-line help [4].
6.4 Evaluation
How much performance gain is achievable by co-locating
the data and computations on NUMA nodes for
in-memory data analytics with Spark?
Ivy Bridge Server is a NUMA multi-socket system. Each socket has 2
on-chip memory controllers and a part of the main memory is directly
connected to each socket. This layout offers high bandwidth and low
access latency to the directly connected part of the main memory. The
sockets are connected by two QPI (Quick Path Interconnect) links, thus,
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a socket can access the main memory of another socket. However, a
memory access from one socket to memory from another socket (remote
memory access) incurs additional latency overhead due to transferring
the data by cross-chip interconnect. By co-locating the computations
with the data they access, the NUMA overhead can be avoided.
To evaluate the impact of NUMA on Spark workloads, we run the bench-
marks in two configurations: a) Local DRAM, where Spark process is
bound to socket 0 and memory node 0, i.e. computations and data
accesses are co-located, and b) Remote DRAM, where spark process is
bound to socket 0 and memory node 1, i.e. all data accesses incur the ad-
ditional latency. The input data size for the workloads is chosen as 6GB
to ensure memory working set sizes fit socket memory. Spark parameters
for the two configurations are given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Machine and Spark Configuration for NUMA Evaluation
Local DRAM (L) Remote DRAM (R)
Hardware
Socket ID 0 0
Memory Node ID 0 1
No. of cores 12 12
No. of threads 12 12
Spark
spark.driver.cores 12 12
spark.default.parallelism 12 12
spark.driver.memory (GB) 24 24
Figure 6.2a shows remote memory accesses can degrade the performance
of Spark workloads by 10% on average. This is because despite the
stalled cycles on remote memory accesses double (see Figure 6.2c), retir-
ing category degrades by only 10.79%, Back-end bound stalls increases
by 20.26%, bad speculation decreases by 13.08% and front-end bound
stalls decreases by 12.66% on average as shown in Figure 6.2b. Further-
more, the total cross-chip bandwidth of 32 GB/sec (peak bandwidth of
16 GB/s per QPI link) satisfies the memory bandwidth requirements of
Spark workloads (see Figure 6.2d).
Implications: In-memory data analytics with Spark should use data
from local memory on a multi-socket node of the scale-in cluster.
Is simultaneous multi-threading effective for in-memory
data analytics with Spark?
Ivy Bridge Machine uses Simultaneous Multi-threading(SMT), which en-
ables one processor core to run two software threads simultaneously
to hide data access latencies. To evaluate the effectiveness of Hyper-
Threading, we run Spark process in the three different configurations a)
ST:2x1, the baseline single threaded configuration where Spark process is
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(a) Performance degradation due to NUMA is 10% on average across the
workloads.
(b) Retiring decreases due to increased back-end bound in remote only mode.
(c) Stalled Cycles double in remote memory case
Figure 6.2: NUMA Characterization of Spark Benchmarks
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(d) Memory Bandwidth consumption is well under the limits of QPI
bandwidth
Figure 6.2: NUMA Characterization of Spark Benchmarks
bound to two physical cores b) SMT:2x2, a simultaneous multi-threaded
configuration where Spark process is allowed to use 2 physical cores and
their corresponding hyper threads and c) ST:4x1, the upper-bound single
threaded configuration where Spark process is allowed to use 4 physical
cores. Spark parameters for the aforementioned configurations are given
in Table 6.6. We also experiment with baseline configurations, ST:1x1,
ST:3x3, ST:4x4, ST:5x5 and ST:6x6. In all experiments socket 0 and
memory node 0 is used to avoid NUMA effects and the size of input
data for the workloads is 6GB.
Table 6.6: Machine and Spark Configurations to evaluate Hyper Threading
ST:2x1 SMT:2x2 ST:4x1
Hardware
No of sockets 1 1 1
No of memory nodes 1 1 1
No. of cores 2 2 4
No. of threads 1 2 1
Spark
spark.driver.cores 2 4 4
spark.default.parallelism 2 4 4
spark.driver.memory (GB) 24 24 24
Figure 6.3a shows SMT provides 39.5% speedup on average across the
workloads over baseline configuration, while the upper-bound configu-
ration provided 77.45% on average across the workloads. The memory
bandwidth in SMT case also keeps up with the multi-core case it is
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(a) Multi-core vs Hyper-Threading
(b) HT Effectiveness is around 1
(c) Memory Bandwidth in multi-threaded case keeps up with that in
multi-core case.
Figure 6.3: Hyper Threading is Effective
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(d) DRAM Bound decreases and L1 Bound increases
Figure 6.3: Hyper Threading is Effective
20.54% less than that of the multi-core version on average across the
workloads as shown in Figure 6.3c. Figure 6.3b presents HT Effective-
ness at different baseline configurations. HT Effectiveness of 1 is de-
sirable as it implies 30% performance improvement in Hyper-Threading
case over the baseline single threaded configuration [2]. The data reveal
HT effectiveness remains close to 1 on average across the workloads till
4 cores after that it drops. This is because of poor multi-core scalability
of Spark workloads as shown in [24]
For most of the workloads, DRAM bound is reduced to half whereas
L1 Bound doubles when comparing the SMT case over baseline ST case
in Figure 6.3d implying that Hyper-threading is effective in hiding the
memory access latency for Spark workloads.
Implications: 6 HT cores per socket are sufficient for a node in scale-in
clusters.
Are existing hardware prefetchers in modern scale-up
servers effective for in-memory data analytics with
Spark?
Prefetching is a promising approach to hide memory access latency by
predicting the future memory accesses and fetching the corresponding
memory blocks into the cache ahead of explicit accesses by the pro-
cessor. Intel Ivy Bridge Server has two L1-D prefetchers and two L2
prefetchers.The description about prefetchers is given in Table 6.7. This
information is taken from Intel software forum [1].
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Table 6.7: Hardware Prefetchers Description
Prefetcher
Bit No. in
MSR
(0x1A4)
Description
L2 hardware
prefetcher
0
Fetches additional lines of code
or data into the L2 cache
L2 adjacent cache
line prefetcher
1
Fetches the cache line that comprises
a cache line pair(128 bytes)
DCU prefetcher 2
Fetches the next cache line into
L1-D cache
DCU IP prefetcher 3
Uses sequential load history (based
on Instruction Pointer of previous
loads) to determine whether to
prefetch additional lines
To evaluate the effectiveness of L1-D prefetchers, we measure L1-D
miss impact for the benchmarks at four configurations: a) all proces-
sor prefetchers are enabled, b) DCU prefetcher is disabled only, c) DCU
IP prefetcher is disabled only and d) both L1-D prefetchers are disabled.
To assess the effectiveness of L2 prefetchers, we measure L2 miss rate for
the benchmarks at four configurations: a) all processor prefetchers are
enabled, b) L2 hardware prefetcher is disabled only, c) L2 adjacent cache
line prefetcher is disabled only and d) both L2 prefetchers are disabled.
Figure 6.4a shows L1-D miss impact increases by only 3.17% on aver-
age across the workloads when DCU prefetcher disabled, whereas the
same metric increases by 34.13% when DCU IP prefetcher is disabled in
comparison with the case when all processor prefetchers are enabled. It
implies DCU prefetcher is ineffective.
Figure 6.4b shows L2 miss rate increases by at most 5% in Grep when
L2 adjacent cache line prefetcher disabled. In some cases for example
sort and naivebayes, disabling L2 adjacent line prefetcher reduces the L2
miss rate. This implies L2 adjacent cache line prefetcher is ineffective.
It also shows L2 miss rate increases by 14.31% on average across the
workloads when L2 hardware prefetcher is disabled.
Figure 6.4c shows percentage change in execution time of Spark work-
loads over baseline configuration (all prefetchers are enabled). The data
show L1-D next-line and adjacent cache line L2 prefetchers have a nega-
tive impact on Spark workloads and disabling them improves the perfor-
mance of Spark workloads on average by 7.9% and 2.31% respectively.
This implies simple next-line hardware prefetchers in modern scale-up
servers are ineffective for in-memory data analytics.
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(a) L1-D DCU Prefetcher is ineffective
(b) Adjacent Cache Line L2 Prefecher is ineffective
(c) Disabling L1-D next-line and L2 Adjacent Cache Line Prefetchers can
reduce the execution of Spark jobs up-to 14% and 4% respectively
Figure 6.4: Evaluation of Hardware Prefetchers
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Implications: Cores without next-line hardware prefetchers are suit-
able for a node in scale-in clusters.
Does in-memory data analytics with Spark experience
loaded latencies (happens if bandwidth consumption is
more than 80% of sustained bandwidth)?
According to Jacob et al. [85], the bandwidth vs latency response curve
for a system has three regions. For the first 40% of the sustained band-
width, the latency response is nearly constant. The average memory
latency equals idle latency in the system and the system performance
is unbounded by the memory bandwidth in the constant region. In be-
tween 40% to 80% of the sustained bandwidth, the average memory
latency increases almost linearly due to contention overhead by numer-
ous memory requests. The performance degradation of the system starts
in this linear region. Between 80% to 100% of the sustained bandwidth,
the memory latency can increase exponentially over the idle latency of
DRAM system and the applications performance is limited by available
memory bandwidth in this exponential region. Note that maximum sus-
tained bandwidth is 65% to 75% of the theoretical maximum for server
workloads.
Using the formula taken from Intel’s document [13], we calculate maxi-
mum theoretical bandwidth, per socket, for a processor with DDR3-1866
and 4 channels is 59.7GB/s and the total system bandwidth is 119.4
GB/s. To find sustained maximum bandwidth, we compile the OpenMP
version of STREAM [11] using Intel’s ICC compiler. On running the
benchmark, we find the maximum sustained bandwidth to be 92 GB/s.
Figure 6.5: Spark workloads do not experience loaded latencies
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Figure 6.6: Bandwidth Consumption over time
Figure 7.1d shows the average bandwidth consumption as a fraction
of sustained maximum bandwidth for different BIOS configurable data
transfer rates of DDR3 memory. The data reveal Spark workloads con-
sume less than 40% of sustained maximum bandwidth at 1866 data trans-
fer rate and thus operate in the constant region. By lowering the data
transfer rates to 1066, the majority of workloads from Spark core, all
workloads from Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, and Graph-X still operate
on the boundary of linear region whereas workloads from Spark MLlib
shift to the linear region and mostly operate at the boundary of linear
and exponential region. However at 1333, Spark MLlib workloads op-
erate roughly in the middle of the linear region. From the bandwidth
consumption over time curves of the Km, Snb and Nb in Figure 6.6, it
can be seen even when the peak bandwidth utilization goes into the ex-
ponential region, it lasts only for a short period of time and thus, have a
negligible impact on the performance. As we enlarge the input data set,
Figure 6.7a shows average memory bandwidth consumption decreases
from 20.7 GB/s in the 6 GB case to 13.7 GB/s in the 24 GB case on
average across the workloads. Moreover, wait time on file I/O becomes
dominant at large input data sets as shown in Figure 6.7b.
Implications: High Bandwidth Memories like Hybrid Memory cubes [3]
are inessential for in-memory data analytics with Spark and DDR3-1333
is sufficient for a node in scale-in clusters and the future single node
should include faster persistent storage devices like SSD or NVRAM to
reduce the wait time on file I/O.
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(a) Memory traffic decreases with data size.
(b) Wait time becomes dominant at larger datasets due to significant
increase in file I/O operations.
Figure 6.7: Effect of Data Volume on Spark workloads
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Are multiple small executors (which are java processes
in Spark that run computations and store data for the
application) better than single large executor?
With the increase in the number of executors, the heap size of each ex-
ecutor’s JVM is decreased. Heap size smaller than 32 GB enables “Com-
pressedOops”, that results in fewer garbage collection pauses. On the
other hand, multiple executors may need to communicate with each other
and also with the driver. This leads to increase in the communication
overhead. We study the trade-off between GC time and communication
overhead for Spark applications.
We deploy Spark in standalone mode on a single machine, i.e. master
and worker daemons run on the same machine. We run applications
with 1, 2, 4 and 6 executors. Beyond 6, we hit the operating system
limit of a maximum number of threads in the system. Table 6.8 lists
down the configuration details. In all configurations, the total number
of cores and the total memory used by the applications are constant at
24 cores and 50GB respectively.
Table 6.8: Multiple Executors Configuration
Configuration 1E 2E 4E 6E
spark.executor.instances 1 2 4 6
spark.executor.memory (GB) 50 25 12.5 8.33
spark.executor.cores 24 12 6 4
spark.driver.cores 1 1 1 1
spark.driver.memory (GB) 5 5 5 5
Figure 6.8 data shows 2 executors configuration are better than 1 ex-
ecutor configuration, e.g. for K-Means and Gaussian, 2E configuration
provides 29.31% and 30.43% performance improvement over the baseline
1E configuration, however, 6E configuration only increases the perfor-
mance gain to 36.48% and 35.47% respectively. For the same workloads,
GC time in 6E case is 4.08x and 4.60x less than the 1E case. A small
performance gain from 2E to 6E despite the reduction in GC time can
be attributed to increased communication overhead among the executors
and master.
Implications: In-memory data analytics with Spark should use multi-
ple executors with heap size smaller than 32GB instead of single large
executor on the node of the scale-in cluster.
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Figure 6.8: Multiple small executors are better than single large executor due to reduction in
GC time
6.5 The case of Near Data Computing both in
DRAM and in Storage
Since DRAM scaling is lagging behind the Moore’s law, increasing DRAM
capacity will be a challenge. NVRAM, on the other hand, shows a
promising trend in terms of capacity scaling. Since Spark based work-
loads are I/O intensive when the input datasets don’t fit in memory and
are bound on latency when they do fit in-memory, In-Memory process-
ing, and In-storage processing can be combined together into a hybrid
architecture where the host is connected to DRAM with custom acceler-
ators and flash based NVRAM with integrated hardware units to reduce
the data movement. We envision a single node with fixed function hard-
ware accelerators both in DRAM and also in-Storage. Figure 9.1 shows
the architecture.
Let’s consider an example. Many transformations in Spark such as
groupByKey, reduceByKey, sortByKey, join etc involve shuﬄing of data
between the tasks. To organize the data for shuﬄe, spark generates set
of tasks; map tasks to organize the data and a set of reduce tasks to
aggregate it. Map output records from each task are kept in memory
until they can’t fit. At that point records are sorted by reduce tasks
for which they are destined and then spilled to a single file. Since the
records are dispersed throughout the memory, they results in poor cache
locality and sorting them on CPU will experience a significant amount of
cache misses and using near DRAM hardware accelerators for sort func-
tion, this phase can be accelerated. If this process occurs multiple times,
the spilled segments are merged later. On the reduce side, tasks read
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the relevant sorted blocks. A single reduce task can receive blocks from
thousands of map tasks. To make this many-way merge efficient, espe-
cially in the case where the data exceeds the memory size, It is better to
use hardware accelerators for merge function near the faster persistent
storage device like NVRAM.
Figure 6.9: NDC Supported Single Node in Scale-in Clusters for in-Memory Data Analytics with
Spark
6.6 Related Work
Several studies characterize the behaviour of big data workloads and
identify the mismatch between the processor and the big data applica-
tions [30,64,88–90,97,99,170,186]. None of the above-mentioned works
analyze the impact of NUMA, SMT and hardware prefetchers on the
performance of in-memory data analytics with Apache Spark.
Chiba et al. [41] also study the impact of NUMA, SMT and multiple
executors on the performance of TPC-H queries with Apache Spark on
IBM Power 8 server. However, their work is limited to Spark SQL li-
brary only. They only explore thread affinity, i.e. bind JVMs to sockets
but allow the cross socket accesses. Our study covers the workloads not
only from Spark SQL but also from Spark-core, Spark MLlib, Graph X
and Spark Streaming. We use Intel Ivy bridge server. By using a diverse
category of Spark workloads and a different hardware platform, our find-
ings build upon Chiba’s work. We give in-depth insights into the limited
potential of NUMA affinity for Spark SQL workloads, e.g. Spark SQL
queries exhibit 2-3% performance improvement by considering NUMA
locality whereas Graph-X workloads show more than 20% speed-up be-
cause CPU stalled cycles on remote accesses are much less in Spark SQL
queries compared to Graph-X workloads. We show the effectiveness of
hyper-threading is due to the reduction in DRAM bound stalls and also
show that HT is effective for Spark workloads only up to 6 cores. Be-
sides that, we also quantify the impact of existing hardware prefetchers
in scale-up servers on Spark workloads and quantify the DRAM speed
sufficient for Spark workloads. Moreover, we derive insights about the
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architecture of a node in scale-in cluster for in-memory data analytics
based on their performance characterization.
6.7 Conclusion
We have reported a deep dive analysis of in-memory data analytics with
Spark on a large scale-up server. The key insights we have found are as
follows:
∗ Exploiting data locality on NUMA nodes can only reduce the job
completion time by 10% on average as it reduces the back-end bound
stalls by 19%, which improves the instruction retirement only by 9%.
∗ Hyper-Threading is effective to reduce DRAM bound stalls by 50%,
HT effectiveness is 1.
∗ Disabling next-line L1-D and Adjacent Cache line L2 prefetchers can
improve the performance by up to 14% and 4% respectively.
∗ Spark workloads do not experience loaded latencies and it is better
to lower down the DDR3 speed from 1866 to 1333.
∗ Multiple small executors can provide up to 36% speedup over single
large executor.
We advise using executors with memory size less than or equal to 32GB
and restrict each executor to use NUMA-local memory. We recommend
enabling hyper-threading, disable next-line L1-D and adjacent cache line
L2 prefetchers and lower the DDR3 speed to 1333.
We also envision processors with 6 hyper-threaded cores without L1-D
next line and adjacent cache line L2 prefetchers. The die area saved can
be used to increase the LLC capacity and the use of high bandwidth
memories like Hybrid memory cubes [3] is not justified for in-memory
data analytics with Spark.
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Chapter 7
The Case of Near Data
Processing Servers for
In-Memory Data Analytics
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7.1 Introduction
With a deluge in the volume and variety of data collecting, web enter-
prises (such as Yahoo, Facebook, and Google) run big data analytics
applications using clusters of commodity servers. While cluster com-
puting frameworks are continuously evolving to provide real-time data
analysis capabilities, Apache Spark [190] has managed to be at the fore-
front of big data analytics for being a unified framework for SQL queries,
machine learning algorithms, graph analysis and stream data processing.
Recent studies on characterizing in-memory data analytics with Spark
show that (i) in-memory data analytics are bound by the latency of
frequent data accesses to DRAM [24] and (ii) their performance deteri-
orates severely as we enlarge the input data size due to significant wait
time on I/O [25].
The concept of near-data processing (NDP) is regaining the attention of
researchers partially because of technological advancement and partially
because moving the compute closer to the data where it resides, can
remove the performance bottlenecks due to data movement. The um-
brella of NDP covers 2D-integrated Processing-In-Memory, 3D-stacked
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) and In-Storage Processing (ISP). Exist-
ing studies show efficacy of processing-in-memory (PIM) approach for
simple map-reduce applications [83, 137], graph analytics [15, 127], ma-
chine learning applications [31, 107] and SQL queries [125, 177]. Re-
searchers also show the potential of processing in non-volatile memories
for I/O bound big data applications [36,143,173]. However, it is not clear
which aspect of NDP (high bandwidth, improved latency, reduction in
data movement, etc..) will benefit state-of-art big data frameworks like
Apache Spark. Before quantifying the performance gain achievable by
NDP for Spark, it is pertinent to answer which form of NDP (PIM, ISP)
would better suit Spark workloads?
To answer this, we characterize Apache Spark workloads into compute
bound, memory bound and I/O bound. We use hardware performance
counters to identify the memory bound applications and OS level metrics
like CPU utilization, idle time and wait time on I/O to filter out the I/O
bound applications in Apache Spark and position ourselves as under
∗ ISP matches well with the characteristics of non iterative batch pro-
cessing workloads in Apache Spark.
∗ PIM suits stream processing and iterative batch processing work-
loads in Apache Spark.
∗ Machine Learning workloads in Apache Spark are phasic and require
hybrid ISP and PIM.
∗ 3D-Stacked PIM is an overkill for Apache Spark and programmable
logic based hybrid ISP and 2D integrated PIM can satisfy the vary-
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ing compute demands of Apache Spark based workloads.
7.2 Background and Related Work
Spark
Spark is a cluster computing framework that uses Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDDs), which are immutable collections of objects spread
across a cluster. Spark programming model is based on higher-order
functions that execute user-defined functions in parallel. These higher-
order functions are of two types: “Transformations” and “Actions”. Trans-
formations are lazy operators that create new RDDs, whereas Actions
launch a computation on RDDs and generate an output. When a user
runs an action on an RDD, Spark first builds a DAG of stages from the
RDD lineage graph. Next, it splits the DAG into stages that contain
pipe-lined transformations. Further, it divides each stage into tasks,
where a task is a combination of data and computation. Tasks are as-
signed to executor pool of threads. Spark executes all tasks within a
stage before moving on to the next stage. Finally, once all jobs are
completed, the results are saved to file systems.
Spark MLlib is a scalable machine learning library [122] on top of Spark
Core. GraphX enables graph-parallel computation in Spark. Spark SQL
is a Spark module for structured data processing with data schema in-
formation. This schema information is used to perform extra optimiza-
tion. Spark Streaming provides a high-level abstraction called discretized
stream or DStream, which represents a continuous stream of data. Inter-
nally, a DStream is represented as a sequence of RDDs. Spark streaming
can receive input data streams from sources such as Apache Kafka [103].
It then divides the data into batches, which are then processed by the
Spark engine to generate the final stream of results in batches.
Near Data Processing
The umbrella of near-data processing covers both processing in memory
and in-storage processing. A survey [157] highlights historical achieve-
ments in technology that enables Processing-In-Memory (PIM) and var-
ious PIM architectures. It depicts PIM’s advantages and challenges.
Challenges of PIM architecture design are the cost-effective integration
of logic and memory, unconventional programming models and lack of
inter-operability with caches and virtual memory.
PIM approach can reduce the latency and energy consumption associ-
ated with moving data back-and-forth through the cache and memory
hierarchy, as well as greatly increase memory bandwidth by sidestepping
the conventional memory-package pin-count limitations. There exists a
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continuum of processing that can be embedded “in memory” [115]. This
includes i) software transparent applications of logic in memory, ii) fixed
function accelerators, iii) bounded operand PIM operations, which can
be specified in a manner that is consistent with existing instruction-level
memory operand formats, directly encoded in the opcode in the instruc-
tion set architecture, iv) compound PIM operations, which may access
an arbitrary number of memory locations and perform number of dif-
ferent operations and v) fully programmable logic in memory, either a
processor or re-configurable logic device.
Related work for NDP
Applications of PIM
PIM for Map-Reduce: For Map-Reduce applications, prior stud-
ies [83, 138] propose simple processing cores in the logic layer of 3D-
stacked memory devices to perform Map operations with efficient data
access and without hitting the memory bandwidth wall. The reduce op-
erations despite having random memory access patterns are performed
on the central host processor.
PIM for Graph Analytics: The performance of graph analytics is
bound by the inability of conventional processing systems to fully uti-
lize the memory bandwidth and Ahn et al. [15] propose in-order cores
with graph processing specific prefetchers in the logic layer of 3D-stacked
DRAM to fully utilize the memory bandwidth. Graph traversals are
bounded by irregular memory access patterns of graph property and a
study [127] proposes to oﬄoad the graph property to hybrid memory
cube [3] (HMC) by utilizing the atomic requests described in HMC 2.0
specification (that is limited to only integer operations and one memory
operand).
PIM for Machine Learning: Lee et al. [107] use State Synchronous
Parallel (SSP) model to evaluate asynchronous parallel machine learn-
ing workloads and observe that atomic operations are the hotspots and
propose to oﬄoad them onto logic layers in 3D stacked memories. These
atomic operations are overlapped with main computation to increase the
execution efficiency. K-means, a popular machine learning algorithm, is
shown to benefit from higher bandwidth achieved by physically bonding
the memory to the package containing processing elements [31]. Another
proposal [52] is to use content addressable memories with hamming dis-
tance units in the logic layer to minimize the impact of significant data
movement in k-nearest neighbours.
PIM for SQL queries: Researchers also exploit PIM for SQL queries.
The motivation for pushing select query down to memory is reduce data
movement by pushing only relevant data up the memory hierarchy [177].
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Join query can exploit 3D stacked PIM as it is characterized by irregular
access patterns, but near-memory algorithms are required that consider
data placement and communication cost and exploit locality with in one
stack as much as possible [125]
PIM for Data Re-organization operations: Another application
of PIM is to accelerate data access and to help CPU cores to com-
pute on complex linked data structures by efficiently packing them into
the cache. Using strided DMA units, gather/scatter hardware and in-
memory scratchpad buffers, the programmable near memory data rear-
rangement engines proposed in [69] perform fill and drain operations to
gather the blocks of application data structures.
In-Storage Processing
Ranganathan et al. [143] propose nano-stores that co-locates processors
and non-volatile memory on the same chip and connect to one another
to form a large cluster for data-centric workloads that operate on more
diverse data with I/O intensive, often random data access patterns and
limited locality. Chang et al. [36] examine the potential and limit of de-
signs that move compute in close proximity of NVM based data stores.
The limit study demonstrates significant potential of this approach (3-
162x improvement in energy-delay product) particularly for I/O inten-
sive workloads. Wang et al. [173] observe that NVM is often naturally
incorporated with basic logic like data comparison write or flip-n-write
module and exploit the existing resources inside memory chips to ac-
celerate the key non-compute intensive functions of emerging big data
applications.
7.3 Big Data Frameworks and NDP
Motivation
Even though NDP seems promising for applications like map-reduce,
machine learning algorithms, SQL queries and graph analytics, but the
existing literature lacks a study that identifies the potential of NDP for
big data processing frameworks like Apache Spark, which run on top of
Java Virtual Machine and use map-reduce programming model to en-
able machine learning, graph analysis and SQL processing on batched
and streaming data. One can argue that previous NDP proposals made
only by studying the algorithms can be extrapolated to the big data
frameworks but we refute the argument by stating that earlier proposal
of using 3D-Stacked PIM for map reduce applications [83, 138] was mo-
tivated by the fact that the performance of map phase is limited by the
memory bandwidth. Our experiments show that Apache Spark based
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map-reduce workloads don’t fully utilize the available memory band-
width. Prior work [27] also shows that high bandwidth memories are
not needed for Apache Spark based workloads.
Methodology
Our study of identifying the potential of NDP to boost the performance
of Spark workloads is based on matching the characteristics of Apache
Spark based workloads to different forms of NDP (2D integrated PIM,
3D Stacked PIM, ISP)
Workloads
Our selection of benchmarks is inspired by [27]. We select the bench-
marks based on following criteria;(a) workloads should cover a diverse
set of Spark lazy transformations and actions, (b) workloads should be
common among different big data benchmark suites available in the liter-
ature and (c) workloads have been used in the experimental evaluation of
Map-Reduce frameworks. Table 7.1 shows the description of benchmarks
and the breakdown of each benchmark into transformations and actions
are given in Table 7.2. Batch processing workloads from Spark-core,
Spark MLlib, Graph-X and Spark SQL are subset of BigdataBench [170]
and HiBench [79] which are highly referenced benchmark suites in the big
data domain. Stream processing workloads used in the chapter also par-
tially cover the solution patterns for real-time streaming analytics [136].
The source codes for Word Count, Grep, Sort, and NaiveBayes are
taken from BigDataBench [170], whereas the source codes for K-Means,
Gaussian, and Sparse NaiveBayes are taken from Spark MLlib (which is
Spark’s scalable machine learning library [?]) examples available along
with Spark distribution. Likewise, the source codes for stream process-
ing workloads and graph analytics are also available from Spark Stream-
ing and GraphX examples respectively. Spark SQL queries from Big-
DataBench have been reprogrammed to use DataFrame API. Big Data
Generator Suite (BDGS), an open source tool is used to generate syn-
thetic data sets based on raw data sets [124].
System Configuration
To perform our measurements, we use a current dual-socket Intel Ivy
Bridge server (IVB) with E5-2697 v2 processors, similar to what one
would find in a datacenter. Table 7.3 shows details about our test ma-
chine. Hyper-Threading and Turbo-boost are disabled through BIOS
during the experiments as per Intel Vtune guidelines to tune software on
the Intel Xeon processor E5/E7 v2 family [13]. With Hyper-Threading
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Table 7.1: Spark Workloads
Spark
Library
Workload Description
Input
data-sets
Spark Core
Word Count
(Wc)
counts the number of occurrence of each word in a text file Wikipedia
Entries
Grep (Gp)
searches for the keyword The in a text file and filters out the
lines with matching strings to the output file
Sort (So) ranks records by their key
Numerical
Records
NaiveBayes
(Nb)
runs sentiment classification
Amazon
Movie
Reviews
Spark MLlib
K-Means
(Km)
uses K-Means clustering algorithm from Spark MLlib.
The benchmark is run for 4 iterations with 8 desired clusters
Numerical
Records
Sparse
NaiveBayes
(Snb)
uses NaiveBayes classification algorithm from Spark MLlib
Support Vector
Machines (Svm)
uses SVM classification algorithm from Spark MLlib
Logistic
Regression(Logr)
uses Logistic Regression algorithm from Spark MLlib
Graph X
Page Rank (Pr)
measures the importance of each vertex in a graph.
The benchmark is run for 20 iterations
Live
Journal
Graph
Connected
Components (Cc)
labels each connected component of the graph with the
ID of its lowest-numbered vertex
Triangles (Tr)
determines the number of triangles passing through
each vertex
Spark
SQL
Aggregation
(Sql_Agg)
implements aggregation query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
TablesJoin (Sql_Jo)
implements join query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
Difference
(Sql_Diff)
implements difference query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
Cross Product
(Sql_Cro)
implements cross product query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
Order By
(Sql_Ord)
implements order by query from BigdataBench
using DataFrame API
Spark
Streaming
Windowed
Word Count
(WWc)
generates every 10 seconds, word counts over the last
30 sec of data received on a TCP socket every 2 sec. Wikipedia
Entries
Stateful Word
Count (StWc)
counts words cumulatively in text received from the network
every sec starting with initial value of word count.
Network Word
Count (NWc)
counts the number of words in the text, received from a data
server listening on a TCP socket every 2 sec and print the
counts on the screen. A data server is created by running
Netcat (a networking utility in Unix systems for creating
TCP/UDP connections)
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Table 7.2: Converted Spark Operations in Workloads
Workload Converted Spark Operation
Wc Map, ReduceByKey, SaveAsTextFile
Gp Filter, SaveAsTextFile
So Map, SortByKey, SaveAsTextFile
Nb Map, Collect, SaveAsTextFile
Km Map, MapPartitions, MapPartitionsWithIndex, FlatMap,Zip, Sample, ReduceByKey,
Snb Map, RandomSplit, Filter, CombineByKey
Svm Map, MapPartitions, MapPartionswithIndex, Zip, Sample,
RandomSplit,Filter,MakeRDD,Union, TreeAggregate, CombineByKey, SortByKeyLogr
Pr
Coalesce, MapPartitionswithIndex, MapPartitions, Map, PartitionBy, ZipPartitionsCc
Tr
Sql_Jo
Map, MapPartitions, SortMergeJoin, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange,
TungstenSort, ConverToSafe
Sql_Diff
Map, MapPartitions, SortMergeOuterJoin, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange,
TungstenSort, ConverToSafe, ConverToUnsafe
Sql_Cro
Map, MapPartitions, SortMergeJoin, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange,
TungstenSort, ConverToSafe, ConverToUnsafe
Sql_Agg
Map, MapPartitions, TungstenProject, TungstenExchange, TungstenAggregate,
ConvertToSafe
Sql_Ord Map, MapPartitions, TakeOrdered
WWc FlatMap, Map, ReduceByKeyAndWindow
StWc FlatMap, Map, UpdateStateByKey
NWc FlatMap, Map, ReduceByKey
and Turbo-boost disabled, there are 24 cores in the system operating at
the frequency of 2.7 GHz.
Table 7.4 lists the parameters of JVM and Spark after tuning. For
our experiments, we configure Spark in local mode in which driver and
executor run inside a single JVM. We use HotSpot JDK version 7u71
configured in server mode (64 bit) and use Parallel Scavenge (PS) and
Parallel Mark Sweep for young and old generations respectively as recom-
mended in [25]. The heap size is chosen such that the memory consumed
is within the system.
Measurement Tools and Techniques
We use linux iotop command to measure the total disk bandwidth. To
find sustained maximum bandwidth, we compile the OpenMP version
of STREAM [11] using Intel’s ICC compiler. We use linux top com-
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Table 7.3: Machine Details.
Component Details
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697 V2, Ivy Bridge micro-architecture
Cores 12 @ 2.7GHz
Threads 1 per Core
Sockets 2
L1 Cache
32 KB for Instruction and
32 KB for Data per Core
L2 Cache 256 KB per core
L3 Cache (LLC) 30MB per Socket
Memory
2 x 32GB, 4 DDR3 channels, Max BW 60GB/s
per Socket
OS Linux Kernel Version 2.6.32
JVM Oracle Hotspot JDK 7u71
Spark Version 1.5.0
Table 7.4: Spark and JVM Parameters for Different Workloads.
Parameters
Batch
Processing
Workloads
Stream
Processing
WorkloadsSpark-Core,
Spark-SQL
Spark MLlib,
Graph X
spark.storage.memoryFraction 0.1 0.6 0.4
spark.shuﬄe.memoryFraction 0.7 0.4 0.6
spark.shuﬄe.consolidateFiles true
spark.shuﬄe.compress true
spark.shuﬄe.spill true
spark.shuﬄe.spill.compress true
spark.rdd.compress true
spark.broadcast.compress true
Heap Size (GB) 50
Old Generation Garbage Collector PS Mark Sweep
Young Generation Garbage Collector PS Scavenge
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mand in batch mode and monitor only java process of Spark to measure
%usr (percentage CPU used by user process) and %io (percentage CPU
waiting for I/O)
We use Intel Vtune Amplifier [4] to perform general micro-architecture
exploration and to collect hardware performance counters. All measure-
ment data are the average of three measure runs; Before each run, the
file buffer cache is cleared to avoid variation in the execution time of
benchmarks. Through concurrency analysis in Intel Vtune, we found
that executor pool threads in Spark start taking CPU time after 10
seconds. Hence, hardware performance counter values are collected af-
ter the ramp-up period of 10 seconds. For batch processing workloads,
the measurements are taken for the entire run of the applications and
for stream processing workloads, the measurements are taken for 180
seconds as the sliding interval and duration of windows in streaming
workloads considered are much less than 180 seconds.
We use top-down analysis method proposed by Yasin [185] to study
the micro-architectural performance of the workloads. Earlier studies
on profiling of big data workloads shows the efficacy of this method in
identifying the micro-architectural bottlenecks [24, 97, 186]. The top-
down method requires following metrics described in Table 7.5, whose
definition are taken from Intel Vtune on-line help [4].
7.4 Evaluation
The case of ISP for Spark
Figure 7.1b shows the average amount of data read from and written to
the disk per second for different Spark workloads. The data reveal that
on average across the workloads, total disk bandwidth consumption is 56
MB/s. The SATA HDD installed in the machine under test can support
up to 164.5 MB/s of 128 KB sequential reads and writes. However,
the average response time for 4 KB reads and writes are 1803.41ms and
1305.66ms respectively [12]. This implies that Spark workloads do not
saturate the bandwidth of SATA HDD, Earlier work [25] shows severe
degradation in the performance of Spark workloads using large datasets
due to significant wait time on I/O. Hence, it is the latency of I/O
operations that are detrimental to the performance of Spark workloads.
Figure 7.1a shows average percentage CPU, a) used by Spark java pro-
cess, b) in system mode c) waiting for I/O and d) in idle state during
the execution of different Spark workloads. Even though the number of
Spark worker threads are equal to the number of CPUs available in the
system, during the execution of Spark SQL queries, only 8.97% CPUs
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Table 7.5: Metrics for Top-Down Analysis of Workloads
Metrics Description
IPC
average number of retired instructions
per clock cycle
DRAM Bound
how often CPU was stalled on the main
memory
L1 Bound
how often machine was stalled without
missing the L1 data cache
L2 Bound
how often machine was stalled on L2
cache
L3 Bound
how often CPU was stalled on L3 cache,
or contended with a sibling Core
Store Bound
how often CPU was stalled on store
operations
Front-End Bandwidth
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end bandwidth issues
Front-End Latency
fraction of slots during which CPU was
stalled due to front-end latency issues
ICache Miss Impact
fraction of cycles spent on handling
instruction cache misses
DTLB Overhead
fraction of cycles spent on handling
first-level data TLB load misses
Cycles of 0 ports Utilized
the number of cycles during which
no port was utilized.
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are in user mode, 22.93% CPUs are waiting for I/O and 63.52% CPUs
are in idle state. We see similar characteristics for Grep and Sort.
Grep, WordCount, Sort, NaiveBayes, Join, Aggregation, Cross Product,
Difference and Orderby queries are all non iterative workloads, the data
is read from and written to disk through out the execution period of
workloads (see Figure 7.2a, 7.2b, 7.2c, 7.2d, 7.2f, 7.2g) and compute in-
tensity varies from low to medium and the amount of data written to
the disk also varies. For all these disk based workloads, we recommend
in-storage processing. Since these workloads differ in the compute inten-
sity, putting simple in-order cores would be less effective as compared to
programmable logic, which can be programmed with workload specific
hardware accelerators. Moreover, using hardware accelerators inside the
NAND flash can free up the resources at the host CPU, which in turn
can be used for other compute-intensive tasks.
The case of PIM for Apache Spark
When Graph-X workloads are run, 45.15% CPUs are in the user mode,
3.98% CPUs wait for I/O and 44.63% CPUs are in the idle state. Pager-
ank, Connected Components and Triangle counting are iterative applica-
tions on graph data. All these workloads have a phase of heavy I/O with
moderate CPU utilization followed by the phase of high CPU utilization
and negligible I/O (see Figure 7.2l, 7.2m, 7.2n). These workloads are
dominant by the second phase.
During the execution of stream processing workloads, 39.52% CPUs are
in the user mode, 2.29% CPUs wait for I/O and 55.78% CPUs are in
the idle state. The wait time on I/O for stream processing workloads is
negligible (see Figure 7.2i, 7.2j, 7.2k) due to the streaming nature of the
workloads but the CPU utilization also varies from low to high.
For Spark MLlib workloads, the percentage of CPUs in user mode, wait-
ing for I/O and in idle state are 60.27%, 9.56% and 25.48%. SVM and
Logistic Regression are phasic in terms of I/O (see Figure 7.2p, 7.2q).
The training phase has significant I/O and also high CPU utilization,
whereas the testing phase has negligible I/O and high CPU utilization
because before the training starts, the input data is split into training
and testing data and are cached in the memory.
Since DRAM bound stalls are higher than L3 bound stalls and L1 bound
stalls for most of the Graph-X, Spark Spark Streaming and Spark MLlib
workloads (see Figure 7.1c), it means that CPUs are stalled waiting for
the data to be fetched from the main memory and not by the caches (for
detailed analysis see [24–26]). So, instead of moving the data back and
forth through the cache hierarchy in between the iterations, it would be
beneficial to use programmable logic based processing-in-memory. As a
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(a) Average percentage CPU in user mode, wait on I/O and in idle state
during the execution of Spark workloads
(b) Spark workloads do not saturate the disk bandwidth
(c) Spark workloads are DRAM bound
Figure 7.1: Characterization of Spark workloads from NDP perspective
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(d) Spark workloads do not experience loaded latencies
Figure 7.1: Characterization of Spark workloads from NDP perspective
result, application specific hardware accelerators are brought closer to
the data, which will reduce the data movement and improve the perfor-
mance of Spark workloads.
The case of 2D integrated PIM instead of 3D stacked
PIM for Apache Spark
According to Jacob et al. [85], the bandwidth vs latency response curve
for a system has three regions. For the first 40% of the sustained band-
width, the latency response is nearly constant. The average memory
latency equals idle latency in the system and the system performance
is unbounded by the memory bandwidth in the constant region. In be-
tween 40% to 80% of the sustained bandwidth, the average memory
latency increases almost linearly due to contention overhead by numer-
ous memory requests. The performance degradation of the system starts
in this linear region. Between 80% to 100% of the sustained bandwidth,
the memory latency can increase exponentially over the idle latency of
DRAM system and the applications performance is limited by available
memory bandwidth in this exponential region.
3D-Stacked PIM based on Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) enables signif-
icantly more bandwidth between the memory banks and the compute
units as compared to 2D integrated PIM, e.g. maximum theoretical
bandwidth of 4 DDR3-1066 is 68.2 GB/s where as 4 HMC links provide
480 GB/s [142]. If the workload is operating in the exponential region
on bandwidth vs latency curve of DDR3 based system, using HMC will
move the workload to operate again in the constant region and average
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(a) Sql_Jo
(b) Sql_Agg
(c) Sql_Ord
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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(d) Sql_Diff
(e) Sql_Cro
(f) Gp
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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(g) So
(h) Nb
(i) WWc
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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(j) NWc
(k) Stwc
(l) Pr
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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(m) Cc
(n) Tr
(o) Km
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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(p) Svm
(q) Logr
(r) Snb
Figure 7.2: Execution time breakdown for Spark workloads
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memory latency equals idle latency of the system. On the other hand,
if the workloads are not bounded by the memory bandwidth, NDP ar-
chitecture based on 3D-stacked PIM would not be able to fully utilize
the excessive bandwidth and goal of reducing the data movement can be
achieved instead by 2D integrated PIM.
Figure 7.1d shows the average bandwidth consumption as a fraction
of sustained maximum bandwidth. The data reveal Spark workloads
consume less than 40% of sustained maximum bandwidth at 1866 MT/s
data transfer rate and thus operate in the constant region. Awan et
al. [27] study the bandwidth consumption of Spark workloads during
the whole execution time of the workloads and show that even when
the peak bandwidth utilization goes into the exponential region, it lasts
only for a short period of time and thus, have a negligible impact on
the performance. Thus we envision 2D integrated PIM instead of 3D
stacked PIM for Apache Spark.
The case of Hybrid 2D integrated PIM and ISP for
Spark
K-means is also an iterative algorithm. It has two distinct phases (see
Figure 7.2o), heavy I/O phase followed by negligible I/O phase. The
heavy IO phase has low cpu utilization. This phase implements kmeans||
initialization method to assign initial values to the clusters. This phase
can be mapped to hardware accelerators in the programmable logic inside
the storage, where as the main clustering algorithm can be mapped to
2D integrated PIM.
7.5 Conclusion
We study the characteristics of Apache Spark workloads from the NDP
perspective and and position ourselves as follows;
∗ Spark workloads, which are not iterative and have high ratio of %
cpu waiting for I/O to % cpu in user mode like SQL queries, filter,
word count and sort are ideal candidates for ISP.
∗ Spark workloads, which have low ratio of % cpu waiting for I/O
to % cpu in user mode like stream processing and iterative graph
processing workloads are bound by latency of frequent accesses to
DRAM and are ideal candidates for 2D integrated PIM.
∗ Spark workloads, which are iterative and have moderate ratio of %
cpu waiting for I/O to %cpu in user mode like K-means, have both
I/O bound and memory bound phases and hence will benefit from
the combination of 2D integrated PIM and ISP.
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∗ To satisfy the varying compute demands of Spark workloads, we
envision an NDP architecture with programmable logic based hybrid
ISP and 2D integrated PIM.
Future work involves quantifying the performance gain for Spark work-
loads achievable through programmable logic based ISP and 2D inte-
grated PIM.
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Chapter 8
The practicalities of Near
Data Accelerators augmented
Scale-up servers for
In-Memory Data Analytics
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8.1 Introduction
Traditionally, cluster computing frameworks like Apache Flink [35], Apache
Spark [190], Apache Storm [164] etc, are being increasingly used to run
real-time streaming analytics. These frameworks have been designed to
use the cluster of commodity machines. Keeping in view the poor multi-
core scalability of such frameworks [27], we hypothesize that coherently
attached processor interface (CAPI) [161] based scale-up machines can
deliver enhanced performance for in-memory big data analytics.
Our contributions are
∗ We propose system design for FPGA acceleration of big data pro-
cessing frameworks on CAPI based scale-up servers.
∗ We estimate 4x speedup in the scale-up performance of Apache
Spark on CAPI based scale-up machines using roof-line model.
8.2 System Design
This section describes the main challenges involved, the decisions we
made, and the scheduling scheme we developed.
Challenges
The work addresses following challenges.
∗ How to efficiently utilize both CPU and FPGA for a single applica-
tion?
We propose to run the map and reduce tasks on both CPU and
FPGA and balance the load dynamically between CPU and FPGA.
∗ How to attain peak performance on the CPU side?
We propose multi-threading and vectorization.
∗ How to attain peak CAPI bandwidth consumption?
We propose to overlap read/write requests on the FPGA.
∗ How to attain peak performance on the FPGA side?
We propose to employ map side partial reductions to fit the in-
termediate data inside the FPGA and if it does not fit inside the
FPGA use device external memory. Also, employ double buffering
technique between the AFU and device memory and multiple FIFO
buffers between PSL and AFU side to hide the PCIe overhead.
∗ How to make accelerators easily programmable?
We propose to use pragmas in SDSoC to guide Vivado HLS to gen-
erate the map and reduce accelerators.
∗ How to hide JVM to FPGA communication?
We propose to oﬄoad algorithm instead of specific kernels only.
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High Level Design
Figure 8.1 shows our high level solution. The naive approach of oﬄoading
the hotspot functions identified by profiler like Intel Vtune does not work
here as our profiling experience with Apache Spark and Apache Flink
reveals, there is no single hot-spot function that contributes to more than
50% of the total execution time, and instead there are different hotspot
functions, each contributing up to 10-15 % of the total execution time.
Other ways of accelerating big data processing frameworks like Apache
Spark are oﬄoading the tasks or oﬄoading the algorithm. By Compar-
ing previous studies [67,78], we find that oﬄoading the whole algorithm
incurs less JVM-FPGA communication overhead than oﬄoading the in-
dividual tasks. Thus, we choose oﬄoading the algorithm outside the
Spark-framework, even though the algorithm is still written following
the MapReduce programming model. The mapping decisions between
CPU and FPGA are taken outside the JVM.
Figure 8.1: Our High Level Solution
Compared to existing literature, our work contrasts as follows
∗ We focus on hiding the data communication overhead by oﬄoading
the whole algorithm (reducing the no of accelerator function calls)
and data-reuse on the FPGA side (amortizing the data transfer over-
head).
∗ We use the integration approach proposed by [58] and apply the
diverse set of optimization both on CPU side and FPGA side.
∗ We also oﬄoad the entire computation instead of key computation
kernels from Spark to our optimized hardware/software co-designed
framework similar to [20]. Contrasting their approach, in our work,
data is read from the Java heap for optimized C++ processing on
the CPUs and hardware acceleration of the FPGAs and final results
are copied back into Spark using memory mapped byte buffers.
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∗ We exploit CAPI to further reduce the communication cost.
∗ We use co-processing on the CPUs as well as FPGA to finish all the
map tasks as quickly as possible.
CAPI Specific Optimization
CAPI allows to couple the hardware and software threads in a very fine-
grained manner. Shared virtual memory is the key innovation of the
OpenCL standard and allow host and device platforms to operate on
shared data-structures using the same virtual address space. We pass
the pointers to the CAPI accelerators to read the data directly from
the Java Heap, which removes the overhead of pinned buffers on host
memory. Due to CAPI, the accelerators have access to the whole system
memory of TB scale and thus accelerators can work on big data sets.
HDL vs. HLL
The main obstacle for the adoption of FPGAs in big data analytics
frameworks is the high programming complexity of hardware descrip-
tion languages (HDL). In last years, there are several efforts from the
main FPGA and system vendors to allow users to program FPGA using
high-level synthesis (HLS), like OpenCL or specific-domain languages
like OpenSPL. Although HDLs can provide the higher speedup, the low
programming complexity of HLL makes them very attractive in the big
data community [67, 78, 129, 149]. We use SDSoC to generate the hard-
ware accelerators. We exploit following pragmas whose description is
taken from Xilinx SDSoC user guide [180].
Task Pipelining
If there are multiple calls in the application, you can structure the appli-
cation such that you can pipeline these calls and overlap the setup and
data transfer with the accelerator computation. To enable the pipelin-
ing, we need to provide extra local memory to store the second set of
arguments while the accelerator is computing with the first set of argu-
ments.The SDSoC generate these memories, called multi-buffers, under
the guidance of the user. Specifying the task level, pipelining requires
rewriting the calling code using the pragmas async (id) and wait (id).
Function Inlining
It replaces a function call by substituting a copy of the function body
after resolving the actual and formal arguments. After that, the inlined
function is dissolved and no longer appears as a separate level of the
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hierarchy. Function inlining allows operations within the inlined func-
tion being optimized more effectively with surrounding operations, thus
improves the overall latency or the initiation interval for a loop. SDSoC
provides the pragma HLS inline.
Loop Pipelining
In sequential languages, the operations in a loop are executed sequen-
tially and the next iteration of the loop can only begin when the last
operation in the current loop iteration is complete. Loop pipelining al-
lows the operations in a loop to be implemented in a concurrent manner.
An important term for loop pipelining is called Initiation Interval, which
is the number of the clock cycles between the start times of consecutive
loop iterations. To pipeline a loop, use the pragma pipeline.
Loop Unrolling
It is another technique to exploit parallelism between loop iterations. It
creates multiple copies of the loop body and adjusts the loop iteration
counter accordingly. It generates more operations in each loop iteration,
thus Vivado HLS can exploit more parallelism among these operations.
If the factor N is less than the total number of loop iterations, it is called
a partial unroll and if the factor N is the same number of loop iterations,
it is called a full unroll.
Performance Limiting Factors and Remedies
Both, loop pipelining and loop unrolling exploit parallelism between it-
erations. However, parallelism between loop iterations is limited by two
main factors: one is the data dependencies between loop iterations, the
other is the number of available hardware resources. A data dependence
from an operation in one iteration to another operation in a subsequent
iteration is called loop-carried dependence. It implies that the opera-
tion in the subsequent iteration cannot start the operation in the cur-
rent iteration has finished computing the data input for the operation
in the subsequent iteration. Loop-carried dependencies fundamentally
limit the initiation interval that can be achieved using loop pipelining
and the parallelism that can be exploited using loop unrolling.
Another performance limiting factor for loop pipelining and loop un-
rolling is the number of available hardware resources, e.g. if the loop is
pipelined with an initiation interval and if the memory has only a single
port, then the two read operations cannot be executed simultaneously
and must be executed in two cycles. The same can happen with other
hardware resources, e,g. if the op_compute is implemented with a DSP
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core which cannot accept new inputs every cycle, and there is one such
DSP core. Then op_compute cannot be issued to the DSP core each
cycle, and an initiation interval of one is not possible.
Increasing Local Memory Bandwidth: If the loop pipelining and loop
unrolling are limited by insufficient memory ports, local memory band-
width needs to be increased.
Array Partitioning
Arrays can be partitioned into smaller arrays. The physical implemen-
tation of memories have only a limited number of read ports and write
ports, which can limit the throughput of a load/store intensive algo-
rithm. The memory bandwidth can sometimes be improved by splitting
the original array (implemented as a single memory source) into multiple
smaller arrays (implemented as multiple memories), effectively increas-
ing the number of load/store ports.
Three types of array partitioning are block, cyclic a complete. Block-
split the original array into equally sized blocks of consecutive elements
of the original. Cyclic-split the original array into equally sized blocks
interleaving the elements of the original array. Complete-split the array
into individual elements. This corresponds to implementing an array as
a collection of registers rather than as a memory.
Array Reshaping
Arrays can be reshaped to increase the memory bandwidth. Reshap-
ing takes different elements from a dimension in the original array and
combines them into a single wider element. Array reshaping is similar
to array partitioning, but instead of partitioning into multiple arrays, it
widens array elements.
Data Flow Pipelining
The previously discussed optimization techniques are all "fine grain"
parallelizing optimizations at the level of operators, such as multiplier,
adder, and memory load/store operations. These techniques optimize
the parallelism between these operators. Data flow pipelining, on the
other hand, exploits the "coarse grain" parallelism at the level of func-
tions and loops. Data flow pipelining can increase the concurrency be-
tween functions and loops.
Function Data Flow Pipelining
The default behavior for a series of function calls in Vivado HLS is
to complete a function before starting the next function. Vivado HLS
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implements function data flow pipelining by inserting "channels" between
functions. These functions are implemented as either ping-pong buffers
or FIFOs, depending on the access patterns of the producer and the
consumer of the data. If a function parameter (producer or consumer)
is an array, the corresponding channel is implemented as a multi-buffer
using standard memory accesses (with associated address and control
signals). For a scalar, pointer and reference parameters, as well as the
function return, the channel is implemented as a FIFO, which uses fewer
hardware resources (no address generation) but required that the data
is accessed sequentially.
Loop Data Flow Pipelining
Data flow pipelining can also be applied to loops in a similar manner
as it can be applied to functions. It enables the sequence of loops, nor-
mally executed sequentially, to execute concurrently. Data flow pipelin-
ing should be applied to a function, loop or region, which contains either
all functions or all loops: do not apply on a scope containing a mixture
of loops and functions. Vivado HLS automatically inserts channels be-
tween the loops to ensure data can flow asynchronously from one loop
to the next.
Opportunities and Limitations of High-Level Synthesis
for Big Data Workloads
We apply the optimizations described in the previous section to Stream
processing algorithms, i) Bloom Filters [109], ii) Count-Min Sketch [48]
and iii) HyperLogLog [65]. We discuss the implementation of Hyper-
loglog in detail and walk through different optimization to show how
these tools enable quick design space exploration (see Fig 8.2). For
Count-Min Sketch and Bloom Filters, we only show the numbers before
and after applying the series of optimizations (see Fig 8.3).
Figure 8.2a shows that impact of different optimizations applied to the
starting code for HyperLogLog written in C/C++. The optimized ver-
sion after introducing a series of pragmas is 4.4x faster than the base-
line implementation. We then rewrite the optimized version using map-
reduce programming model which improves further the estimated clock
cycles by 1.7x. However, instantiating multiple number of mappers and
reducers strain the internal FPGA resources especially block rams and
dsp units as shown in Fig 8.2b. The resource utilization of dsp units
increases 42% to 70% when 32 mappers are instantiated instead of 2.
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(a) Estimated hardware clock cycles for different optimization
(b) Resource utilization for different optimization
Figure 8.2: Design Space Exploration of HyperLogLog Using SDSoC
Programmable Accelerators for iterative map-reduce
programming model
In one iteration, Mapper accelerators read (K, V) pairs from system
memory at slow speed, process them in parallel and generate the out-
put (K, V) pairs. The amount of intermediate data depends on the
number of mappers. This number, which can be generated, depends on
the FPGA resources consumed by a single mapper. The smaller the re-
sources consumed by one single map accelerator, the larger the number
of map accelerators can be instantiated. The resources consumed by
a single map accelerator depends on the compute intensity of the map
function and the inherent parallelism available within the map function.
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(a) Estimated hardware clock cycles
Figure 8.3: Comparison of Baseline and Optimized implementation of Stream Processing
Applications
By using fully parallel design, a single map accelerator consumes a lot
of FPGA resources and thus the number of parallel mappers that can
be instantiated is reduced accordingly, as well as the amount of the in-
termediate data. The intermediate data can be stored inside the FPGA
and the reducers operate on this data to generate the final results which
are also stored inside the FPGA.
Current designs in the literature fit to one of the following assumptions.
∗ Assumption 01: Training data, model, and intermediate data fit in
the FPGA internal memory and is kept across the iterations.
∗ Assumption 02: Model and intermediate data fit in the FPGA in-
ternal memory, but training data does not fit inside the FPGA and
is kept on FPGA external DDR3 memory.
∗ Assumption 03: Training data does not fit on the FPGA external
memory but model fits inside the FPGA.
∗ Assumption 04: Training data does not fit on the FPGA external
memory but fits on the System memory and model does not fit inside
the FPGA memory.
Our focus is on designing accelerators that fit Assumption 03 and 04.
Scheduling scheme for Assumption 03 (Big Data and small
model): Send the model once over the CAPI and store inside the FPGA
block rams. Stream the training data from the CAPI into FPGA, up-
date the predictive model using map-reduce accelerators every iteration
and once the convergence is reached, the model is output to the system
memory.
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Scheduling scheme for Assumption 04 (Big Data and big model):
Stream the model once from system memory to the FPGA device exter-
nal memory and then, at the start of each iteration, stream the model in
from FPGA device external memory and write the model out at the end
of each iteration, whereas training data is still streamed in over CAPI.
Another design option is that training data is streamed in from CAPI to
map accelerator, the output of which is written to FPGA device external
memory, which is further streamed in by the reducers.
Device Service Layer: Vivado can create the IP using Xilinx Memory
Interface Generator [179] for DDR3 memory.
Word-Lengths: Our design supports 32-bit floating point numbers.
The yellow lines are the data-path and blue lines are the control signals
(see Fig 8.4)
General Sequencer: It is a finite state machine with variable no of
states. The number of states can be varied to adjust to different configu-
rations of mappers and reducers and also to different scheduling schemes.
Awan [23] uses a similar idea to generate accelerators for norm optimal
iterative learning control algorithm.
On-Chip Distributed Memory Architecture: It comprises of dou-
ble buffers to hide the access latencies of PCIe, FIFO buffers at the input
and output of mappers and reducers. The length of buffers is also con-
figurable to adjust to the amount of block-ram available in the FPGA
card.
Parametric Design: Our design has different parameters to configure
for each workload. A constraint solver will be required to generate an
optimized number of parameters for the number of mappers and reduc-
ers.
Advantages of our design
Our solution has following advantages,
∗ Template-based design to support generality.
∗ No of mappers and reducers can be instantiated based on the FPGA
card.
∗ General Sequencer is a Finite State Machine whose states can be
varied to meet the diverse set of workloads
∗ Mappers and Reducers can be programmed in C/C++ and can be
synthesized using Vivado High-Level Synthesis.
∗ Support hardware acceleration of diverse set of workloads
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Figure 8.4: System Architecture on FPGA-side
Table 8.1: Spark MLlib Workloads
Spark Workloads Time Complexityper iteration
K-Means O(k*n*d)
Linear Regression O(n*d2 + d3)
Gradient Descent O(n*d)
SVM using SMO (libsvm) O(d*n3)
Decision Tree Training O(n*d*log(n))
Least Squares using SVD O(n* d2)
Ridge Regression O(n*d2)
Least angle regression O(n*d2)
Alternating Least Squares O(k2 + n*k3)
Cholesky Factorization O(n3)
Multi Layer Perceptron O(n*m*d)
Stochastic Gradient Descent O(n*d + k*n)
8.3 Evaluation Technique and Results
We develop roof-line model for the target machine whose specifications
are given in Table 8.2. The peak performance (Gflops) for the CPU is
calculated by multiplying cpu-speed, number of sockets, number of core
per socket and instruction retirement per socket. The peak bandwidth
for CPU is obtained by multiplying the number of centaur chips with the
summation of read and write bandwidth per centaur chip. In order to
calculate peak GFlops for the FPGA card, we adopt approach described
by Intel [123]. According to this approach, the best choice is to use
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Table 8.2: Machine Details
CPU Specifications Power 8 based Server
CPU Speed (GHz) 3.325
Sockets 4
Cores per socket 6
Threads per core 8
Instruction retirement per core 8
Centaur chips 24
Read bandwidth per Centaur (GB/s) 19.2
Write bandwidth per Centaur (GB/s) 9.6
FPGA Specifications ADM-PCIE-KU3
CAPI Complaint Yes
Host I/F PCIe Gen 3x8
Target Device
Xilinx® Kintex®
Ultrascale™ : XCKU060
- FFVA1156
On-board memory (GB) 16
BRAM (Mb) 38
Max Distributed RAM (Mb) 9.1
Block RAM blocks 1,080
DSP slices 2,760
System Logic Cells 725,550
CLB Flip-Flops 663,360
CLB LUTs 331,680
the add/subtract function to maximize floating-point rating. The best
strategy is to build as many adders as possible until the DSP48E slices
are exhausted, and build the remaining adders with pure logic. The
DSP resourced adders require 2 DSP slices and 354 LUT-FF pairs (or
LCs) and a single instantiation can operate at 519 MHz. The logic-
based adder uses 578 LCs, and a single instantiation can operate at 616
MHz. Assuming 100% logic and 100% DSP slices are used (this requires
enough routing to be available to utilize all of the logic), the Kintex
Ultra-scale XCKU060 FPGA (see Table 8.2) can deliver 968 GFLOPS
of single-precision floating-point performance. The sustained bandwidth
for DMAs to the system memory over CAPI interface is 3GB/s and
DMAs to the device memory attains 9GB/s of sustained bandwidth [47].
Fig 8.6 shows the combined roof-line model.
We combine modeling and partial emulation to estimate the bounds
on the speedup achieved by our solution. The based-line is obtained
by reproducing the scalability experiments from Chapter 03. Fig 8.5
shows that speed up for K-Means application saturates at 9 when 24
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threads are configured in the executor pool and each worker thread is
bound to the separate core. In other words, the peak Gflops attained
by Spark based K-Means on a 24-core machine is equivalent to the peak
Gflops of a machine with 9 cores. Thus in terms of peak Gflops, the
baseline performance for Spark based K-Means is 30 Gflops. Based on
the time and space complexity of K-Means algorithm (see table 8.1), the
arithmetic intensity is estimated to be 32. By mapping, both arithmetic
intensity of K-Means algorithm and peak attainable Gflops for Spark
based K-Means, on the roofline model of CPU + CAPI based FPGA
machine (see Fig 8.6) we see that oﬄoading the whole algorithm to the
FPGA with coherent accesses to TB scale system memory can deliver
120 Gflops. This implies the potential of 4x speedup. If the accelerators
use device memory, which has 3x higher bandwidth than CAPI interface,
the upper limit for speedup is 288/30 = 9.6x. Enabling vectorization on
CPU side can deliver upto 8x speedup. The arithmetic intensities of
other machine learning workloads in Table 8.1 are much higher than
that of K-means and thus the potential of performance improvement for
those workloads is even better.
Figure 8.5: Scalability Study of Spark applications
8.4 Conclusion
Using the roof-line model of coherently attached FPGA based scale-
up server, we estimate the speedup achievable by in-memory big data
analytics on coherently attached FPGA based scale-up servers.
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Figure 8.6: Roofline Model of Power 8 + CAPI enabled FPGA Server
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
Firstly we find that performance bottlenecks in Spark workloads on a scale-
up server are frequent data accesses to DRAM, thread level load imbalance,
garbage collection overhead and wait time on file I/O. To improve the per-
formance of Spark workloads on a scale-up server, we make following rec-
ommendation: (i) Spark users should prefer DataFrames over RDDs while
developing Spark applications and input data rates should be large enough
for real-time streaming analytics to exhibit better instruction retirement, (ii)
Spark should be configured to use executors with memory size less than or
equal to 32GB and restrict each executor to use NUMA local memory, (iii)
GC scheme should be matched to the workload, (iv) Hyper-threading should
be turned on, next line L1-D and adjacent cache line L2 prefetchers should
be turned off and DDR3 speed should be configured to 1333 MT/s.
Secondly, we envision processors with 6 hyperthreaded cores without L1-D
next line and adjacent cache line L2 prefetchers. The die area saved can be
used to increase the LLC capacity. and the use of high bandwidth memories
like Hybrid memory cubes is not justified for in-memory data analytics with
Spark. Since DRAM scaling is not picking up with Moore’s law, increasing
DRAM capacity will be a challenge. NVRAM, on the other hand, shows a
promising trend in terms of capacity scaling. Since Spark based workloads are
I/O intensive when the input datasets don’t fit in memory and are bound on
latency when they do fit in-memory, In-Memory processing, and In-storage
processing can be combined to form a hybrid architecture where the host is
connected to DRAM with custom accelerators and flash-based NVM with
integrated hardware units to reduce the data movement. Figure 9.1 shows
the architecture.
Many transformations in Spark such as groupByKey, reduceByKey, sort-
ByKey, join etc involve shuﬄing of data between the tasks. To organize
the data for shuﬄe, spark generates set of tasks-map tasks to organize the
data and a set of reduce tasks to aggregate it. Internally results are kept in
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Figure 9.1: NDC Supported Single Node in Scale-in Clusters for in-Memory Data Analytics with
Spark
memory until they can’t fit. Then these are sorted based on the target parti-
tion and written to a single file. On the reduce side, tasks read the relevant
sorted blocks. It is worthwhile to investigate the hardware-software co-design
of shuﬄe for near data computing architectures.
Real-time analytics are enabled through large-scale distributed stream pro-
cessing frameworks like D-streams in Apache Spark. Existing literature lacks
the understanding of Distributed streaming applications from the architec-
tural perspective. PIM architecture for such applications is worth look-
ing at. PIM accelerators for database operations like Aggregations, Projec-
tions, Joins, Sorting, Indexing, and Compression can be researched further.
Q100 [176] like data processing units in DRAM can be used to accelerate SQL
queries.
In a conventional MapReduce system, it is possible to carefully data across
vaults in an NDC system to ensure good map phase locality and high perfor-
mance but with iterative MapReduce, it is impossible to predict how RDDs
will be produced and how well behaved they will be. It might be beneficial
to migrate data between nodes between one Reduce and the next Map Phase
and to even use a hardware accelerator to decide which data should end up
where. Other future work involved addressing following research questions
– How to design the best hybrid CPU + FPGA ML workloads?
– How to attain peak performance on CPU side?
– How to attain peak performance on FPGA side?
– How to balance the load between CPU and FPGA?
– How hide communication between JVM and FPGA?
– How to attain peak CAPI bandwidth consumption?
– How to design the clever ML workload accelerators using HLS tools?
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